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Abstract 
 
 
The present work addresses several issues in the field of organic and transparent 
electronics. One of them is the prevailing high power consumption in state-of-the-art 
organic field-effect transistors (OFETs). A possible solution could be the 
implementation of complementary, rather than unipolar logic, but this development is 
currently inhibited by a distinct lack of high performance electron transporting (n-
channel) OFETs. Here, the issue is addressed by investigating a series of solution 
processable n-channel fullerene molecules in combination with optimized transistor 
architectures. Furthermore, the trend towards complementary circuit design could be 
facilitated by employing ambipolar organic semiconductors, such as squaraine 
molecules or polymer/fullerene blends. These materials can fill the role of p- or n-
channel semiconductors and enable the facile implementation of power saving 
complementary-like logic, eliminating the cost-intensive patterned deposition of 
discrete p-and n-channel transistors. Alternatively, a patterning method for organic 
materials adapted from standard photolithography is discussed. Furthermore, 
ambipolar FETs are found to be capable of light sensing at wavelength of 400-1000 
nm. Hence their use in low-cost, organic based optical sensor arrays can be envisioned.  
Another strategy to reduce the power consumption and operating voltages of 
OFETs is the use of ultra-thin, self-assembled molecular gate dielectrics, such as 
alkyl-phosphonic acid molecules. Based on this approach solution processed n- and p-
channel OFETs and a complementary organic inverter circuit are demonstrated, which 
operate at less than 2 Volts.  
Finally, transparent oxide semiconductors are investigated for use in thin-film 
transistors. Titanium dioxide (TiO2) and zinc oxide (ZnO) films are deposited by 
means of a low-cost large area compatible spray pyrolysis technique. ZnO transistors 
exhibit high electron mobility of the order of 10 cm2/Vs and stable operation in air at 
less than 2 Volts. These results are considered significant steps towards the 
development of organic and transparent large-area optoelectronics. 
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Chapter 1: 
    Introduction 
 
 
 
Most people, when I introduce them to my research area, “Organic Electronics”, 
still wonder whether that means making bio-degradable, or ecologically friendly 
electronic devices. I then explain that these properties may apply to some outcomes of 
organic electronics, but that the notion of “organic” generally refers to “carbon based” 
materials, which often do not occur naturally, but which have been developed with the 
help of sophisticated chemical synthesis. More recently during the course of my PhD 
some people have started to react differently by asking about organic light-emitting 
diodes (OLEDs) and foldable displays, which they read or heard about.  
While the first commercially available organic electronic components have been 
emerging on the market over the last few years, the research on organic electronic 
materials and devices has been flourishing everywhere in the world for decades.3-8 
Organic materials have been recommended for use in a wide range of applications, 
including organic photo-voltaics (OPVs),10,11 OLEDs,13 chemical or optical organic 
sensors,14,15 organic memory elements and organic field-effect transistors (OFETs).16-
18 OFETs have been the focus of my work for this PhD thesis.  
The microelectronics industry has been heavily relying on inorganic 
components, e.g. semiconductors such as Silicon (Si) [Fig. 1.1] and gallium arsenide 
(GaAs). So called metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET) 
technology is very well established and the large scale fabrication is cheap. The cost 
of a single MOSFET today is of the order of 10-7 US$.19 Despite great research 
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progress in the area of organic devices it is unlikely that their performance will ever 
reach that of their inorganic analogues. The reasons for that lie in the inherently more 
disordered morphology and chemical bonding properties of the organic materials, as 
will be discussed in chapter 2. Nevertheless, for some emerging applications the well 
known inorganic materials are experiencing strong competition from organic 
materials [Fig. 1.1].  
The development of organic electronics is driven by several technological 
advantages, which are in particular the availability of a wide range of materials, the 
ease of low cost processing, often from solution at room temperature and ambient 
pressure, and the facility of chemically tailoring the materials to suit particular 
purposes.5,18,20 For example it is possible to alter the emission wavelength in OLEDs, 
maximise the orbital overlap to improve the charge carrier mobility, or change the 
surface energy to manage the behaviour of solutions on a surface. Furthermore, their 
light weight, in some cases optical transparency and compatibility with deposition 
onto mechanically flexible substrates21 make organic materials interesting candidates 
for novel specialized applications. While the development, synthesis and purification 
of organic materials can be quite expensive, organic-based devices are expected to 
benefit from the advantages of low cost processing.8 For example from solution, 
which, in principle, enables the deposition by low cost roll-to-roll, i.e. continuous, 
patterning techniques such as inkjet or gravure printing.5,22 Eventually the cost of 
organic electronic components is therefore expected to fall below that of inorganic 
elements.5,8  
 
 Fig. 1.1: Crystalline silicon (left) and fluorescent organic semiconductors under UV 
illumination (right). 
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Organic field-effect transistors already comply with the performance 
requirements for use in some low-end, large area microelectronic applications, such as 
radio frequency identification (RFID) tags23 or the driving circuitry in 
electrophoretic24 or active matrix OLED (AMOLED) optical displays.25 RFID 
technology based on silicon has been successfully implemented for, for example, 
tracking of high value items. Mass production, however, for lower cost articles could 
be greatly enhanced by introducing printed organic circuitry [Fig. 1.2].23 The use of 
organic electronics for visual displays potentially enables the fabrication of very large 
area screens and flexible electronic paper, possibly fabricated using a printing 
technique.24,25 Electrophoretic displays [Fig. 1.3(a)] with organic driving circuitry are 
already becoming commercially available since here the OFET performance is less 
critical than for AMOLED displays [Fig. 1.3(b-c)], which require large driving 
currents.26 In the latter high charge carrier mobility (e.g. > 1 cm2/Vs desirable) is 
needed to keep the transistor size to a minimum and to achieve a large pixel fill factor.  
 
 
The performance of some hole conducting organic semiconductors is nowadays 
comparable to that of amorphous silicon (α-Si),27 a popular material for large-area, 
high volume applications in the electronics industry. But the prevailing problems, 
which are currently restricting the large scale implementation of organic electronics, 
are the following:8,26,28  
• poor air stability of organic semiconductors, i.e. problems with unintentional 
doping, charge trapping and chemical instability 
Fig. 1.2: Flexible, organic based radio frequency identification tags (left: Holst Centre1, right: Poly-
IC9). 
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• relatively low charge carrier mobility, i.e. insufficient performance for fast 
switching applications 
• high power consumption, due to lack of high performance electron 
transporting organic semiconductors for use in complementary circuits and 
the relatively high operating voltages 
Furthermore, the challenge of patterning the organic materials efficiently and 
without performance loss has to be addressed before the production of organic 
integrated circuits can be moved to an industrial scale.   
The work presented in this thesis addresses these problems and challenges and 
aims to demonstrate strategies to solve or circumvent them. First, the focus lies on the 
development of high mobility solution processed electron transporting OFETs. This is 
considered a major step towards the implementation of low-cost complementary 
integrated circuit design, which comprises both hole and electron transporting devices. 
Complementary logic29 has proven to significantly reduce the power consumption, 
while improving the gain and noise margins compared to unipolar logic based on high 
performance hole transporting transistors.30 Soluble fullerene derivatives were chosen 
as a promising class of materials to simultaneously fulfil the requirements of high 
electron mobility and facile processing from solution.31  
Complementary logic circuits are normally constructed employing discrete hole 
and electron transporting transistors that require patterning of the respective materials 
at a high resolution without performance degradation, which still represents the most 
difficult production step. To address this issue another strategy is investigated, namely 
the use of ambipolar semiconductors, which can transport both, holes and 
electrons.32,33 These rather versatile materials enable the fabrication of 
complementary-like circuits without the need for patterning of two separate 
semiconductors (i.e. p- and n-channel). Two different material systems are proposed: 
i) ambipolar Squaraine derivatives and ii) polymer:fullerene material blends. In this 
context it is also worth emphasizing the suitability of organic materials for 
optoelectronic devices. An interesting example is light sensing transistors, which 
respond to electrical as well as optical signals.34-36 Since the electronic properties are 
strongly dependent on their chemical structure and morphology, organic materials can 
be tuned to a virtually infinite variety of optical absorption and emission spectra [Fig. 
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1.1]. This makes them interesting candidates for application in colour sensitive optical 
sensing arrays.37 In this work ambipolar OFETs are investigated as ultraviolet (≈ 400 
nm) and infrared (≈ 900 nm) light-sensing devices.  
(b)
(a) (c)
 
 
 
Another strategy in tackling the problem of patterning organic materials is to 
develop patterning methods that can provide high resolution with minimal material 
degradation as a result of the processing. Photolithography is most commonly 
employed in MOSFET technology and is thus also available to organic electronics. 
However the chemical bath and lift-off processes involved in this patterning method 
are sometimes complex and have been shown to affect the conducting or 
semiconducting properties of the patterned material.38 A simplified lithography 
technique has been presented39 and is here proposed also for the fabrication of short 
channel (L ≤ 20 μm) OFETs.40  
Besides the use of complementary logic, low operating voltages are also critical 
to ensure a low power consumption of organic electronic circuits. Currently most 
OFETs produced in research laboratories operate at 20-100 V.25 These rather high 
operating voltages render conventional OFET technology incompatible with battery 
Fig. 1.3: Examples of organic based display technology: (a) flexible electrophoretic field-driven 
display (Polymer Vision),2 (b) flexible current driven AM-OLED display (Sony), (c) first 
commercial 11 inch OLED TV (Sony).12 
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powered applications. Since organic materials are expected to be most competitive in 
portable, light weight, mechanically flexible devices, OFET operation at < 5 V is 
essential for their implementation.41 Lower operating voltages can be achieved 
through the use of either high-k or ultra-thin gate dielectrics.42-45 Here the use of ultra-
thin gate dielectrics based on self-assembled monolayers of alkylphosphonic acid 
molecules is investigated as a mean of reducing the operating voltages in solution 
processed OFETs and circuits. 
In recent years the family of transparent oxide semiconductors (TOS) has drawn 
considerable attention in regard to their application in field-effect transistors and can 
be regarded as a serious competition to organic semiconductors.46-49 Oxide based 
semiconductor materials combine several features that are absent or underdeveloped 
in traditional inorganic (i.e. α-Si) or organic semiconductors. For example they 
• are hardly affected by ambient air or moisture,  
• exhibit high charge carrier mobility, superior to that of amorphous 
silicon or organic semiconductors 
• are compatible with a wide range of deposition techniques, including 
solution processing, and 
• are highly transparent to the visible part of the electromagnetic spectrum.  
Oxide semiconductors offer a promising route to reach the goals which research on 
organic electronics has been striving to achieve over the last few decades. A major 
drawback is currently the lack of facile deposition methods and the absence of a hole 
transporting metal oxide semiconductor, which in turn prevents the development and 
implementation of complementary logic. Furthermore, when deposited from solution, 
the films often require sintering at temperatures of 200 – 700 °C.50-52 This is a 
problem when flexible, light weight substrates such as plastic foils are considered. 
Here TiO2 and ZnO are investigated for use in high performance electron transporting 
field-effect transistors. The films are deposited employing a very simple solution 
deposition technique, namely spray pyrolysis.53,54  
In summary, this work addresses several current challenges in the development 
of thin-film transistors for low-cost, light weight and flexible (opto-) electronics. First, 
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an introduction to the research on organic electronics is given in the following chapter 
as background to the work presented subsequently.  
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The field of organic optoelectronics has captured a lot 
of attention over the past three decades. Tremendous 
progress has been made since the first optoelectronic 
devices based on organic materials were demonstrated 
in the 1980s. Understanding the principles of electronic 
processes (i.e. conduction, optical absorption and 
emission, etc.) in organic materials and the physics of 
organic semiconductor devices is critical to further 
improving their performance. Furthermore, the 
properties of transparent metal-oxides are discussed, 
which have recently been emerging as promising 
semiconductors for microelectronic applications. 
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2.1. Introduction to Organic Semiconductors 
The semiconducting properties of some organic materials are intimately related 
to the atomic structure of carbon and its capability of engaging in molecular bonds. 
Furthermore the nature of interaction and resulting bond strength between organic 
molecules compared to that of inorganic crystalline materials helps us to understand 
their very different charge transport behaviour. Numerous attempts have been made to 
model charge transport in organic solids accurately, yet it has to be accepted that the 
mechanisms always depend on the particular material in question and its morphology, 
which in turn depends on a wide range of processing parameters and often also the 
ambient conditions. This chapter will concentrate on presenting the most important 
aspects of organic semiconductors, as background to the analysis of the work carried 
out in the general field of organic field-effect transistors in following chapters. An 
introduction to the theoretical background of the work on transparent oxide 
semiconductors is also presented.  
 
2.1.1. Electronic structure and covalent bonds 
Organic molecules and polymers mostly contain carbon atoms, which contain 
six electrons in a 1s22s22p2 configuration. Two electrons of opposite spins are in each, 
the 1s and in the 2s orbitals closest to the nucleus. The remaining two electrons 
separate into the degenerate 2px and 2py orbitals [Fig. 2.1].  
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By promoting one of the 2s electrons into the 2pz orbital, three sp2 orbitals are created 
by hybridization of the 2s, 2px and 2py orbits. These hybrids can form σ-bonds with 
sp2 electrons from neighbouring Carbon atoms or with 1s electrons from surrounding 
hydrogen atoms by spin pairing. The remaining 2p electron (2pz) cannot participate in 
Fig. 2.1: Electronic configuration in Carbon 
atoms. In order to form energetically 
favourable double bonds, one of the 2s 
electrons can be promoted to the 2pz orbital. 
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the hybridization because its orbital axis is perpendicular to the plane in which the s, 
px and py orbits hybridize. However, pz orbitals can approach side-by-side to form 
spin pairs and build a π-bond. The total binding energy brings the molecule into a 
much lower energy state and compensates for the promotion of one of the electrons. 
Bonds consisting of σ- and π- orbitals are referred to as double bonds (for example 
Ethene: C=C, see Fig. 2.2). A long chain of alternating double and single bonded 
carbon atoms is called a conjugated polymer, in which the pz electrons are delocalized 
over the entire length of the polymer, due to the overlap of π-electron clouds.  
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2.1.2. Energy levels 
Using the Hückel1 approximation, the molecular orbital energy level diagrams 
of conjugated molecules can be constructed. Erich Hückel suggested in 1931 that the 
σ- and π- orbitals could be treated separately. Assuming that the σ- orbitals form a 
rigid framework that determines the general shape of the molecule, he concentrated on 
finding the energies of the π- bonds. In the approximation all electron – electron 
interactions are neglected and only nearest neighbours are considered. For each π-
bond, two energy levels are created due to different relative spin orientations, which 
separate into bonding (π) and antibonding (π*) states [Fig. 2.3]. Filling the molecular 
orbitals according to the Pauli- principle, the highest occupied molecular orbital 
(HOMO) - and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) energy levels can be 
determined. With the number of pi-electron contributing atoms in the chain, the 
number of energy levels increases and the energy difference between the LUMO and 
Fig. 2.2: σ- and π-bond in Ethene molecule. π-bond forms from overlap of the 2pz orbitals. (a) top 
view, (b) side view. 
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the HOMO level decreases. In an ideal infinite conjugated polymer, the very dense 
energy states can be described by a continuous energy band, which is filled with 
electrons up to the HOMO level.  
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Often, a polymer can lower its energy by doubling its period, i.e. by assuming a 
configuration where single bonds alternate with double bonds [Fig. 2.4]. This so 
called Peierls-effect opens up a gap at the Fermi level, separating the HOMO and 
LUMO level by Egap. It is therefore associated with the transition between a metallic 
phase and a semiconducting/insulating phase of materials.  
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The electron delocalization in polymers is limited when parts of the chain of 
carbon atoms are out of plane or contain kinks, defects etc. These disturbances 
prevent the pz orbitals from overlapping and cause localization of electrons.2 The 
distance over which the electrons are delocalized in the polymer is referred to as 
conjugation length and is typically of the order of several nanometers. Due to defects, 
kinks etc. the conjugation length varies across the polymer material. The distribution 
of different conjugation lengths causes the separation of electronic states to vary 
across the polymer material and affects also the gap between HOMO and LUMO 
Fig. 2.3: Energy levels resulting from 
a π-bond in Ethene. In the ground 
state, the bonding levels are occupied 
by the two pz electrons (HOMO), 
whereas  the antibonding states are 
unoccupied (LUMO). 
Fig. 2.4: Peierls Distortion in 
Polyacetylene: due to the 
regular alternation of double 
and single bonds, an energy 
gap opens between the HOMO 
and the LUMO level. 
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levels. As a result, transition energies are not clearly defined, which is reflected in 
Gaussian shaped absorption peaks. Shortening the conjugation length leads to a wider 
separation of energy levels and thus to shorter absorption wavelengths, whereas less 
disturbances in the polymer facilitate absorption of longer wavelength. Consequently, 
by altering the carbon backbones or influential side groups of polymers, their 
electronic and optical properties can be tailored to specific applications. For example, 
polythiophenes have been optimized to be air stable while still providing high hole 
mobilities in FETs.3-5 
  
2.1.3. Polarons 
When an electron (hole) is injected into the conduction (valence) band in 
organic semiconductor films, the electrostatic interaction with its environment leads to 
a polarized region and deformation of the polymer chain. This distortion is referred to 
as polaron. Due to the alteration of the nuclear geometry and resulting attenuation of 
nearby bonds, polarons can create new excited energy states within the energy gap 
between the HOMO and the LUMO level. Single polarons possess spin, two nearby 
polarons forming a so called bipolaron however are spinless and create energy levels 
even deeper into the bandgap.6-8 The spreading over one or several polymer chains of 
the polaron wavefunction indicates the extent of delocalization of charge carriers in 
polymers. A localized polaron wavefunction means that injected charges are trapped. 
 
2.1.4. Excitons 
Electrons can be optically or thermally excited across the gap between HOMO 
and LUMO level. Transitions require an amount of energy larger or equal to the gap 
energy. However, if the electron and the remaining hole stay spatially correlated due 
to Coulomb interaction, an exciton is formed, which requires slightly less energy due 
to the binding. Excitons therefore provide energy states within the HOMO-LUMO 
bandgap.9,10  
There are two kinds of excited electronic states: singlet states, if the spins of the 
bound electron and hole are aligned anti-parallel, and triplet states if the spins are 
parallel. The energy of triplet states is slightly lower than that of singlets. Generally 
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spins cannot change orientation relative to each other during transitions and since 
photons do not carry angular momentum, optical transitions between singlet and 
triplet states are forbidden.11 
However, the coupling between the electron’s spin magnetic moment and the 
magnetic field arising from its orbital angular momentum (spin-orbit coupling) may 
allow for triplet-singlet transitions to occur. The coupling is particularly large when 
heavy atoms are present.12  
 
2.1.5. Electronic transitions 
According to the Franck-Condon principle,13 electronic transitions take place on 
a faster time scale than the nuclear motions that are necessary to bring a molecule to 
its new vibrational ground state. Transitions which are compatible with the current 
geometry of the nuclei are more likely to happen than transitions requiring changes in 
the nuclei’ positions. In a dispersion diagram E(k), electrons are therefore likely to 
undergo predominantly vertical transitions to energy states above the LUMO level 
and then relax radiationless to the lowest vibrational level of the excited electronic 
state. From there they can decay to vibrational levels of the lower electronic state via 
photon emission [Fig. 2.5].  
Triplet
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Fluorescence
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k  
It is important to note that the experimentally obtained absorption spectra 
usually reflect the vibrational characteristics of the excited state, whereas the emission 
spectra yield information about the lower electronic state. Due to the loss in energy 
during relaxation, the emitted radiation is generally of lower energy than the absorbed 
light (Stokes Shift1,12). This chain of events is referred to as fluorescence. The 
absorbed radiation is converted very fast into re-emitted energy.  
Fig. 2.5: A molecule can relax 
radiationless to lower vibrational 
states. Intersystem crossing may occur 
where singlet and triplet energy 
dispersion intersect. Vertical 
transitions occur under the emission of 
radiation from the singlet state 
(fluorescence) or the triplet state 
(phosphorescence). 
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In some cases, the presence of a triplet excited state plays a decisive role. Under 
particular circumstances excitons can undergo intersystem crossing12 and occupy 
triplet states, where the potential energy curves of singlet and triplet states intersect. If 
an exciton crosses into a triplet state, it continues relaxing into lower vibrational 
levels. At the lowest level of the excited triplet state however, the exciton is trapped 
because the lowest triplet state is lower than the excited singlet state minimum. The 
environment can not take up the significantly larger energy quantum that would result 
from further relaxation and the radiative transition into the singlet groundstate is 
forbidden due to spin conservation. However, spin-orbit coupling allows for slow 
leakage of the energy via emission of radiation and for the molecules to slowly return 
to their groundstates. This process called Phosphorescence takes significantly longer 
(μs to ms) than Fluorescence (ns) and radiation is still emitted long after the original 
excited state was formed.1   
 
2.2. Electronic Transport in Organic Semiconductors 
The solid state description of amorphous or crystalline inorganic 
semiconductors is in most cases not suitable for the description of organic 
semiconductors. Their morphologies are dominated by disorder, defects and 
impurities. For electronic transport, localization of charge carriers is a big issue and 
various models have been developed to simulate and understand the processes 
involved in the conduction of charges in organic semiconductors. The applicability of 
each model strongly depends on the morphology of the particular material in question. 
 
2.2.1. Bandlike transport 
In an ideal semiconducting crystal, the electronic states describing the valence 
and the conduction band are separated by an energy gap, the so-called bandgap (Egap) 
energy. At zero temperature the valence band is completely filled, whereas there are 
no electrons in the conduction band. By thermal excitation or through doping, charge 
carriers can be transferred to the conduction band, where they are ideally delocalized 
over the whole crystal. Their movement is limited by phonon scattering due to lattice 
vibrations, thus their mobility decreases with increasing temperature.  
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In inorganic semiconductors, the coupling between atoms is significantly 
stronger than in molecular crystals, which rely on van-der-Waals forces and π - π 
interactions. Hence, the bandwidth is smaller and the effective mass is larger in 
organic crystals, inflicting intrinsically lower charge carrier mobility.14 Also, the 
weaker bonds in organic crystals are broken easily by phonons and lattice disorder, 
which lead to a higher density of localised states.  
Band-like transport, indicated by an increase of mobility with decreasing 
temperature, has been reported only for high purity organic single crystals at low 
temperatures, such as naphthalene,15 anthracene,16 rubrene17 and pentacene18. Yet 
most organic semiconductors are dominated by high degrees of disorder, grain 
boundaries and impurities, which prevent band-like transport.  
 
2.2.2. Multiple trapping and release model 
The multiple trapping and release (MTR) model was initially developed for 
amorphous silicon films.19 G. Horowitz used it to explain charge transport in organic 
semiconductors with the help of a high concentration of localized trap states.20,21 In 
this model it is assumed that moderate disorder allows for the density of states in a 
certain energy range to become sufficiently high, so that electronic states above a 
certain energy level are extended. Electronic states below that mobility level remain 
localized. Charges are trapped in the localized states and released back to the transport 
level, before they are trapped again [Fig. 2.6]. Assuming that carriers are trapped 
instantaneously when they arrive at a trap and that they can be released by a thermally 
activated process, the drift mobility μD is related to the mobility μ0 in the perfectly 
delocalized band by an expression of the form:  
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛−⋅=
Tk
E
B
t
D exp0 αμμ      (2.1) 
If the energy level of all traps is the same, Et corresponds to the energy 
difference between the trap level and the delocalized conduction band edge, and α is 
the ratio of the effective density of states at the delocalized band edge to the 
concentration of traps. In the case of energy-distributed traps, effective values of Nt 
and α have to be calculated.  
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2.2.3. Polaron transport 
Charges that are localized in a lattice deformation caused by their own potential 
(polarons) can hop to a different location when the molecular configuration of the 
final site allows for a similar deformation as the original site. The polaron needs to 
have the same energy on either site. This transfer process can be explained using 
Marcus theory,22-24 according to which the thermally activated transfer between 
neighbouring sites happens at a rate kCT of: 
( )
Tk
E
B
CT
Be
Tk
t
h
k λ
λ
πλ
π 422
2
4
14
Δ−−⋅=     (2.2) 
where t stands for the transfer integral or interaction energy between the two sites, ΔE 
is the charge’s free energy difference after the transfer and λ is the total reorganization 
energy, which represents the thermal activation for polaron hopping and is given by λ 
≈ 2EP (the polaron binding energy). Accordingly, for high transfer rates and hence 
high charge carrier mobilities, high transfer integrals and full compensation between 
ΔE and λ are required. However, in most organic semiconductors variations of the 
backbone conformation, presence of impurities, structural defects and dipolar disorder 
cause the energy of polaronic charge carriers to vary across the polymer network.4 
Also, Marcus theory often leads to activation energies which are small compared to 
experimentally observed activation energies in organic semiconductors.25,26 
 
2.2.4. Variable range hopping model 
Conventionally, charge transport in metals and semiconductors is possible 
because of delocalized states, being limited by the scattering of the carriers with 
thermally induced lattice vibrations (phonons). In amorphous or organic 
semiconductors, this model becomes invalid because the mean free path of carriers is 
often lower than the mean atomic distance. In these materials one has to model 
Fig. 2.6: In the MTR model charge 
carriers are traped in localized states 
at Et below the transport level and 
can be released back into extended 
states by thermally activated 
processes. 
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hopping between localized states, the main difference being that the transport is not 
anymore limited by phonon scattering, but phonon assisted. Hence, the charge carrier 
mobility increases with rising temperature and in most hopping models it follows a 
temperature dependence of the form:  
α
μμ
1
0
0
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛−⋅= T
T
e       (2.3) 
where α is an integer ranging from 1 to 4.  
One can usually distinguish between localized and delocalized transport 
phenomena when the mobility reaches values between 0.1 and 1 cm2/Vs. For 
example, Miller and Abrahams27 established a model which could explain the 
temperature dependence of the mobility by evaluating a hopping rate ijν from site i to 
site j with an energy difference of Eij and spatial distance Rij: 
( )ijBij RTk
E
ij ee
ανν 20 −⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ − ⋅⋅=  for Eij > 0    (2.4) 
( )ijR
ij e
ανν 20 −⋅=   for Eij < 0    (2.5) 
where α is the inverse of the decay length of the wavefunction and 0ν  is the attempt 
frequency. The two exponential terms account for the temperature dependency and 
the tunnelling probability, respectively. The model as such does not allow for jumps 
to sites further than the nearest neighbours, due to the exponential form of the 
tunnelling probability.  
The model was modified by Mott,28 who developed the variable range hopping 
model (VRH) to allow for hops over long distances with low activation energy or 
short distances with high activation energy. In his model the temperature dependence 
follows: 
)1/(1
0
+
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −∝
n
T
T
VRH eμ       (2.6) 
where T0 is a parameter inversely proportional to the density of states at the Fermi 
level and n is the dimensionality of the system (n = 1, 2, 3). The problem with the 
Mott analysis is that it assumes a constant density of states (DOS) thus making long 
distance hops disproportionately important.  
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2.2.5. Bässler disorder model 
In order to account for the numerous sources of disorder in organic 
semiconductors, Bässler29 developed a model based on a non-constant, disorder-
broadened Gaussian density of transport states with a width σ  [Fig. 2.7]. The model 
includes fluctuation of site energy and inter-site distance disorder. Using statistical 
Monte-Carlo simulations Bässler obtained a universal law relating the mobility to the 
degree of energetic and positional disorder as well as temperature T and electric field 
F: 
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μ0 is the mobility limit at T Æ ∞ and C is a constant that depends on the site spacing. 
The temperature dependence of the mobility thus follows 2ln −∝ Tμ .  
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The Bässler model fits temperature and field-dependence of mobility well in 
conjugated polymers at very high fields, but cannot explain the field dependence at 
lower field strength (below 108 V/m). Novikov et al. improved the model by taking 
into account spatial correlations such as long-range charge-dipole interactions, which 
arise due to the random orientations of dipole moments of nearby molecules.30,31 The 
result was the so called correlated disorder model (CDM), which suggests that the 
mobility is given by:  
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Fig. 2.7: The Bässler model accounts for 
energy disorder in form of a Gaussian-
distributed DOS. The states are filled up 
to the fermi energy and higher energy 
levels, e.g. above the energy required for 
delocalized transport, can be reached by 
thermal excitation.  
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where C0 is 0.78 and a is the intersite separation.32,33 This formula bears a better 
agreement with the observed mobility at low field strength. Both models however 
consider only single charges and are in principle not suited for situations of high 
carrier densities as is the case in some semiconductor devices such as FETs. In long 
channel FETs, the effect of the typically small lateral fields is negligible.  
 
2.2.6. Vissenberg ‐ Matters model 
In order to fit the charge carrier density dependent mobility in FETs, Vissenberg 
and Matters refined the VRH model by taking into account the accumulation of 
charge in particular regions of the semiconducting layer.34 Accumulated charge 
carriers fill the lower lying states and additional charges will occupy states at 
relatively high energies. Those charges will require comparatively less energy to 
tunnel to a different site. As a result, the mobility increases with accumulation of 
more charge carriers at increasing gate voltages. At low carrier densities and low 
temperature, the transport properties are dominated by the tail of a Gaussian density 
of localized states distribution. This can be approximated by an exponential DOS of 
the form:  
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where Nt is the number of states per unit volume, T0 is the width of the exponential 
distribution and ε  is the level energy. Using percolation theory an expression for the 
local field-effect mobility in a transistor can be derived as a function of the carrier 
concentration p:  
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where 0σ  is a conductivity pre-factor from percolation theory, α is the effective 
overlap parameter between the wave functions of localized states, Bc is the critical 
number of bonds for the onset of percolation (Bc = 2.8 for 3-dimensional amorphous 
systems), εs is the dielectric constant of the semiconductor, Ci is the geometrical 
capacitance of the gate dielectric and Veff is the effective potential that determines the 
amount of induced charges at a given position within the transistor channel. The 
temperature dependence of the mobility follows an Arrhenius type behaviour, 
Tk
E
B
A
e∝μ  , where the activation energy EA decreases with increasing gate voltage, in 
agreement with experimental results in disordered semiconductors.  
For the source-drain current (ID) in the saturation regime in FETs one can 
derive: 
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where L and W are the length and width of the transistor channel. In systems where 
the mobility is independent of the gate voltage, T equals T0 and the equation collapses 
to the classical saturated transistor equation.  
The Vissenberg-Matters model has been successfully employed to model field 
effect mobility in disordered systems.35,36 Differences in charge carrier mobility 
amongst a variety of device structures based on the same material were explained by 
differences in carrier concentrations.36-39 
In some cases results have shown that several concepts (e.g. polaron hopping 
and disorder) are required to explain experimentally observed transport properties 
accurately.25 This happens when the expected activation energy for polaronic 
transport starts to become comparable to the observed activation energy of the field-
effect mobility near room temperature for high mobility devices.26  
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2.2.7. Metal – organic semiconductor interfaces 
In many applications, charge carrier injection from metals into organic 
semiconductors plays an important role. Often the work function of the electrode 
material does not match the HOMO or LUMO level of the semiconductor in use. The 
charge carriers to be injected therefore have to overcome a potential Mott-Schottky 
barrier at the metal-semiconductor interface, which is equal to the difference between 
HOMO/LUMO level (more precisely the positive or negative polaron level) and the 
Fermi level in the metal [Fig. 2.8(a)].40 Depending on which level is closer to the 
work function of the electrode, HOMO or LUMO, holes or electrons are easier to 
inject into the valence or conduction band, respectively. In particular cases the barrier 
height can be influenced by introducing dipoles at the metal surface, for example by 
using self-assembled monolayers [Fig. 2.8(b)].41 The presence of dipoles changes the 
metal work function Φmetal (i.e. shift in vacuum level by Δ) and if employed correctly, 
can lead to an improvement of charge injection into organic semiconductors.42,43 
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For a better understanding of charge injection, the Mott-Schottky barrier model 
has been complemented by a variety of models, such as thermally assisted tunnelling 
from the metal to localized states,44 tunnelling into polaron levels in polymers,45 
thermally assisted injection into an energetically disordered dielectric46,47 or diffusion-
limited thermionic emission.48 
 
 
Fig. 2.8: Energy levels in a metal-semiconductor interface (a) without and (b) with a dipole layer. 
Alignment of the Fermi level in metal and semiconductor causes bending of the HOMO and 
LUMO levels. The barrier heights for injection of electrons (φe) and holes (φh) can be modified by 
introducing a dipole layer at the interface (b).  
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2.3. Field‐Effect Transistors 
2.3.1. Operating principles 
A field-effect transistor consists of several basic components [Fig. 2.9]. A 
semiconducting layer is in contact with a source and a drain electrode of width W, 
which are situated at a distance L of each other. The semiconducting layer is separated 
from a third electrode, the gate electrode, by an insulating layer, the gate dielectric. 
The semiconducting layer can be sputtered, vacuum sublimed, spin coated or drop-
cast depending on the material. The gate electrode is highly conductive and can be 
made using doped inorganic semiconductors, metals or conductive polymers/oxides. 
For the dielectric it is common to use inorganic insulators such as SiO2 (thermally 
grown or sputtered), Al2O3 and SiNx or polymeric insulators, such as poly(methyl 
methacrylate) (PMMA), poly(4-vinylphenol) (PVP) or benzocyclobutene (BCB) 
amongst others (see section 2.3.3.). The drain and source electrodes can also be metals 
or conducting polymers, such as PEDOT:PSS, which are used to exploit the 
advantages of inkjet printing.49 
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Assuming that the drain and source electrodes are both grounded and that a 
voltage is applied to the gate electrode, a simple metal insulator semiconductor (MIS-) 
diode forms between the drain/source and the gate electrode. For a positive gate 
voltage, negative charge carriers (electrons) are injected into the semiconductor and 
accumulate at the semiconductor-insulator interface. At negative gate bias, positive 
charge carriers (holes) accumulate. The amount of accumulated charge is directly 
proportional to the gate voltage and to the capacitance of the insulator. The first 
injected charges are likely to be trapped in localized states in the semiconductor or at 
the dielectric surface and only additional charges which are injected at a gate voltage 
Fig. 2.9: Schematic representation of a typical FET structure (a) in the cross-section and (b) from 
the top. 
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above a certain threshold voltage VT will be mobile. The effective gate voltage is 
therefore given by VG - VT and the transistor operates in the accumulation mode. At 
the same time, impurities can act as dopants and provide free charges even at zero 
gate bias, so that an opposite gate voltage has to be applied to completely deplete the 
interface of free charges and to turn the transistor off. The transistor then operates in 
the depletion mode. 
At zero drain-source voltage (VD) and a given gate potential, a homogeneous 
channel of accumulated charges forms at the semiconductor/insulator interface 
between the drain and the source electrodes [Fig. 2.10(a)]. The charge carrier density 
decreases exponentially with increasing distance from the interface.37 
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When a small drain voltage (VD < VG –VT) is applied, the charges migrate along 
the semiconductor-insulator interface towards the drain electrode, where they are 
absorbed. A linear gradient of the charge density is established and a current flows, 
which is proportional to VD (linear regime) [Fig. 2.10(b)]. When the drain voltage is 
increased further and reaches VD = VG - VT, the difference between the local potential 
V(x) and the gate voltage falls below the threshold voltage and a depletion region 
forms at the drain electrode. The channel is “pinched off” at VD = VG - VT and the 
drain current is now independent of VD [Fig. 2.10(c)]. Only a limited amount of 
charges can be swept across the depletion region by the comparatively high electric 
field between the pinch-off point and the drain electrode. Further increasing VD 
mostly leads to an expansion of the depletion region and thus a shortening of the 
Fig. 2.10: Operation regimes of FETs: (a) Linear regime, (b) Pinch-Off Point, (c) Saturation regime. 
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channel, which however is small compared to the channel length L. ID is saturated 
(saturation regime) for the given gate bias and can only increase significantly when 
the number of charge carriers is increased in the channel region by means of a higher 
gate voltage.  
Since the first OFET demonstration in 1984,50 great research effort has been 
directed towards the description of charge transport within the channel. In many 
cases, a relatively simple approximation is used, which originates from studies on the 
first inorganic field-effect transistors. In the gradual channel approximation it is 
assumed that the field perpendicular to the current flow generated by the gate voltage 
is much larger than the lateral electric field parallel to the current flow. The model 
describes the different operating regimes of FETs quite well for long channel 
transistors, but starts to fail for very short channel lengths, in which case the depleted 
portion of the channel in saturation becomes comparable to the channel length.  
In accordance with the gradual channel approximation, the current-voltage 
characteristics of FETs can be derived as follows. For gate voltages above the 
threshold voltage, the density of accumulated mobile charge at the 
semiconductor/insulator interface is  
( )TGimob VVCQ −⋅=               (2.13) 
where Ci is the capacitance per unit area (geometrical capacitance) of the gate 
dielectric. When the drain-source voltage is turned on and the channel potential V(x) 
drops linearly between drain and source, the induced mobile charge in dependence on 
the position in the channel is given by:  
( ))(xVVVCQ TGimob −−⋅=              (2.14) 
Neglecting diffusion, the drain current ID is proportional to the channel width W, the 
charge carrier mobility μ , the mobile charge density mobQ  and the electric field 
dx
dVxF =)( at the position x:  
)(xFQWI mobD μ=               (2.15) 
In this modelμ is assumed to be gate voltage independent.  
Substitution gives: 
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( )dVxVVVCWdxI TGiD )(−−⋅= μ             (2.16) 
Integration over the entire transistor channel, i.e. over the entire potential range 
between the electrodes, gives the gradual channel approximation: 
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WCI μ             (2.17) 
Approximating VD << VG results in a simplified formula for the linear regime: 
( ) DTGilinD VVVL
WCI ⋅−⋅⋅= μ,             (2.18) 
The field-effect mobility can be extracted directly from the slope of experimentally 
obtained transfer characteristics of a transistor (ID vs. VG): 
DiG
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In the saturation regime, VD=VG-VT can be substituted into the gradual channel 
approximation to obtain:  
( )2, 2 TGisatD VVL
WCI −⋅⋅= μ              (2.20) 
The saturation mobility is obtained as:  
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satD
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∂= 2,
2
μ               (2.21) 
The independence of the mobility from the gate voltage is, in reality, inaccurate 
in many solution processed organic semiconductor systems.51,52 To circumvent this 
discrepancy, often models are used that presuppose a particular transport theory 
commonly exhibiting power-law dependence of the form μ = μ0(VG−VT)α.53,54 Here, μ0 
is the mobility prefactor defined as the mobility at VG − VT = 1 V and α is a constant 
that can be extracted from experimental data. Although there is a physical basis for 
this approach, it is unsatisfactory as a stand-alone measure without experimental 
evidence further supporting the use of a particular transport model. Other models have 
also been used but, again, invoke a transport model before the mobility is extracted.39 
Attempts at re-formulating equations (2.18) and (2.20) using a mobility of the form of 
a polynomial of nth degree dependence on the gate voltage can determine an accurate 
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fit of the mobility without presupposition of a transport model.55 Such empirical 
fitting techniques, where the degree of precision is somewhat arbitrary, can leave 
physical interpretation with a lot to be desired. In this report the threshold voltage and 
mobility will generally be extracted by extrapolation of ID,lin and ID,sat1/2 vs. VG [Fig. 
2.11(a)].  
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The exact origin of the threshold voltage (indicated in Fig. 2.11(a)) is most often 
unknown, but it can be assumed that built-in dipoles,56 impurities, interface states and 
charge traps contribute.57 The number density of trapped charges is typically related to 
the threshold voltage or a shift therein by:  
e
CVn iTtrap
⋅=                (2.22) 
VT can be reduced by using gate insulators with higher dielectric constants58 or by 
reducing the thickness of the dielectric,59 i.e. the induction of more charges at lower 
applied gate voltages. The threshold voltage of a device can change over time, for 
example, if it increases due to bias stress. During measurements this can lead to large 
hysteresis, i.e. current differences between forward and backward scanning of bias 
voltages.60-64 Also stressing the device by continuous operation over prolonged 
periods of time can lead to threshold voltage shifts, which are generally associated 
with the charging of deep trap states in the transistor channel. Trapping of charge can 
occur through different mechanisms and in different locations, including trapping in 
near-surface defects of the dielectric, trapping in localized states at the 
dielectric/semiconductor interface, trapping in the semiconductor, ion migration in the 
Fig. 2.11: Schematic representation of (a) transfer (in saturation) and (b) output characteristics of 
unipolar field-effect transistors. 
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dielectric or the semiconductor and trapping due to structural changes of the 
semiconductor.61 The influence of various surface treatments and self-assembled 
mono layers on the interface quality and the threshold voltage has been investigated.65 
The most important parameters for characterizing and comparing field-effect 
transistors are the charge carrier mobility, the on/off current ratio, the threshold or 
switch-on voltage and the subthreshold slope. All these parameters can be extracted 
from the transfer (ID vs. VG) and the output (ID vs. VD) curves, schematic 
representations of which are shown in Fig. 2.11. The subthreshold slope is calculated 
as  
( )D
G
I
VS
10log∂
∂=                  (2.23) 
and is expressed in V/dec, i.e. the change in gate voltage that induces a drain current 
increase by one order of magnitude. In MOSFET theory the subthreshold swing is 
approximated by:66 
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where kB is the Boltzmann constant, CD is the depletion layer capacitance, trapit enC =  
is the capacitance due to the interface trap density ntrap and e is the elementary charge. 
This method gives an estimation for the upper limit of the trap density, which is hence 
denoted maxtrapn .
67 Assuming that the transistor channel is entirely depleted (i.e. CD ≈ 0), 
the interfacial trap density is obtained by rewriting equation 2.24 as:68  
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For a fully depleted transistor and in the absence of interface traps one finds the room 
temperature limit for the subthreshold slope to be69 
decmV
e
TkS B /6010ln ≈→              (2.26) 
A small subthreshold slope indicates efficient formation of a conductive channel and 
is associated with a low density of traps in the channel. It is therefore considered an 
important figure of merit for good dielectric-semiconductor interfaces.  
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The current on/off ratio is often limited by non-negligible bulk conductivity of 
the semiconductor, particularly in short channel devices. This can in some cases be 
controlled by reducing the semiconductor film thickness. In such a case efficient 
patterning of the semiconductor is also needed to control the cross talk between 
different transistors on the same substrate and to reduce leakage currents to the gate.  
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Field-effect transistors can be built in a variety of configurations, depending on 
the processability of the semiconductor and the dielectric material. The most common 
structures are bottom contact - bottom gate (BC-BG), top contact-bottom gate (TC-
BG), and bottom contact-top gate (BC-TG) devices [Fig. 2.12]. The various 
geometries often lead to different device characteristics. For example, in BC-BG 
devices, charges are directly injected into the channel at the semiconductor/insulator 
interface, whereas in the other structures they have to travel through a layer of bulk 
semiconductor in order to reach the interface. However, in these devices charges are 
not only injected from the edges of the electrodes, but also from those parts of the 
electrode that overlap with the gate [Fig. 2.13], allowing for lower contact 
resistance.70 Additional advantages of a top gate architecture include the 
encapsulating effect of the gate dielectric and gate electrode on top of the 
semiconducting channel, as well as the possibility of employing high resolution 
patterning methods for structuring the drain and source electrodes without the risk of 
degrading the other TFT component layers.71 In addition, the different structures may 
yield different morphologies at the interface between semiconductor/insulator and 
semiconductor/electrodes.70 Known phenomena include the formation of trap states 
during metal evaporation on organic semiconductors.72 For comparison of different 
semiconductors, it is therefore important to bear in mind which device geometry was 
employed.  
Fig. 2.12: The most common FET configurations: (a) planar bottom contact/bottom gate, (b) 
staggered top contact/bottom gate, (c) staggered top gate. 
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2.3.2. Charge carrier injection in FETs 
Depending on what kind of semiconductor is used, the choice of electrode 
material is crucial to ensure sufficient charge carrier injection at reasonable gate 
voltages.73 Only if the barrier height (ϕh , ϕe) for one type of charge carrier is very 
small, one can consider the contact to be ohmic [Fig. 2.8]. Otherwise, contact 
resistance has to be taken into account in the modelling of the device characteristics. 
In the output characteristic, high non-ohmic contact resistance is usually observed in 
form of initially suppressed and then super-linearly increasing current in the otherwise 
linear region.74  
Contact resistance can be measured by non-contact scanning probe 
potentiometry (e.g. Kelvin probe) as a voltage drop at the electrodes73,75 or by four-
point probe measurements.76 Another way to determine the contact resistance is by 
extracting the channel resistances of identical transistors with different channel 
lengths from the linear regime. Extrapolation to zero channel length gives an estimate 
of the contact resistance (scaling method).77-79 Recently, Natali et al. described a 
method that allows to extract contact resistance from the current-voltage 
characteristics of a transistor by differential analysis.53 It exploits a variety of 
functional dependencies of the current on the gate voltage, which are induced by 
contact resistances.  Particularly for small channel length, the contact resistance can 
be comparable to the channel resistance and affect the transistor’s performance, most 
strongly in the linear regime.80,81 A large portion of the source-drain voltage then 
already drops at the contacts and not across the channel.  
The temperature dependence of contact resistance is often expressed in terms of 
the thermionic emission model, which predicts an injection current density of:46,48,76 
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛−=
kT
eTAJ bφexp* 2              (2.27) 
Fig. 2.13: Charge injection in top gate FETs. 
Charges are not only injected and extracted 
through the edges, but also through the surface 
of the electrodes, where there is an overlap with 
the overlying gate electrode. 
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where A* is the effective Richardson constant, e the elementary charge and ϕb is the 
energy barrier height at the interface.82 At high fields the injection is enhanced by 
carrier tunnelling, which is enabled by energy band-bending at the interface. In 
disordered semiconductors a less thermally activated injection process has been 
observed.  This is because in a Gaussian DOS the equilibrium energy, to which the 
charge carriers have to be injected is located at an energy kT/2σ  from the centre of 
the DOS, which facilitates the hopping of charges from the metal fermi level into the 
disordered energy levels in the semiconductor at low temperatures.82  
Furthermore in low mobility materials a space charge region was observed to 
form in the semiconductor close to the metal contact. This charge will lower the 
injecting electric field and hence attenuate the injection of additional charges, causing 
a diffusion limited current.48  
 
2.3.3. The dielectric layer 
For the operation of a FET, the interface between dielectric and semiconductor 
plays a crucial role. It is within a distance from the interface of few nm that the charge 
carriers accumulate to form the conducting channel between source and drain 
contacts.37 Therefore the quality of the interface is most important for the performance 
of the device. It is easily influenced by the presence of trap states, impurities, and 
interface roughness.70  
The important characteristics of good gate dielectrics include very high 
dielectric breakdown strength, extremely low concentration of impurities that could 
act as traps, environmental stability, easy processability and compatibility with 
preceding and subsequent processing steps. The performance of a gate dielectric is 
also often characterized by its dielectric constant, which determines the geometrical 
capacitance 
d
C ri 0
εε=  for a dielectric of thickness d and hence the amount of induced 
charges at the interface per unit gate voltage applied.  
SiO2 is currently the most frequently used gate dielectric due to the good 
availability of very smooth thermally grown dioxide layers on highly doped Silicon 
substrates. Typical SiO2 thicknesses of 200-300 nm, i.e. Ci ≈ 10-8 F/cm2, lead to 
operating voltages of the transistor of > 10 V. Usually however, the surface has to be 
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passivated due to the presence of a large number of –OH groups which may act as 
trapping sites or otherwise change the transport behaviour.83 This is typically done by 
applying a self-assembled monolayer, the most common being hexamethyl disilazane 
(HMDS) and octadecyl trichlorosilane (OTS).84 Other metal oxides, such as Al2O3, 
have also been used to produce very thin dielectric layers.85 
Another option, which is becoming more and more attractive, is the use of 
insulating polymers. They are compatible with a fully solution processed 
methodology and with flexible, i.e. bendable, devices. Furthermore they can easily be 
optimized chemically to suit particular device requirements. Using solvents for 
semiconductor and dielectric that do not dissolve underlying layers (orthogonal 
solvents), the polymers can also be spin coated on top of the semiconductor to make 
top gate devices.56,86  Alternatively, some organic dielectric materials can be cured by 
UV radiation- or heat- initiated cross linking processes to provide stability against 
solvents in subsequent processing steps.87 
Besides the simple assumptions on amounts of induced charges and breakdown 
strength, it was shown by Veres et al.56,57 that the mobility in devices depended 
strongly on the dielectric constant of the dielectrics. In brief, it was shown that a lower 
dielectric constant led to higher mobilities. This trend was argued to be due to 
additional energetical disorder at the interface, introduced by dipoles in higher ε 
materials. As illustrated in Fig. 2.14 the disorder leads to a broadened Gaussian 
density of states in Bässler’s disorder model, which decreases the effective mobility 
(see section 2.2.5).29 In the meantime, some groups have successfully employed high-
εr dielectrics in order to reduce the operating voltages of OFETs.57,88 
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Reducing the thickness of the gate dielectric has been considered as a viable 
strategy to increase the capacitance and thereby achieve FET operation at low 
voltages. Low operating voltages in the range of 1-5 V can typically be achieved with 
Fig. 2.14: Density of states broadening at the interface 
induced by disordered dipoles in dielectrics with high ε.
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a gate dielectric geometrical capacitance of the order of 10-7 F/cm2. Thin inorganic 
dielectrics often suffer from high current leakage, which renders them incompatible 
with low mobility semiconductors. Thin (10-20 nm), cross linkable polymer 
dielectrics have been employed by Yoon et al. to achieve FET operation at < 4 V.89 
Another very successful approach has been the use of insulating self-assembled 
monolayers (SAMs)90-94 and multilayers95 in gate dielectrics. The SAM molecules 
employed usually consist of a functional group which bonds to the gate and an alkyl 
chain which presents a large tunnelling barrier for charge carriers. Like polymers, 
SAMs can be chemically tailored to optimize material compatibility and device 
performance. In this way transistors operating at < 2 V have been demonstrated.93 
 
2.4. Organic Semiconductors  
Organic semiconductors can broadly be divided into conjugated polymers and 
small molecules. While organic materials should in principle be capable of electron 
and hole transport, the materials are often classified as either n-type or p-type. Note 
however that doping, as known from inorganic materials, is rarely employed in the 
case of organics. In practice it is much harder to observe n-type behaviour due to the 
challenges of charge injection and interfacial transport of electrons in OFETs.96 Since 
the discovery of conduction in polymers there has been steady progress in the 
development of new conjugated materials for use in organic electronics and a few 
selected benchmark materials will be introduced in the following sections. 
 
2.4.1. Hole transporting organic semiconductors 
2.4.1.1. Small molecules 
In 1984, the first OFET based on  small conjugated molecules (merocyanine 
dye) was reported by Kudo et al.50  A frequently studied group of small molecules for 
use in OFETs are the Oligothiophenes (nT, where n stands for the number of 
thiophene units, see Fig. 2.15(a)), which are usually non-substituted or substituted at 
both ends by a linear alkyl group.97 Later on it was shown that the end-substitution 
with appropriate (for example dimethyl- or dihexyl-) groups can lead to significant 
increase of the mobility.98,99 X-ray diffraction measurements showed that the film 
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consisted of a superposition of layers, in which the molecules were packed parallel to 
each other and almost perpendicular to the plane of the film. This very regular pi-
stacking arrangement [Fig. 2.16(a)] is maintained for film thicknesses up to several 
micrometers and makes the material a two-dimensional medium, in which charges can 
move very quickly in direction perpendicular to the axis of the molecules. Mobilities 
ranging from 0.095 to 0.13 cm2/Vs were measured using dihexyl substituted 6T 
(DH6T) on optimized gate insulator materials.100 It was also found that the field-effect 
mobility is almost identical in all oligothiophenes.100-102 The growth of single 6T 
crystals led to a five fold increase of charge mobility (0.1 cm2/Vs instead of 0.02 
cm2/Vs on PMMA dielectric).103 As a comparison, in polycrystalline silicon, the 
mobility is approximately 100 times lower than in a single-crystal, due to the effect of 
grain boundaries. The surprisingly low improvement in the mobility for 6T leads to 
the question whether higher performance is prevented by flaws in the device (such as 
high contact resistance or a poor dielectric/semiconductor interface) or whether the 
upper limit for charge carrier mobility in this material has been reached.  
n-2
S
S
SR R
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Pentacene is another small molecule that has been studied extensively because 
of its high charge carrier mobility. It consists of five aligned condensed benzene rings 
[Fig. 2.15(b)]. In most reported devices pentacene films are evaporated in vacuum and 
give high field-effect mobilities of 1-5 cm2/Vs, which are generally attributed to 
highly ordered film morphologies exhibiting a typical “herringbone” pattern [Fig. 
2.16(b)].104-106 Solution-processed devices have also been reported based on a soluble 
precursor molecule. The films are converted into the fully conjugated form by thermal 
(150 – 250 °C)107 or irradiative108 annealing.  
Small molecules can often be rendered solution processible by attaching 
solubilizing side-chains. However, the growth conditions need to be monitored 
carefully as the molecules often crystallize while still in solution, which leads to poor 
Fig. 2.15: Chemical structure of  
(a) unsubstituted (R = H) and alkyl end-substituted 
(R = Cn H2n+1) oligothiophenes  
(b) Pentacene 
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connectivity and disorder of the grains in the film. Very recently there have also been 
reports on soluble acene derivatives, which exhibit excellent hole mobility of the 
order of 1 cm2/Vs in solution processed transistor devices without high temperature 
annealing.109-111 
(b)
“herringbone” structure
(a)
π-stacked structure  
 
 
2.4.1.2 Polymers 
The charge mobility in polymers is typically one order of magnitude lower than 
in small molecules, due to the poorer ordering in solution processed films. For 
example, mobilities in the range of 10-2 cm2/Vs have been reached using a 
regioregular polythiophene.112,113 Initially it was found that amorphous, disordered, 
conjugated polymers such as regioirregular polythiophene114 or polyacetylene115 
produced very low mobilities in field-effect devices, in the range of 10-3 to 10-4 
cm2/Vs. However, more recently higher field-effect mobilities in the range of 10-2 
cm2/Vs were achieved using amorphous polymers based on triarylamine. The devices 
showed good operating characteristics and were environmentally stable.56,57 Higher 
field-effect mobilities of 0.1 - 0.3 cm2/Vs can be achieved with microcrystalline 
polymers, such as regioregular poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) [Fig. 2.17].116 In thin 
films, the P3HT polymers form an anisotropic lamellar microstructure consisting of 
two-dimensional conjugated layers characterized by strong π-π interchain interactions, 
separated by layers of solubilising, insulating side chains. The structure allows for fast 
in-plane charge transport.117 
The mobility in P3HT has been found to increase with higher degrees of 
crystallinity, which can be manipulated by varying the boiling point of the solvent.118 
Slower evaporation of the solvent facilitates the crystal growth during spin coating or 
Fig. 2.16: Crystal packing arrangements found for many thiophene and acene based molecules. 
Dashed boxes represent a typical unit cell. 
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drop casting. Also, there is evidence that the mobility increases with increasing 
molecular weight of the polymer. There are several explanations for this effect. For 
example Kline et al. attributed the decrease in mobility for lower molecular weight 
samples to the higher effect of grain boundaries, which limit the transport.119 Zen et 
al., however, argued that the lower mobility was due to the less planar polymer 
backbone in the amorphous regions of the film for low-molecular weight material.120 
More recently, Chang et al.121 and Ballantyne et al.122 observed saturation and even 
decrease of the charge carrier mobility with molecular weight in high molecular 
weight P3HT. This trend was attributed to the occurrence of entanglements between 
long molecular chains, which increases the risk of kinks and twists, limiting the 
intrachain charge transport.  
S n
 
A major problem with semiconducting polymers with low ionization potential, 
such as regioregular P3HT, is their low stability upon exposure to air and ultraviolet 
sunlight. This is expressed in large positive threshold voltage shifts, which are 
presumably due to doping of the polymer. In top-gate configurations, the active 
material is encapsulated below the other layers (dielectric, gate etc.). In this way 
shelf-life stability of P3HT OFETs has been achieved, however at low ON/OFF 
current ratios of 103.123 UV-light exposure in the presence of oxygen leads to the 
formation of carbonyl defects, which entails loss of conjugation and mobility 
degradation.124 In order to improve the stability of P3HT, its fully planar 
conformation can be disrupted by altering its side-chain substitution pattern5 or 
partially conjugated co-monomers can be incorporated into the main chain.3 In these 
ways the beneficial microcrystallinity and the good field-effect mobility 
(intermolecular transport) are preserved, while the environmental stability is greatly 
improved.  
 
Fig. 2.17: Chemical structure of poly(3-hexylthiophene).  
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2.4.2. Electron transporting organic semiconductors 
P-channel conduction has been achieved with a number of organic 
semiconductors by using conventional SiO2 as gate dielectric and gold drain-/source 
electrodes. Evidence of n-type conductivity, however, has only been reported for few 
materials. Electron trapping and difficult electron injection are most often the cause 
for suppressed electron transport in organic devices. Nevertheless, n-channel devices 
are needed for complementary logic circuits.125 
Organic semiconductors with high electron affinity (EA) (above 3 eV) were 
generally found to be less susceptible to the presence of electron-trapping impurities 
and therefore more likely to exhibit n-type behaviour. In these materials the LUMO 
states are below the typical trap states, hence withdrawal and trapping of mobile 
electrons is less likely to occur.96,126 Importantly, in most cases a higher EA also 
allows for a better alignment between the LUMO level of the semiconductor and the 
work function of the metal electrodes, which results in a lower electron injection 
barrier.  
For example, n-channel field-effect mobilities in the range of 10-3 – 10-1 cm2/Vs 
have been achieved with soluble fullerenes derivatives (such as [6,6]-phenyl C61-
butyric acid methyl ester ([60]PCBM)), which have particularly high EA [Fig. 
2.18].74,80,127-129 In films deposited in vacuum and at elevated temperature maximum 
electron mobility of the order of 6 cm2/Vs was achieved.130,131 Recently it has been 
shown that electron conduction is possible in materials with lower EA, when 
particular dielectrics are used.83 Chua et al. demonstrated n-type behaviour of 
normally only hole conducting materials on a hydroxyl-free benzocyclobutene (BCB) 
gate dielectric.  
O
O
 
A major problem of electron conducting materials is their strong instability with 
respect to oxygen and water, which is also related to low electron affinity.132 
Fig. 2.18: Chemical structure of  [60]PCBM. 
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Anthopoulos et al. found that materials with LUMO energies higher than 
approximately 4 eV are far less sensitive to atmospheric air than molecules 
characterised by a lower LUMO.133 The latter study reported air-stable electron 
transport in the dithiolene derivative diphenylethylenedithiolate 1,3-dithiol-2-thione-
4,5-dithiolate [Ni(dpedt)(dmit)], which has a LUMO level of 4.4 eV. In accordance 
with this observation, Yan et al.134 recently reported a polymer with a low LUMO of 4 
eV, which exhibited air stable electron transport with unprecedented mobilities of 
0.45 - 0.85 cm2/Vs when deposited from solution. The air-stability was ascribed to the 
polymer’s electronic configuration as well as to the encapsulating top gate 
architecture employed in their devices. Another polymer with very high EA of 4.0 - 
4.4 eV is poly(benzobisimidazobenzophenanthroline) (BBL), which can be solution-
processed into microcrystalline thin films.135 High electron mobilities of 0.03-0.1 
cm2/Vs were achieved in bottom-gate FETs with SiO2 gate dielectric, measured 
without encapsulation in air.  
The EA of a particular molecule can be increased by adding strong electron 
withdrawing groups such as fluorine, cyano or diimide moieties.96 Even though a high 
EA helps to improve the environmental stability, the radical anions, as present in the 
channel region when a positive gate voltage is applied, remain thermodynamically 
unstable especially towards oxygen in the presence of water. The most effective way 
of producing truly stable devices is by implementing a kinetic barrier against diffusion 
of water and air into the channel. This can be achieved by designing molecules which 
pack very closely, such as fluorinated copper phthalocyanine (F16CuPc).136,137 
Recently Chikamatsu et al. reported air stable electron transport in solution 
processable perfluoroalkyl-substituted C60 derivatives.138 The stability in their devices 
was attributed to a densely packed and ordered layer of the fluorinated side chains, 
acting as a shield against atmospheric oxidants. Finally, improved air-stability in 
fullerene based devices has also been achieved by implementing strongly hydrophobic 
bottom gate dielectrics such as parylene.139 The prolonged device operation compared 
to devices on SiO2 dielectric was attributed to the highly water repellent nature of this 
hydrophobic dielectric. Other air-stable n-channel OFETs were reported based on 
dicyanoperylene-3,4:9,10-bis(dicarboximide PDI-8CN2)140,141 and α,ω-diperfluoro-
hexylsexithiophene (DHF-6T).142 
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Further organic materials which are known to exhibit n-channel transport in 
FETs include N,N’ditridecylperylene- 3,4,9.10-tetracarboxylic diimide (PTCDI-
C13H27),143 and a number of thiophenes with electron withdrawing groups like 
tricyanovinyl,144 perfluoroalkyl,142 perfluoroarene,145 carbonyl146 and 
dicyanomethyl.147,148 
 
2.5. Ambipolar Field‐Effect Transistors 
From inorganic microelectronics it is known that complementary logic can 
address the issues of power dissipation, noise margin, and hence circuit robustness, in 
large scale integrated circuits (ICs).125 However, the integration of both p- and n-
channel devices, as required in CMOS, on one substrate demands significant 
fabrication effort for organic electronics. An alternative approach is the development 
of ambipolar organic semiconductor materials, which can conduct both, electrons and 
holes, depending on the biasing conditions. Ambipolar FETs have been constructed in 
a variety of architectures, some of which will be described in the following section.  
 
2.5.1. Ambipolar OFET characteristics 
The basic operation of an ambipolar FET can be described in three regimes: the 
unipolar linear regime, the reversed unipolar regime and ambipolar regime.39 For 
TGD VVV −<  and both, VD and VG, positive (negative), electrons (holes) accumulate 
at the source electrode and the current is given by: 
( ) ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −⋅−⋅⋅=
2
2
,
D
DeTGe
i
D
VVVV
L
WCI μ              (2.28) 
where VT,e (VT,h) and eμ ( hμ ) are the threshold voltage and mobility for electrons 
(holes), respectively. The transistor operates in a unipolar linear regime. For the case 
where VD is negative and eTG VV ,−  is positive, the effective gate potential is positive 
throughout the channel, so that electrons accumulate at the drain electrode and the 
transistor operates as a unipolar n-type transistor with reversed current direction. 
Similarly, when VD is positive and hTG VV ,−  is negative, the effective gate potential in 
the channel is negative, so that holes accumulate at the drain electrode.  
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For 0, <−≤ hTGD VVV  and 0, >−≥ eTGD VVV  a normal unipolar transistor is 
pinched off and enters the saturation regime. In ambipolar transistors, the effective 
gate potential in the pinched-off part of the channel changes sign and allows for 
injection of the opposite charge carrier from the drain electrode. The transistor enters 
the ambipolar regime, where both types of charge carriers accumulate at opposite ends 
in the channel. In this regime the channel consists of an electron- and a hole 
accumulation layer of length Le and Lh respectively [Fig. 2.19]. At the point between 
drain and source electrode where the accumulation layers meet, an infinite 
recombination rate of holes with electrons is assumed. In electroluminescent materials 
light is emitted from within the channel.149 Under the assumption that the two 
accumulation layers together make up the total length of the channel (L = Le + Lh), 
and that the total current equals the hole and the electron current (ID = Ie = Ih), one can 
derive: 
( ) ( )( ){ }2,2,2 hTGDheTGeiD VVVVVLWCI −−⋅+−⋅⋅= μμ            (2.29) 
The transfer curves of ambipolar transistors are typically V-shaped, with the 
current rising to both sides for either electron (positive VG) or hole (negative VG) 
accumulation [Fig. 2.20(a)]. The curve shape is also dependent on the drain-source 
voltage, since it changes the effective gate voltage for hole and electron accumulation.  
Gate
Dielectric
Se Sh++ + + + ++- --- - - -
Le Lh
 
The output curves [Fig. 2.20(b)] show the normal saturated behaviour of one 
charge carrier a at VD > VG -VT,a and superlinear current increase for small gate 
voltages and large drain-source voltages when the opposite charge carrier is injected.  
From these considerations the location of the recombination zone x0 = Le in the 
channel can be obtained:  
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μ
μ             (2.30) 
Fig. 2.19: Charge accumulation in 
an ambipolar OFET. Both types of 
charges are injected through their 
respective source electrodes. 
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This rather simple model can be used to predict basic behaviour of the 
recombination zone in ambipolar transistors. It reflects a strong dependence on the 
ratio between hole and electron mobility and on VG, VD and VT. However, the 
assumption of an infinite recombination rate is rarely realistic, which means that holes 
and electrons usually penetrate into each other’s accumulation layers before 
recombining. The recombination zone is then a space charge limited region. Refining 
the model by including Langevin recombination and contact effects, the general shape 
of current-voltage characteristics in ambipolar transistors can be reproduced very 
well.150,151 
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2.5.2. Ambipolar FETs based on organic heterostructures 
Ambipolar charge transport can be achieved by stacking an n-channel and a p-
channel organic material on top of each other, in a bilayer structure. An energy barrier 
prevents charge carriers from crossing into the other material, so that charge transport 
occurs in two separate channels, one of which is located at the interface between the 
two semiconducting materials and one at the semiconductor / insulator interface.  
The first ambipolar heterostructured OFET was reported by Dodabalapur et al. 
152,153 In the latter study they combined layers of α-hexathienylene (α-6T) and C60. 
The devices showed both, hole and electron accumulation, but with lower mobilities 
than those obtained from the pristine materials. They concluded that the careful choice 
of materials according to the relative positions of their HOMO and LUMO levels as 
Fig. 2.20: Calculated transfer (a) and output (b) characteristics of an ambipolar transistor with 
balanced hole and electron mobility and VT,e = VT,h = 0. 
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well as the deposition order were important in order to obtain ambipolar 
characteristics. Later on, ambipolar transport was achieved with a variety of material 
combinations, such as pentacene/PTCDI-C13H27,143,154 pentacene/C60155 and 
CuPc/F16CuPc.136,156,157 
 
2.5.3. Ambipolar FETs based on organic blends 
Another way of achieving ambipolar transport is by depositing films based on 
blends of n-type and p-type organic semiconductors. Such devices are in principle 
easily processable and thus well suited for applications in integrated circuit (IC) 
technology.  
A film consisting of a mix of two materials can be deposited either from 
solution or from simultaneous evaporation (co-evaporation). First results by Tada et 
al. were obtained by mixing an electron conducting dye N,N’-bis(2,5-di-tert-
butylphenyl)-3,4,9,10-perylene dicarboximide with hole conducting poly(3-
dodecylthiophene).158 The mobilities were very low and in the range of 10-7 cm2/Vs 
for holes and 10-9 cm2/Vs for electrons.  
Meijer et al. were the first to achieve mobilities of Vscm /107 24−⋅  and 
Vscm /103 25−⋅  for holes and electrons, respectively, in films of blended poly[2-
methoxy-5-(3′,7′-dimethyloctyloxy)]-p-phenylene vinylene (OC1C10-PPV) with 
[60]PCBM.159 Singh et al. found a strong influence of the dielectric and the resulting 
morphology of the films on the resuls.160 Similar to their experiments with bilayer 
structures, Rost et al. showed ambipolar transport in equal fraction blends of PTCDI-
C13H27 / α-quinquethiophene (α-5T) with hole and electron mobilities of 10-4 cm2/Vs 
and 10-3 cm2/Vs, respectively. These results were again lower than the mobilities in 
the pristine materials.161 
With respect to the decrease in mobility, it was argued that due to the mixing 
only a fraction of the material can conduct each type of charge carrier, so that the 
effective mobility of both types in such a percolating network is lowered compared to 
a neat film. This assumption was confirmed when Loi et al. found an increase of hole 
or electron mobility when the fraction of α-5T or PTCDI-C13H27 was increased, 
respectively.162  
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Other ambipolar blends were achieved by coevaporating pentacene/PTCDI-
C13H27163 and pentacene/fluorinated pentacene.164 More recently, blends of MEH-
PPV/C60,165 MEH-PPV/[60]PCBM,166 CuPc/poly(benzobisimidazo-
nezophenanthroline),167 regio-regular P3HT/[60]PCBM168 and thieno[2,3-b]thiophene 
terthiophene polymer/[60]PCBM were fabricated, leading to mobilities in the range of 
10-4 to 10-3 cm2/Vs.  
 
2.5.4. Ambipolar OFETs based on a single material 
The bandgap of organic semiconductors is usually in the range of 2-3 eV. The 
work function of a metal can therefore only be aligned with either the LUMO 
(electron injection) or the HOMO (hole injection), the opposite charge carriers facing 
injection barriers larger than 1 eV. Despite this limitation, in recent years ambipolar 
OFETs based on a number of organic molecules have been demonstrated.  
A particular example are the fullerenes and their derivatives, which were first 
known only as n-channel semiconductors. Anthopoulos et al. fabricated transistors 
from solution processable [60]PCBM with gold electrodes on HMDS treated SiO2, 
which exhibited p-channel as well as n-channel behaviour, with similar mobilities 
( Vscm /10 22− ) for holes and electrons.35,169 Ambipolar transport was also 
demonstrated in higher fullerene analogues such as C70 and C84, for which more 
reproducible and less air-sensitive results were obtained.74,80 Ambipolar transport was 
also recently reported for single crystal materials, such as rubrene 
( 01.0≅eμ Vscm /2 ),170 copper phthalocyanine (CuPc) ( 001.0≅eμ Vscm /2 )171 and 
iron phthalocyanine (FePc) ( 03.0≅eμ Vscm /2 ).171 However the electron transport 
was strongly limited by injection barriers and the high hole mobilities in these 
materials were not achieved with electrons.  
Pentacene, which has one of the highest hole mobilities amongst all organic 
semiconductors, has also been shown to exhibit n-type conduction. The first to 
produce an ambipolar transistor from pentacene were Meijer et al. on HMDS treated 
SiO2 dielectrics and with gold bottom contact electrodes.159 The electron mobilities 
were extremely low ( Vscme /10
26−≅μ ) and were only observable in vacuum. The n-
type performance was improved using calcium electrodes for a lower electron 
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injection barrier on poly(chloro-p-xylylene) as gate dielectric 
( Vscme /107.2
25−⋅≅μ ), which however resulted in low hole mobilities due to an 
increased hole injection barrier ( Vscmh /105.4
24−⋅≅μ ).172,173 Singh et al. reported 
much higher mobilities for OFETs based on poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) as dielectric 
and gold top electrodes.174,175 Hole and electron mobilities reached values of 
5.0≅hμ Vscm /2  and 2.0≅eμ Vscm /2 , respectively. These results were strongly 
dependent on the type of gate dielectric, since replacing the PVA with poly(4-vinyl 
phenol) PVP led to the disappearance of electron transport. Schmechel et al. avoided 
the problem of high injection barriers by using electrodes with asymmetric work 
functions.176 They achieved ambipolar transport in pentacene by doping the 
semiconductor/insulator interface with Ca atoms and using a calcium electrode for 
electron injection and a gold electrode for hole injection. Hole and electron mobilities 
in the order of 1.0≅μ Vscm /2  were reported.  
Using different materials for the injection of opposite charge carriers can lead to 
ambipolar behaviour even in wide band-gap semiconductors. Electron injection has 
been achieved in what are normally p-type materials using calcium177 and 
aluminium178 electrodes. 
Ambipolar transport is generally easier to achieve in materials with a low band 
gap. Meijer et al. demonstrated this with poly(3,9-di-t-butylindeno[1,2-b] fluorine) 
(PIF), which has a bandgap energy of 1.55 eV.159,179 They obtained mobilites of 
Vscmh /104
25−⋅≅μ  and Vscme /105 25−⋅≅μ . Anthopoulos et al. reported air stable 
ambipolar OFETs based on soluble dithiolene derivatives.133 The devices exhibited 
similar mobilities (10-4 cm2/Vs) for holes and electrons with shelf life times exceeding 
three months. In the latter study, air stability was predicted for n-type organic 
semiconductors with electron affinities above 4 eV, in accordance with previous 
findings on the influence of atmospheric oxidants (see section 2.4.2.). This was the 
first example of air stable ambipolar transport in a single component based OFET. 
Another interesting class of low-band gap molecules for which ambipolar charge 
transport with balanced hole and electron mobilities of the order of 10-4 cm2/Vs was 
reported using a single electrode material are the squaraines.180 Devices based on 
these materials were shown to emit light in the near-infrared spectrum. 
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Table 2.1.: Truth table for an inverter 
Since devices with one type of electrode material require less processing steps, 
narrow bandgap materials are a promising route towards ambipolar devices in organic 
electronics.  
 
2.6. Logic Circuits 
Ultimately the performance of OFETs in performing logic operations as part of 
integrated circuits (ICs) will determine their suitability for implementation into real 
device applications.125 Therefore the transistors are often tested in simple logic 
circuits to demonstrate the feasibility of organic ICs. Furthermore it is interesting to 
study the effects of particular features in the transistor characteristics on the outcome 
of the logic circuit element under investigation. A simple case is the voltage inverter, 
which is an important building block for standard logic gates. It is a two transistor 
device and operates as a NOT-gate: 
IN OUT 
1 0 
0 1 
 
The inverter circuit can generally be considered as a potential divider [Fig. 
2.21(a-b)].181 At a low input voltage (VIN ≈ 0 V) the driving transistor (FETD) is 
switched off while the load transistor (FETL) has a finite resistance (i.e. RD >> RL), so 
that the supply voltage (VDD) drops over RD and VOUT ≈ VDD (LOW state) [Fig. 
2.21(a)]. At increasing input voltages the driving transistor gradually switches on and 
eventually RD << RL, hence the supply voltage drops over RL and VOUT ≈ 0 (HIGH 
state) [Fig. 2.21(b)]. While there are many different circuit arrangements for an 
inverter, there are generally two families of logic to be considered, unipolar182 and 
complementary logic.181 State-of-the-art inorganic electronics is dominated by 
complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) circuits employing both, p- and 
n-type transistors. With regard to organic electronics, both types of logic are 
associated with advantages and disadvantages.183 Typical circuit diagrams for 
complementary and unipolar inverters are displayed in [Fig. 2.21(c-e)]. In the unipolar 
case, there must either be a difference in ION or in VT between the load and the drive 
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transistor. A common approach is the so called ratio logic, where a different channel 
width W is employed to alter ION. The load transistor is then gated to the supply 
voltage [Fig. 2.21(c)], operating like a diode, or has its gate and source connected, in 
the so called “VG = 0” logic [Fig. 2.21(d)]. The diode configuration has been shown to 
exhibit a faster operating speed due to higher circuit currents, at the cost of increased 
static power consumption.184 In either case the load transistor is never completely 
switched off and hence power is continuously dissipated for one half of the range of 
input signals [Fig. 2.22(a)].185 This problem does not occur in complementary logic 
[Fig. 2.21(e)], in which p- and n-type transistors share the same gate bias, which 
implies that one of the transistors is always in the off state, preventing current leakage 
in quasi-static operation. Power is only dissipated during the switching process [Fig. 
2.22(b)].181  
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There are two more important parameters that characterize an inverter, namely 
the gain, defined as the maximum value of INOUT VV ∂∂ , and the noise margin. A gain 
>1 is needed for a signal to propagate without attenuation through a circuit with 
several stages. The noise margin represents the range of voltages that will be 
recognized as the HIGH and LOW state by the inverter. It is typically determined by 
plotting the output characteristics of the inverter twice with VIN and VOUT on 
exchanged axes in the same graph [Fig. 2.22(c-d)]. The noise margin determines the 
reliability of the circuit and its tolerance to signal fluctuations and noise. Gains and 
noise margins can be significantly enhanced by implementing complementary circuit 
design, as shown in Fig. 2.22. This is because of the insufficient “pull-up” and “pull-
down” in unipolar inverters, which is caused by the higher circuit currents. 
Fig. 2.21: Circuit diagrams of schematic representation of inverter as voltage divider in (a) LOW 
and (b) HIGH state, of a unipolar inverter in (c) “diode” and (d) “VG = 0” configuration, (e) of a 
complementary inverter. 
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Furthermore, an asymmetric position of the trip point in unipolar inverters often 
decreases their noise margins.  
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While complementary logic exhibits clearly superior performance 
characteristics, it has not yet been widely employed in organic electronics because of 
two hindrances. First, high performance electron transporting organic semiconductors 
are less well investigated compared to p-channel materials. Second, the patterning of 
p- and n- channel materials in close proximity on the same substrate imposes 
significant experimental challenges. Complementary-like logic has been suggested as 
a viable strategy to circumvent this problem.159 It employs ambipolar OFETs based on 
a single material or blend, which operate in either hole or electron accumulation 
depending on the biasing conditions. The operating characteristics are determined by 
the relative positions of VT,e and VT,h , as well as by the electron and hole mobility. A 
Fig. 2.22: Schematic output characteristics (solid, left axes) and power consumption (dashed, right 
axes) of (a) unipolar and (b) complementary voltage inverters and the determination of their noise 
margins in (c) and (d), respectively. The dotted lines indicate the ideal inverter step function. 
Complementary inverters exhibit lower power consumption, higher gain, better pull up and pull 
down characteristics and wider noise margins than unipolar inverters.  
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dependence of VOUT on VIN is often observed in the HIGH and the LOW states due to 
the narrow range of gate biases in which the transistors are OFF. Due to their 
capability of ambipolar transport, the drive and load devices can be regarded as 
parallel circuits of p- and n-channel transistors. As a result the circuit current is higher 
than in truly complementary logic, and the inverters may suffer from insufficient 
“pull-up” and “pull-down”. Nevertheless, their characteristics are still superior to 
those of unipolar voltage inverters and CMOS-like gain, noise-margins and power 
consumption can be obtained, while saving the costly patterning steps of separate p- 
and n-channel OFETs.  
Another key feature of an organic circuit element is the speed at which it can 
operate. This will critically influence the dynamic response of the digital circuit in 
which it is used. For this purpose ring oscillators are fabricated by connecting an odd 
number of inverter stages in series, with the output of the last inverter looped back to 
the input of the first.186 This produces an unstable system which will begin to oscillate 
between high and low voltages at a frequency dependent on the inverter stage delay, 
τd. For n stages this delay can be calculated using equation 2.31: 
osc
d nf2
1=τ                (2.31) 
where fosc is the frequency at which the oscillator operates. The stage delay and thus 
the operating frequency is determined by the current at VOUT, the capacitance at the 
output node and the voltage needed to drive the next inverter stage. The exact 
dependence on transistor performance parameters is difficult to obtain, however it can 
be said that higher mobilities, shorter channel lengths and larger transistor operating 
voltages lead to higher currents and faster charging of the subsequent inverter input.186 
 
2.7. Photoresponsive Organic Field‐Effect Transistors 
Upon illumination the current-voltage characteristics of OFETs often change. 
This is due to mainly two processes occurring in the organic semiconductor layer, 
namely photoconductivity and the photovoltaic effect.187,188 The photovoltaic effect, 
together with a shift of the threshold voltage towards the off state is caused by a large 
number of trapped charge carriers near the source contact.189 It dominates the 
photocurrent in the ON state of the transistor and is described by equation 2.32:187,190 
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1ln,               (2.32) 
where η is the quantum efficiency (i.e. the number of charge carriers generated per 
incident photon), e is the elementary charge, Popt is the incident optical power, Ipd is 
the dark current, hc/λ is the photon energy (Eγ), GM is the transconductance, ΔVT is the 
threshold voltage shift and B is a fitting parameter.  
When the transistor is in the OFF state, the photocurrent is dominated by 
photoconductivity as described by equation 2.33:66 
( ) optpcph BPWdnEeI == μ,                  (2.33) 
where μ is the charge carrier mobility, n is the carrier density, E is the lateral electric 
field in the channel, W is the channel width and d the thickness of the active layer. 
Iph,pc is therefore directly proportional to Popt.  
Useful figures-of-merit for phototransistors are: 
• The photosensitivity, PS or signal (photocurrent) to background (dark 
current) ratio of the device, which is calculated as:  
    
dark
darkill
I
IIPS −=               (2.34) 
• The photoresponsivity, R (expressed in A/W) of the device, which is 
defined as:  
   ( )
AP
II
P
I
R
inc
darkill
opt
ph −==              (2.35) 
Where Pinc is the incident optical power density, or irradiance, and A is the 
active area, given by the width and length of the transistor channel as 
WLA ⋅= .  
• The external quantum efficiency ηEQE, defined as the ratio of the number of 
photo-generated charge carriers Ne that contribute to ID per unit time t  
 
e
tI
N phe
⋅=                (2.36) 
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to the number of photons Nγ incident on the transistor channel area per unit 
time t 
 
ch
tP
E
tP
N optopt ⋅
⋅⋅=⋅= λ
γ
γ .             (2.37) 
Consequently the external quantum efficiency is given by equation 2.38:191 
 λη γ ⋅⋅
⋅⋅==
opt
phe
EQE Pe
chI
N
N              (2.38) 
The physical phenomena responsible for the photogeneration of charge carriers 
in the organic semiconductors can be understood in terms of the absorption of photons 
and formation of excitons upon illumination. Organic semiconductor molecules will 
absorb photons with energy greater than their band gap energy, i.e. the LUMO – 
HOMO difference. The absorbed energy sets the molecule into an excited state, where 
a spatially correlated electron-hole pair (i.e. exciton) is formed. Under the influence of 
an externally applied electric field excitons can diffuse through the material for a short 
time, before they are likely to recombine. Depending on the chemical composition of 
the material the exciton may encounter a so called dissociation site. This is typically a 
chemical group with high electron affinity, which allows the exciton to lower its 
energy state by separating into a hole and an electron. The electron will then transfer 
to the accepting molecule, while the hole resides on the donating molecule and both 
may contribute to the observed photocurrent [Fig. 2.23]. Dissociation sites can be 
implemented by carefully designing the organic semiconducting molecule so that it 
incorporates electron donating and accepting chemical groups.192 Another strategy is 
to blend donating and accepting molecules to form a bulk heterojunction film. This 
has been successfully demonstrated employing polymers, e.g. poly-thiophene or poly-
phenylenevinylene based, as donors and soluble fullerene derivatives, e.g. [6,6]-
phenyl-C61-butyric acid ester, as acceptors.193,194 The essence of the bulk 
heterojunction is to intimately mix the donor and acceptor components in the bulk 
film so that each absorbing site is within a distance less than the exciton diffusion 
length of the closest donor-acceptor interface.  
Illumination can also induce direct band-to-band excitation of electrons, for 
example of charges trapped in localized gap states.189 By absorbing incident photon 
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energy these charges may reach the transport level and become mobile charge 
carriers, contributing to the photocurrent.  
+
-
-
hν
+
donor acceptor
E
 
 
2.8. Surface Free Energy 
Surface free energy plays an important role in the deposition of semiconducting 
materials. For example, an adequate surface energy configuration of the dielectric 
surface can improve crystal formation and lead to larger grain sizes of vacuum 
deposited organic semiconductors in bottom gate OFETs.195 For solution processing 
the surface energy interplay between solid surface and the liquid determines whether a 
particular solution will wet a surface well [Fig. 2.24(a)] or not [Fig. 2.24(b)]. A good 
film formation of the organic semiconductor is particularly important at the interface 
to the dielectric, where a conducting channel has to form for OFET operation. Hence 
the investigation of surface energy properties of liquid semiconductor solutions and 
the relevant solid surfaces is crucial to the successful processing of OFETs from 
solution.  
(a) (b)
 
 
2.8.1. Pendant drops and contact angle   
The shape of a drop is normally dependent on the interfacial surface tension 
between the drop and the medium around it. Besides the interfacial tension, gravity 
acts on the drop and distorts its shape. According to the Laplace-Young equation for a 
Fig. 2.23: Simplified schematic of 
exciton dissociation at junction between 
donor and acceptor. 
Fig. 2.24: Droplets of water on (a) a hydrophilic and (b) a hydrophobic surface. 
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pendant drop of liquid L in its vapour V, the drop curvature plotted against elevation 
gives a straight line with slope a:196 
LV
ga γρΔ−=                (2.39) 
where Δρ is the difference in density of the two media, g is the gravitational 
acceleration and γLV is the interfacial surface energy of the liquid and its vapour. The 
latter can therefore be obtained from geometrical analysis of a pendant drop shape.  
vapour
liquid
solid
SLγ
LVγ
SVγ Cθ
 
The wetting of a particular liquid on a solid surface is generally measured in 
terms of its macroscopic contact angle (θC) on that surface. The equilibrium contact 
angle is reached when a force balance is achieved at the intersection between solid, 
liquid and vapour of the liquid under investigation. Young described this situation 
assuming a perfectly smooth solid surface:197-200 
slClvsv γθγγ += cos               (2.40) 
where the terms γsv, γlv and γsl denote the free energy per unit area (force per unit 
length) of the solid-vapour, solid-liquid and liquid-vapour interfaces respectively. 
From Fig. 2.25 it is evident that wetting is favoured by low interfacial free energy, 
high solid surface free energy and low liquid surface free energy.200 Normally, an 
atmosphere of saturated vapour of the liquid is unlikely to be achieved under 
laboratory measurement conditions. Therefore the energies of the vapour interfaces 
are considered to differ from their pure solid and liquid phases by πe:199 
eSVSVS πγγ =−               (2.41) 
eLVLVL πγγ =−               (2.42) 
πe is the equilibrium pressure of adsorbed vapour. De Gennes has suggested,  based on 
experimental results, that πe ≈ 0 for low volatility organic liquids on molecular 
solids.197 Furthermore, we assume that the experiment is performed in an extremely 
clean and dry environment, avoiding the formation of any possible adsorbate from the 
Fig. 2.25: Definition of contact angle 
and surface energy components in a 
liquid drop on a solid surface. 
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atmosphere on the solid or the liquid. Therefore γS and γL will be used henceforth to 
denote the measured solid and liquid surface energy.  
 
2.8.2. Interfacial free energy and work of adhesion 
In order to describe the behaviour of liquids on solids we examine the 
interactions at this interface. Before the liquid is in contact with the solid the total free 
energy per unit area of the interface is simply the sum of that of the solid and that of 
the liquid. Upon contact the attractive forces between the two media lower the 
interfacial free energy density by an amount WSL:199 
SLSLSL W−+= γγγ               (2.43) 
WSL is known as the work of adhesion and is defined as the work required to separate 
a unit area of solid-liquid interface. Similarly, the work of cohesion can be defined as 
the work required to separate a unit area of solid-solid or liquid-liquid interface (i.e. 
create a clean separation between two parts of the same material), denoted as WSS and 
WLL, respectively. Taking into account that the interfacial free energy density of like-
like phases in contact is 0, it is shown that the works of cohesion are given by: 
SSS W−= γ20                (2.44) 
LLL W−= γ20                           (2.45) 
Fowkes suggested that the total free energy at a surface is the sum of 
contributions from the different types of intermolecular forces at the surface.201 These 
are in particular London dispersion forces and quasi-chemical forces resulting from 
hydrogen bonds and dipole-dipole interactions. The idea was extended by Owens, 
Wendt200 and Kaelble202, who formulated:  
P
i
D
ii γγγ +=                (2.46) 
where the superscripts D and P refer to the dispersion force and polar hydrogen 
bonding components, respectively. Hence the works of adhesion and cohesion can be 
formulated as  
D
ij
P
ijij WWW +=               (2.47) 
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where i and j can be any phase/material. In order to evaluate the interactions between 
unlike pairs, i.e. the interaction between molecules of the liquid and the solid, 
combining rules are applied as an approximation. One such method is Berthelot’s 
rule, which expresses a general potential energy parameter of unlike pair interactions 
as the geometric mean of like pair interactions:203 
    jjiiij εεε =                (2.48) 
This approximation is found to overestimate the interaction energy when the two 
species differ,203 hence the function should be modified to take arising discrepancies 
into account. Numerous functions have been proposed, all of which are normalized 
such that they revert to the Berthelot geometric mean when like pairs are 
considered.203 However, when dealing with common organic solids and liquids 
interactions should in general be quite similar, as confirmed by the observation of low 
contact angles. For simplicity the error will therefore be neglected in further 
discussion.  
Since the work of adhesion is directly proportional to the energy parameter, i.e. 
ε∝W , the Berthelot geometric mean approximation can directly be applied to give:  
D
L
D
S
P
L
P
S
D
LL
D
SS
P
LL
P
SSSL WWWWW γγγγ 22 +=+=                       (2.49) 
Substitution into 2.43 yields:200 
D
L
D
S
P
L
P
SLSSL γγγγγγγ 22 −−+=                         (2.50) 
This expression for γSL can be substituted into Young’s equation 2.40 to give the so 
called Owens-Wendt-Kaelble equation:  
( ) DLDSPLPSCL γγγγθγ 221cos +=+              (2.51) 
Comparison with equation 2.49 gives an alternative expression for the work of 
adhesion between solid and liquid: 
    ( )1cos += CLSLW θγ               (2.52) 
The latter two equations are the most important tools for the analysis and extraction of 
surface energy parameters, as discussed in section 3.1.5.  
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Finally, the difference between the work of cohesion of the liquid-liquid 
interface and the work of adhesion to the solid is called the spreading parameter 
ΔW:197  
( )1cos −=−=Δ CLLLSL WWW θγ              (2.53) 
It measures the relative strength of interaction at the solid-liquid interface compared 
to that of the liquid-liquid interface and indicates whether a particular liquid is likely 
to adhere to the solid or not. Hence it is a useful quantification of the quality of the 
solid-liquid interface for film formation during solution processing. In the special case 
of complete wetting, θC = 0, ΔW = 0 and the liquid is shown to adhere equally well to 
the solid surface as it would to itself.  
 
2.9. Transparent Oxide Semiconductors 
2.9.1. Introduction 
The extinction coefficient of most materials is coupled to their electrical 
conductivity. Materials that are highly conductive, like metals, will not normally 
transmit visible light, while highly transparent media, like oxide glasses, behave as 
insulators.204 Only when considering the role of chemical structure, bonding and film 
morphology for charge transport it can be understood why high optical transparency is 
retained in most high mobility oxide semiconductors and transparent conducting 
oxides (TCO). These materials typically exhibit high carrier concentrations >1018 cm-
3, charge mobility > 1 cm2/Vs and a sufficiently large energy gap to be transparent to 
visible light.205 Tin doped indium oxide (ITO) is the most widely used TCO in 
optoelectronics and was first shown in 1954 by Rupprecht.206 ITO exhibits high 
optical transparency (85-90%) and high electrical conductivity (≈104 cm-1Ω-1).207 
Other TOS, such as SnO2, In2O3, ZnO and Cu2O, as well as their doped analogues or 
binary, ternary or quaternary metal oxide systems, are also heavily investigated for 
their properties and potential applications as semiconductors or conducting 
electrodes.204,208 
The electronic and optical properties of TOS are strongly dependent on their 
morphology and defects. The atomic arrangement of metal cations, their number and 
nature play an important role. Most of the useful TOS are degenerate electron 
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transporters (i.e. n-type), because of their high electron density (e.g. for ZnO, n > 1021 
cm-3). Hole transporting (i.e. p-type) TOS (although they are strongly desired for 
optoelectronic applications based on p-n junctions) are relatively new and scarce. The 
problem with p-type oxides is the poor performance due to very low hole mobilities 
(<< 1 cm2/Vs) and difficulties in reproducibility.209 CuAlO2 is the most studied p-type 
TOS, both from a theoretical as well as the experimental point of view.209,210 
Durability, work function, toxicity and deposition temperatures may also influence the 
choice of TOS for any particular application. 
The method chosen for fabrication has an important influence on the TOS 
properties. To date a variety of processing techniques have been developed, each with 
their own advantages and disadvantages. These techniques are either based on 
vacuum deposition methods, e.g. radio frequency (RF) sputtering,211-213 pulsed laser 
deposition214, metal-organic chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD)215 etc., or on 
solution processing methods such as chemical bath deposition,216 spin coating217-220 
and spray pyrolysis.221-223 
 
2.9.2. Charge transport in oxide semiconductors 
In common oxide semiconductors such as In2O3, SnO2 and ZnO, the conduction 
band (CB) is generally attributed to the ns metallic orbital and the valence band (VB) 
to oxygen anion energy levels. For example, the electronic band structure of ZnO is 
displayed in Fig. 2.26 (taken from the article by Ivanov et al.224). The valence band 
structure of ZnO consists of six bands, which originate from the O
2-
: 2p states.224 Two 
conduction bands are localized on zinc and correspond to the unoccupied Zn
2+
: 4s 
levels. Electronic activity in these materials is a result of large spatial spreading of ns 
orbitals as compared to light metal oxides such as MgO and Al2O3, which are 
insulators.207 In fact the strong overlap of adjacent ns orbitals allows delocalization of 
charges even in systems with highly distorted and disordered metal-oxygen-metal 
bonds, i.e. in amorphous-like metal oxides. The metal ion radius, metal and oxygen 
bond length and angle are among the defining factors for mobility in these 
materials.225 Jin et al. reported that the main drive for conductivity is the cations’ 
orbital overlap if they are large in comparison to the counter anion (oxygen).226  
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The n type conduction in ZnO is attributed to deviations from the stoichiometry. 
In undoped ZnO, it is donating defects, such as oxygen vacancies and/or Zn 
interstitials, which release free carriers into the conduction band; otherwise foreign 
atoms can provide the donor levels near the conduction band edge to enhance the 
conductivity.227,228  
 
Concepts of carrier scattering mechanisms such as grain boundary scattering 
(GBS), ionised impurity scattering (IIS), and lattice vibration scattering (LVB) are 
commonly employed to describe the mobility variations in TOS. However, no 
consistent picture of prevailing scattering mechanisms exists because the operation of 
each, to a certain extent, is dependent upon morphology, carrier concentration and 
temperature. In their reviews Minami208 and Ellmer229 concluded that IIS limits the 
mobility for n ≥ 1020 cm-3. But due to the high degeneracy in TOS like ITO and 
F:SnO2, IIS was found to cause no change to mobility down to 100 K temperature. 
Only at high temperatures the charge carrier mobility in these systems decreases due 
to lattice vibration scatterings, exhibiting a T-1 dependence.230 In polycrystalline films, 
the nano/microstructure of the film complicates the analysis of mobility data. Grain 
boundary scattering comes into play when the crystallite size of the material (with low 
carrier concentration <1018 cm-3) is comparable or less than the electronic mean free 
path (~few nm).230 In addition, grain size uniformity and grain boundary angles are 
crucial factors in controlling the mobility. Grain boundaries between crystallites tend 
to contain chemisorbed oxygen molecules, which can capture electrons from the 
conduction band and hence act as electron traps. Trapping of electrons can also occur 
at other point defects, such as metal-vacancies. Furthermore the negative charge on 
Fig. 2.26: ZnO energy band diagram, taken from 
reference 224 by Ivanov et al. 
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the grain boundaries builds up a potential barrier for cross boundary electron 
transport, hence limiting the mobility.231 The competing mechanisms of electron 
trapping (i.e. leading to temperature activated transport) and electron scattering (i.e. 
temperature limited transport) in TOS often cause ambiguous and temperature 
specific dependencies of the charge carrier mobility on temperature, which are 
difficult to accurately interpret.230  
 
2.9.3. Photoinduced conductivity in TOS 
Due to their wide band gap, TOS are interesting candidates for application as 
UV-sensitive photoconductors. For example, a photoresponse in ZnO was first found 
by Mollwo et al. in the late 1940s.232 Lateron it was observed that the ZnO surface 
strongly adorbs oxygen from ambient gases.231 Adsorbed oxygen molecules can 
capture electrons from the conduction band and thereby negatively charge the surface. 
The resulting depletion layer beneath the surface causes a decrease in conductivity of 
the film. Under UV illumination, photogenerated holes will be attracted to the 
negatively charged surface and neutralize the adsorbed oxygen. This process is called 
photodesorption and increases the surface conductivity significantly.231 When the UV 
illumination is terminated, adsorption of oxygen leads to renewed trapping of 
electrons and a reduced conductivity. If the measurements are performed in vacuum, 
the adsorption process is expected to be extremely slow due to the lack of oxygen, 
hence the photocurrent will decay very slowly.231  
Zhang et al. also showed that this explanation can be extended to oxygen 
located at the grain boundaries in polycrystalline ZnO films. Here the potential 
barriers at the grain boundary caused by trapped electron charge are lowered upon 
illumination due to the temporary neutralization of the oxygen molecules. Hence a 
bulk-photoconductivity effect is observed.231 The phenomenon was confirmed in 
observations made by several other groups.233-236 
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Chapter 3: 
    Materials and  
Experimental Methods  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The successful fabrication of a functional electronic 
device based on organic materials depends crucially on 
the methodology and choice of parameters employed in 
the process. Furthermore, the successful reproduction 
and validation of results depends on the sincerity in 
reproducing the processing conditions. Here the 
fabrication and characterization methodologies 
employed in this work are explained. 
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3.1. Material Characterization 
3.1.1. X‐Ray Diffraction 
The structural properties of thin films of organic semiconductors were examined 
using x-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements. In this method an incoming beam of 
very short wavelength radiation (≈ 1 Å) is refracted at the lattice planes of 
molecularly ordered films [Fig. 3.1]. Using Bragg’s law:  
θλ sin2 ⋅=⋅ dn               (3.1) 
where the plane distances d can be determined from the angular distribution of 
minima and maxima in the interference pattern of outgoing radiation. The distances 
can be compared to chain lengths of polymers and their side chains to obtain some 
understanding of the structural composition of the film on a molecular level.  
}
θ
d sinθ
d atomic lattice
}
Interference
pattern}Incomingradiation
 
 
 
Here wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) measurements were performed on 
an Oxford Diffraction XcaliburTM XP (Abingdon, Uk) instrument using Mo Kα 
graphite-monochromated radiation (λ = 0.71073 Å).  
Normally the morphology of molecular solids or thin films exhibits a certain 
degree of disorder, which means that the XRD spectrum shows a broadening of the 
diffraction peaks. The disorder arises from a distribution of lattice spacings, crystal 
domain size and orientation. As analogy it is useful to remember effects observed 
with optical gratings, where the position of the diffraction maximum depends only on 
the groove spacing, while the width of the peak decreases as the number of diffracting 
grooves increases. For X-ray studies the Scherrer equation correlates the peak width at 
half maximum ( wβ ) to the average size of the crystallites (R0), i.e. the number of 
Fig. 3.1: Bragg diffraction: from the interference pattern of 
refracted short wavelength radiation the distances between 
lattice planes can be determined.  
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refracting lattice planes, assuming that the film consists of sub-micrometer crystal 
domains.1  
θβ
λ
cos0 w
KR =                (3.2) 
K is the so called Scherrer constant, which varies with the shape of the crystallites and 
is typically taken as 0.9. λ is the X-ray wavelength and θ is the Bragg angle.  
 
3.1.2. Differential Scanning Calorimetry 
The exotherms and endotherms of materials were recorded using a Mettler 
DSC822e differential scanning calorimeter (DSC), calibrated with indium and zinc. 
The technique consists of measuring the difference in heat required to increase the 
temperature of a sample and a reference material. Sample and reference are kept at 
nearly the same temperature throughout the experiment. This method allows detecting 
heat flow into the sample material (endotherms) and heat release (exotherms) by the 
material when phase transitions occur, such as melting, glass transitions or 
decompositions. These transitions normally involve changes in energy or heat 
capacity. Here, samples of 1-10 mg sealed in aluminium crucibles were heated under 
nitrogen at a scanning rate of 10 °C/min from 25 °C to a temperature of around 25 °C 
above the melting temperature of the material in question.  
 
3.1.3. Optical Polarized Microscopy 
Optical polarized microscopy (Nikon Eclipse LV100) was employed to study 
the morphology of thin films. Linearly polarized light was used to illuminate the film, 
which was observed either in reflection or transmission through an analyzer oriented 
at 90° relative to the polarizer. Any refractive index anisotropy (e.g. crystalline 
domains) in the film causes birefringence, which leads to bright features in the 
microscopy image. Isotropic films (e.g. amorphous regions) do not change the light’s 
polarization and will appear in a homogeneously dark colour due to the crossed 
polarizer.  
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3.1.4. Atomic Force Microscopy 
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is used to examine the surface profile of 
substrates and thin films. In this technique a nanoscale probe is mounted on a 
cantilever. Upon vertical movement of the tip, due to height variations of the sample 
surface, the bending angle of the cantilever changes and it reflects an incoming laser 
beam to a slightly different location on a distant high resolution photodetector. This 
displacement is translated to height variations to create an image of the surface profile. 
An important piece of information extracted of such measurements is the root mean 
square (rms) surface roughness.  
There are several operation modes of AFM, used here were the contact mode 
and the close-contact mode. In the former the tip is in continual contact with the 
surface. In the latter the tip oscillates back and forth in close proximity to the surface, 
maintaining a constant low force level between tip and surface. The forces involved in 
this interaction can be manifold, e.g. mechanical, van-der-Waals, electrostatic, 
magnetic, capillary etc. The close-contact mode is often considered more appropriate 
for soft, organic materials. It also allows recording the phase of oscillation of the tip to 
detect surface regions of different composition. The AFM employed in this work 
(Pacific Nanotechnology Nano-R2) allows a scanning region of up to approximately 
60 x 60 μm2 with a vertical resolution of 1 nm.  
 
3.1.5. Surface Energy Analysis 
Pendant and sessile drop shapes were recorded and analyzed on a Kruess 
DSA1000 drop shape analysis system. For the determination of solid surface energy 
components, the contact angles of three reference liquids (de-ionized water (γP = 46.4 
mN/m, γD = 26.4 mN/m), diiodomethane (γP = 0 mN/m, γD = 50.8 mN/m) and 
ethylene glycol (γP = 21.3 mN/m, γD = 26.4 mN/m)) were measured.2 Then the 
Owens-Wendt-Kaelble method (see section 2.8.2.) was used to fit a line to these three 
data points in a plot of equation 3.3: 
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In this plot the solid polar and dispersive surface energy components can be directly 
extracted from the slope and the intercept.  
A useful graphical representation of the properties of the surface with respect to 
any liquid is given by its wetting envelopes. These are lines of constant contact angle 
plotted on the coordinate axes of the liquid polar and dispersive surface energy 
components. The wetting envelopes are calculated from solving the Owens-Wendt-
Kaelble equation 2.51 for γLP, using the substitution (2.46) DL
P
LL γγγ += :  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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From these plots the wetting behaviour of any liquid can be predicted whose polar and 
dispersive surface energy components are known. These components can be 
determined from the contact angle of the liquid on an apolar surface, i.e. a surface 
which is incapable of polar interactions. This eliminates the polar liquid surface 
energy component from equation 3.3 and yields: 
( )( )
2
212
1cos
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⎛ +=
D
S
CLD
L γ
θγγ              (3.5) 
The polar component is then obtained from the relation DLL
P
L
γγγ −= , using γL as 
obtained from the geometric analysis of a static pendant drop of the liquid (section 
2.8.1.). Commonly Teflon (PTFE, γSP ≈ 0) is used for this experiment. However, it 
was found that the PTFE surface exhibits a strong tendency to become charged. The 
electrostatic interaction with the liquid drop distorts the drop shape and was found to 
give no reproducible results. Careful discharge of the surface can be undertaken, but 
the method still yields significant experimental error. It is noted that in other studies, 
meticulous chemical and heat treatments were performed on the PTFE surfaces to 
yield accurate contact angle measurements.3  
An alternative approach was developed,4 which departs from the idea that the 
liquid surface tension is independent of the solid it contacts. Rearranging equation 3.3 
gives: 
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where i stands for any surface. Equating 3.6 for two different surfaces and rearranging 
for DLγ  yields: 
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Using this expression the dispersive liquid surface energy component of a liquid can 
be calculated once its contact angles on two surfaces of known surface energy 
components have been measured. As mentioned in section 2.8.2 in the discussion of 
Berthelot’s approximation, large differences between the liquid and solid surface 
energies can produce inaccurate results. Hence it has to be taken into account that the 
assumption of solid-independent liquid surface energy components is only valid for 
surfaces that are capable of similar interactions to those of the liquid. As for the 
standard method, PLγ is obtained from DLLPL γγγ −= . 
 
3.1.6. UV‐Vis‐near IR optical absorption measurements 
Absorption spectra were measured in the ultraviolet-visible to near-infrared 
spectrum using a Varian Cary 05E spectrophotometer. The material of interest was 
spin coated from solution onto a quartz substrate and the film thickness was 
determined using a Dektak profilometer. After calibrating the UV-Vis to the spectral 
lamp intensity, the absorbance of the sample was measured in reference to a second, 
blank quartz substrate. From the absorbance spectra expressed as 
I
IA 0log=                 (3.8) 
the extinction coefficient was obtained using the relations 
zeII α−⋅= 0                (3.9) 
π
αλ
4
=K              (3.10) 
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where I/I0 is the ratio of intensities behind the sample and the reference substrate, α is 
the absorption coefficient, z is the film thickness, λ is the light’s wavelength in 
vacuum and K is the extinction coefficient. Substitution results in: 
bz
AK ⋅⋅= π
λ
4
             (3.11) 
where b is the ratio between log10 and ln, i.e. 43429.0≈b . From the onset of 
absorption, the minimum energy for electronic transitions in the film materials was 
determined. This energy is likely to be the material’s optical band gap (or lowest 
exciton) energy.  
 
3.1.7. Cyclic Voltammetry 
In cyclic voltammetry the analyte in solution is oxidized or reduced by applying 
a voltage between a working and a counter electrode.5 The loss or gain of electrons by 
the analyte molecules is recorded as an electrical current between the working 
electrode and a third, the reference electrode. When the potential at the working 
electrode reaches an oxidation or reduction potential of the analyte (depending on the 
scan direction) a current peak is observed. The current then decays due to the 
diffusion limited concentration of pristine, uncharged analyte molecules around the 
electrode. The scan direction is reversed once the highest set potential is reached and 
inverse current peaks are observed if the red-ox reactions of the analyte are reversible. 
Normally a supporting electrolyte is added to the analyte solution in order to ensure 
that the electric field is homogeneous and near zero and is not perturbed by the 
oxidation and reduction of the analyte.6  
In this work electrochemical measurements were carried out in dichloromethane 
containing 0.1 M Bu4NPF6 (Fluka-electrochemical grade) as supporting electrolyte in 
a classical three-electrode cell by cyclic voltammetry (CV) at scan rates ranging from 
0.1 to 10 V/s.  The working electrode was a glassy C disk (3 mm in diameter), the 
auxiliary electrode a Pt wire, and the pseudo reference electrode a Pt wire. The cell 
was connected to an Autolab PGSTAT30 potentiostat (Eco Chemie, Holland).  All 
potentials are given vs. Fc+/Fc used as internal reference and are uncorrected for 
ohmic drop.  
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3.2. Device Fabrication 
As a general rule, any contamination of organic compounds, substrate surfaces 
and interfaces by adsorbates from ambient air is to be avoided. Therefore devices and 
solutions were generally prepared in a clean room or glove box (i.e. in inert nitrogen 
atmosphere). Substrates were always cleaned before use, normally by exposure to 
ultra sound in acetone and isopropanol (IPA).  
 
3.2.1. Spin Coating 
For organic field-effect transistors (OFETs) the control over grain size, 
crystallinity and crystallographic orientation of molecules in the film with respect to 
the channel is critical to obtaining good device performance. Many polymers and 
small molecules are soluble in standard organic solvents, such as chlorobenzene, 
chloroform, toluene and several others. Often very homogeneous films can be 
obtained from spin coating. The factors affecting the above mentioned parameters in 
the solution processed films are the rate of solvent evaporation, the nature of the 
semiconductor and its concentration in solution, the temperature of the 
substrate/solution and the properties of the substrate surface. In addition, post-
fabrication annealing steps are sometimes used to remove residual solvent or change 
the microstructure. Information on the organic semiconductor solutions employed in 
this report is shown in Table 3.1, together with information on the HOMO and LUMO 
levels of these materials.  
During spin coating the sample is held in position on the chuck of the spin 
coater by vacuum pressure. The parameters spin speed, acceleration and spin duration 
are set on the instrument, which is immediately set in motion after the solution is 
dispensed on the sample surface. Typically an amount of ≈ 100 μl was sufficient to 
cover a 2 x 2 cm2 substrate. In this work all solutions were spin coated at room 
temperature in N2 ambient. For small organic molecules, concentrations of ≈ 10-20 
mg/ml, and for higher molecular weight polymers concentrations of ≈ 2 mg/ml were 
used. The resulting film thickness depends on a number of parameters, such as 
viscosity of the solution, spinning speed, surface energy of the substrate and 
temperature. 
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Chemical Structure 
Abbreviated 
name 
(purity) 
typical solvent 
(concentration 
(mg/ml)) / post 
deposition 
treatment 
HOMO / 
LUMO     
(eV) 
Reference 
[60]PCBM 
(99.5%) 
Chlorobenzene 
(10-20) /- 
5.7-6.1 / 
3.5-3.8 
Wöbkenberg et al. 
Synth. Metals 158, 
p.468 (2008) 
[70]PCBM 
(99%) 
Chlorobenzene 
(10-20) /- 
5.7-6.1 / 
3.5-3.8 
Wöbkenberg et al. 
Synth. Metals 158, 
p.468 (2008) 
F17-DOPF Chlorobenzene (10) / - 
5.7-6.1 / 
3.5-3.8 
Wöbkenberg et al. 
Appl. Phys. Lett. 92, 
p.143310 (2008) 
OC1C10-
PPV 
Chlorobenzene 
(2) / - 5.0 / 2.8 
Meijer et al. Nat. 
Mater. 2, p.678 
(2003) 
Squaraine 
SQ1 
Chlorobenzene 
(10) / - 
4.5-4.9 / 
3.3-3.6 
Wöbkenberg et al. in 
preparation 
P3HT 
Chlorobenzene 
(20) / annealed 
at 90°C for 1 h 
4.8-5.1 / 
2.7-3.0 
Koster et al. Appl. 
Phys. Lett. 88, 
p.093511 (2006) 
PTAA Toluene (10) / - 5.1 / 1.8 
Schols et al. Adv. 
Fun. Mater. 18, p.136 
(2007) 
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TESADT 
Tetralin (20) / 
annealed at 
90 °C for 5 min  
5.4 / 3.1 
Day et al. Appl. 
Phys. Lett. 94, 
p.013306 (2009) 
 
 
 
Table 3.1: Molecular structures and abbreviated names of organic semiconductors, as well as 
information on the material purity, solvent and concentration of the solutions employed in this 
work. Information on the highest occupied (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied (LUMO) molecular 
orbitals is also given.  
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Typical spin speeds and durations used in this work for most semiconductors and 
dielectrics ranged from 1000 rpm to 2000 rpm for 30 – 60 s, at an acceleration of 
≈100-300 rpm/s. When wetting of the solution on the substrate was problematic, drop 
casting in combination with heating and slow spinning was employed to achieve film 
formation. 
For a single type of material system (e.g. same material, same solvent, same 
substrate), in most cases a reproducible relationship between the spin speed, solution 
concentration and the film thickness can be established.  
 
3.2.2. Evaporation 
A vacuum evaporator was used to deposit different metal electrodes. For 
transistor fabrication different shadow masks were designed to pattern gate, and 
source-drain (S-D) electrodes. Dimensions of the S-D contacts were chosen to create 
devices with channel lengths and width of L = 20 - 100 μm and W = 0.5 – 2 mm, 
respectively. The evaporator is integrated with a glove box under nitrogen atmosphere. 
The masks and samples are placed above the shutters in the upper part of the 
evaporation chamber and a coil or boat type crucible with the electrode material (e.g. 
aluminium, gold, calcium, etc.) is installed between two electrodes of the evaporator. 
The evaporation chamber is then evacuated to pressures of 
approximately mbar6106 −⋅ . The evaporation is started by slowly increasing the 
current flow across the evaporation coil/boat, until the deposition rate stabilizes at 
≈0.1 nm/sec. The shutters are then opened and metal starts to deposit on the sample 
substrate above. The metal thickness depends on the rate and duration of evaporation 
and was typically in the range of 20 - 100 nm.  
 
3.2.3. Curing of polymer layers 
Some solution processed polymer films can be cured in order to stabilize them 
against solvents used in subsequent processing steps. In many cases cross linking 
agents are blended into the solution. Such linking agents accelerate the curing process 
for the respective material. In particular, the Benzocyclobutene (BCB) dielectric used 
for many transistors in this work is cured using a combination of UV exposure and 
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thermal curing on the hot plate. For UV curing the samples are placed at 
approximately 10 cm below a UV lamp (Hoenle, 250 mW/cm2 UVA) in nitrogen 
atmosphere and exposure varied between a few seconds and 45 minutes, depending on 
the material and type of cross linking agent employed. Thermal curing is performed 
on a hotplate, also in nitrogen. During the latter samples are covered with a Petri dish 
to minimize the vertical temperature gradient.  
 
3.2.4. Photolithography  
Bottom contact FETs were fabricated on highly p-doped silicon wafers, with a 
thermally grown 200 nm thick oxide layer as gate dielectric. Gold S-D contacts were 
patterned using standard photolithography procedures described earlier.7,8 In brief, a 
layer of photo sensitive resist is spin coated and exposed to UV light through a mask 
that is UV transparent at the S-D electrodes. Exposed areas of the resist are removed 
using specialized solvents, thus leaving blanks for the S-D electrodes. Prior to the 
evaporation of gold, a 10 nm layer of titanium is deposited to improve adhesion on the 
SiO2. A final lift-off step removes the excess metal and leaves defined S-D electrodes. 
Finally, the SiO2 dielectric surface is passivated using hexamethyldisilazane prior to 
semiconductor deposition.9  
 
3.2.5. Fabrication of ring oscillators 
For the fabrication of ring oscillators bottom gate-bottom contact transistors 
were employed on a SiO2 substrate. Gate electrodes and first level interconnect lines 
were made by patterning a gold layer using standard photolithography techniques. 
The gate dielectric was a 300 nm thick photoimageable polymer (polyvinylphenol), 
which was spin coated and subsequently exposed to ultraviolet light to define contact 
holes (vias). S-D electrodes and second level interconnects were defined in the second 
gold layer. Finally, circuit fabrication was completed by spin coating the 
semiconductor solutions.  
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3.2.6. Self‐assembly of organic molecules on metal oxides 
The purposes of self-assembled molecular layers found in organic electronics 
are manifold and include workfunction modification for charge carrier extraction or 
injection,10 surface energy modification9 and surface passivation in interface transport 
devices.11  Lately self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) have also been employed as 
dielectrics12-14 and as organic semiconductors in OFETs.15  
SAMs are typically deposited from solution, i.e. by spin coating, dip coating or 
drop casting, or by adsorption from the vapour phase. The SAM molecules always 
comprise a functional group which bonds to a metal or metal-oxide surface. Here we 
are concerned with two particular SAMs, hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) for 
passivation of otherwise hydroxyl-rich SiO2 dielectric surfaces and phosphonic-acid 
SAMs as part of ultra-thin dielectrics on Al gates. In order to maximize the monolayer 
coverage the surface must be as free from adsorbed impurities as possible and have 
sufficient reactive groups exposed. This is achieved by exposing the sample to oxygen 
plasma immediately prior to the SAM deposition. The process involves the creation of 
plasma in a low pressure oxygen atmosphere using radio frequency electromagnetic 
energy. The power and duration of the plasma exposure are typically chosen to be 80 
– 100 W and 30 s – 5 min, respectively.  
In the case of HMDS the bonding occurs under the release of NH3, leaving a 
methylterminated SiO2 surface behind [Fig. 3.2]. The samples are exposed to 
saturated HMDS vapour for several hours at room temperature and then rinsed in 
isopropanol (IPA).  
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For the fabrication of ultra-thin SAM based gate dielectrics, Al gate electrodes 
are evaporated onto glass substrates. Their surface is oxidized by exposure to oxygen 
plasma or thermal annealing on a hotplate in air, prior to deposition of the phosphonic 
Fig. 3.2: Bonding of hexamethyldisilazane 
(HMDS) molecules on SiO2 surface under 
release of NH3. 
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acid SAM solution (typically 5 mM, i.e. ≈ 17 mg/ml in IPA) by drop casting. 
Subsequent baking of the sample at 140°C for several hours ensures optimal bonding 
of the phosphonic acid groups to the oxide surface. Luschtinetz et al. explained that 
the bonding of phosphonic acid functional groups to Al2O3 consists of several steps, 
which lead to monodentate, bidentate or tridentate bonds [Fig. 3.3].16  
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In this work further characterization of the SAM layer on a molecular level was 
not undertaken, but from reports in the literature it is expected that all three bond 
types occur.16 Finally, rinsing in pure IPA and exposure to ultrasound in IPA ensures 
the removal of adsorbed residues of non-bonded organic molecules.  
 
3.2.7. Spray Pyrolysis 
Spray pyrolysis has been known as a very simple and low cost solution 
deposition method for films of any composition.17 The method has been employed for 
the deposition of dense films, porous films and for powder production. Even 
multilayered films can easily be fabricated using this versatile technique. It has been 
used for several decades in the glass industry and in solar cell production.18-21 The 
mechanisms involved in the spray pyrolysis process have been studied by several 
groups.17,21,22 The basic principle is the conversion of a soluble precursor material into 
the target substance upon spraying of the precursor solution aerosols onto a heated 
substrate. Solubilizing organic ligands dissociate at the elevated temperature and are 
removed in the process together with the solvent due to their high volatility. The 
interplay between substrate temperature and dissociation temperature of the precursor 
is the most crucial factor in determining the resulting film quality. In the case of 
Fig. 3.3: Step-wise bonding of phosphonic acid molecules to Al-oxide surface under the release of 
water. 
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metal-oxide deposition the temperature critically affects the film roughness, porosity, 
its crystallinity and cracking behaviour.17 
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The precursor material employed for the deposition of TiO2 films by spray 
pyrolysis was titanium isopropoxide Ti(OCH(CH3)2)4 [Fig. 3.4(a)]. The chelating 
agent acetyl-acetone23 [Fig. 3.4(b)] was added to the Ti-isopropoxide liquid in a 5:7 
proportion by weight, and the product was diluted in ethanol at a ratio 1:9 by volume.  
In the case of ZnO, the solid powder zinc acetate dihydrate [Zn 
(CH3COO)2].2H2O (99.9%) precursor [Fig. 3.4(c)] was dissolved in methanol at a 
concentration of 0.2 M.  
The substrates used for these transistors were typically highly doped Si wafers, 
serving as common gate electrode, with a 200-300 nm thick layer of thermally grown 
SiO2 as gate dielectric. The S-D contacts were either patterned by photolithography 
prior to spray pyrolysis (bottom contact) or deposited afterwards via thermal metal 
evaporation through shadow masks (top contact).  
The spray pyrolysis setup employed here is schematically shown in Fig. 3.4(d). 
Aerosols of the solution were sprayed vertically downwards onto the heated substrate 
(T = 200 – 500 °C) from a distance of 20-30 cm using a commercially available 
handheld airbrush (Badger 100). The carrier gas employed was nitrogen and the 
deposition was performed entirely in air under a fume hood without taking additional 
Fig. 3.4: (a) Ti isopropoxide, (b) acetyl acetone, (c) Zn acetate dihydrate, (d) schematic of spray 
pyrolysis setup. 
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precautions. When the aerosols reach the substrate surface the precursor solution 
decomposes into the metal oxide, water and various gases depending on the 
deposition temperature (normally CO2 at TS > 400 °C).24,25 
Uniform, homogeneous and reproducible films were achieved by adopting the 
following procedure. The deposition sequence consisted of 5 spray cycles, during 
each of which solution was sprayed intermittently onto the heated substrates for 12 s. 
This was followed by a break of ca. 48 s to let the droplets adsorb to the surface. After 
the deposition was completed, the samples were allowed to cool down slowly to room 
temperature before device processing continued.  
 
3.3. Device Characterization 
3.3.1. Impedance spectroscopy 
The capacitance of dielectric films sandwiched between two conducting 
electrodes of known area overlap was determined using a Solatron 1260A Impedance 
Analyzer. Measurements were performed between 10 Hz and 1 kHz, with a peak-to-
peak voltage signal of 1 V. The capacitance value was extracted from the total 
impedance and divided by the overlap area of the two electrodes to give Ci, the 
geometrical capacitance: 
d
C ri 0
εε=              (3.12) 
where 0ε  is the vacuum permittivity, rε  and d are the relative permittivity and the 
thickness of the dielectric film, respectively. 
 
3.3.2. I(V) characteristics 
The quality of field-effect transistors can be assessed through analysis of their 
current-voltage characteristics. Transfer and output curves were measured using an 
Agilent 4156C or a Keithley SCS4200 semiconductor parameter analyzer. Electrical 
connections were provided using fine probe tips. The instrument applies gate-source 
and drain-source bias, while measuring drain, source and gate currents [Fig. 3.5]. 
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Measurements can be performed in nitrogen atmosphere (H2O ≈ 2.5 ppm, O2 < 0.1 
ppm), under high vacuum (10-5 mbar) or in ambient air.  
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The samples can also be cooled or heated to any temperature between 80 and 
573 K. An external temperature controller monitors and adjusts the temperature of the 
sample holder by flow of liquid nitrogen and coil heating. The background (leakage) 
current when the needles are suspended in air or nitrogen is roughly a few pA. 
Currents below 1 pA can therefore not be detected with high degree of accuracy.  
 
3.3.3. Static and dynamic characterization of integrated circuits 
In quasi static operation inverter circuits were tested using the parameter 
analyzers. In a similar fashion to the characterization of single transistors, probe 
needles were used to contact the input, output and supply electrodes and voltages and 
currents were applied and measured through the various source measurement units 
(SMUs) of the analyzer.  
The ring oscillators were supplied using Keithley Sourcemeters that were 
connected to the supply (VDD) and ground electrodes in the probe station. The ground 
signal was fed to a Stanford SR 570 current preamplifier, the output of which was 
connected to a Tektronix TPS2024 oscilloscope. This setup allowed monitoring the 
oscillation trace and extracting the operational frequency at various supply voltages. 
Long operation times of the ring oscillators were avoided especially at high voltages 
in order to prevent deterioration of the device performance due to stressing effects. 
Fig. 3.5: Experimental setup for characterization of field-effect transistors. 
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Most circuit designs included a buffer inverter and transistor after the oscillator to 
prevent the capacitive load of the probe needle from limiting the operational 
frequency. The current amplifier provided the oscilloscope with a high impedance 
output, hence limiting the effect of parasitic capacitances.  
 
3.3.4. Static and dynamic characterization of light sensing devices 
Since the light sensing OFETs studied in chapter 5 were not air stable enough to 
perform the measurements in ambient atmosphere, the light sensing measurements 
were done in the glovebox in N2 atmosphere. The light emitting diodes (LEDs) were 
installed in close proximity (≈ 0.5-1 cm) above the sample. For illumination we used a 
high power IR-LED from Osram with peak intensity at 880 nm, a blue InGaN LED 
(λpeak = 469 nm) or white fluorescent light. The optical power density was recorded 
using an optical powermeter and a photocell (Newport 1935-C). Electrical 
characterization of the transistors in quasistatic operation was performed using a 
Keithley SCS4200 parameter analyzer. For pulsed measurements the transistor was 
biased using two Keithley Sourcemeters. The source-drain current was amplified 
using a Stanford SR570 current amplifier, the output of which was displayed on a 
Tektronix TPS2024 oscilloscope. The LED was pulsed using the square wave function 
of a signal generator (Thurlby Thandar TG4001). 
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 Chapter 4: 
Electron transporting  
organic Field‐Effect 
Transistors 
 
 
The prevailing lack of high performance electron 
transporting organic semiconductors is often seen as a 
major hurdle for the large scale implementation of 
complementary logic into organic electronics. However, 
the development of organic complementary logic is 
crucial for the next generation of low power organic 
integrated circuits. Furthermore, it is desirable to 
develop soluble and air stable materials to enable the 
patterning by conventional solution deposition 
techniques, such as printing. Soluble Fullerene 
derivatives are investigated as promising electron 
transporting organic semiconductors that combine high 
mobility with facile solution processing. In optimized 
transistor architectures using a polymer dielectric and 
low-work function injection electrodes, transistors with 
very high electron field-effect mobility of 0.2 cm2/Vs are 
demonstrated. 
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4.1. Introduction 
Organic semiconductors have received increasing attention during the last two 
decades with regard to a range of electronic applications, such as solar cells, light 
emitting diodes, light detectors, memory devices, organic field-effect transistors 
(OFETs) and integrated circuits (ICs).1 OFETs in particular offer a huge potential in a 
number of applications including pixel drivers in flexible displays and RFID tags. 
Recent research has developed a number of hole transporting organic semiconductors, 
which have been studied extensively and are readily employed in organic unipolar 
integrated circuitry.2 In the meantime it has been shown that complementary logic, 
comprising both n-type and p-type devices, allows for lower power consumption, 
better noise margins and improved noise immunity compared to unipolar logic.3 A 
significant technological challenge, however, associated with organic complementary 
circuits is the deposition and patterning of the p- and n-channel semiconductors with 
high resolution. The vast majority of organic complementary circuits reported in the 
literature to date are based on thermally evaporated p-channel/n-channel 
semiconductors.3-6 Although an excellent proof of concept, practical implementation 
of the technology in large-scale ICs is limited due to design constraints imposed by 
the shadow masking utilised for semiconductor patterning. In this context, alternative 
deposition techniques (i.e. ink-jet printing, gravure printing, etc.) could potentially 
provide a long-term solution. In an effort to address this issue, significant research has 
focused on the synthesis of organic semiconductors with useful solubility.7 As a 
result, a number of soluble p-channel semiconductors with carrier mobilities 
comparable to amorphous silicon (a-Si) have been demonstrated and utilised in 
unipolar ICs.8-10 On the other hand, progress in the area of soluble n-channel 
semiconductors has been much slower with relatively few successful 
demonstrations.11-16 This distinct lack of soluble n-channel semiconductors has, to a 
large extent, hindered the development of large-scale organic complementary ICs. 
Therefore the study and development of existing and new electron conducting organic 
materials is of high importance and a necessary step towards the next generation of 
high performance organic integrated circuits.  
The major problems with most electron transporting organic semiconductors are 
their often poor processability and their low environmental stability against 
oxidization in the presence of ambient air. Also, electron transport at the 
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semiconductor-dielectric interface is very sensitive to the presence of charge trapping 
radical anions, which introduce localized electronic states within the semiconductor’s 
energy gap. This problem has been discussed in detail by Chua et al.17  Another issue 
with n-type semiconductors in field-effect transistors is the injection of electrons into 
the materials. 
In this chapter some of these issues are addressed for the case of electron 
transporting fullerene materials and results of optimized devices are presented as 
benchmark for future work.  
 
4.2. The model n‐channel organic semiconductor 
As a reference for further development of n-channel organic field effect 
transistors, [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid ester ([60]PCBM) was employed in a 
typical bottom contact configuration of gold electrodes on highly doped silicon 
substrates with a hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) passivated layer of SiO2 as gate 
dielectric. [60]PCBM (see Fig. 4.1(a) inset for molecular structure) is known for its 
electron transport properties18 and is easily soluble in standard solvents, such as 
Chlorobenzene (CB).  
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Fig. 4.1: Transfer (a) and output (b) curves of a bottom gate transistor employing [60]PCBM 
as n-channel semiconductor and Au bottom contact S-D electrodes. L = 30 μm, W = 10 mm, Ci 
= 17 nF/cm2. 
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For the fabrication of FETs, the semiconductor is spin-coated and the samples 
are tested in nitrogen in order to minimize the effect of atmospheric oxidants. From a 
typical transfer characteristic [Fig. 4.1(a)] the field-effect mobility of the electrons in 
the device channel was determined in the saturation regime using the equation 2.21: 
          
iG
satD
sat WC
L
V
I ⋅∂
∂= 2,
2
μ               (2.21) 
The extracted electron mobility was of the order of 10-3 cm2/Vs. The device 
characteristic is dominated by large hysteresis, which is attributed to charging of trap 
states at the interface between inorganic SiO2 and C60. Presence of hydroxyl 
functional groups at the oxide surface could be the origin of these states.17 A large 
threshold for onset of current modulation and the nonlinear behaviour of the drain 
current in the output curves at low drain voltages [Fig. 4.1(b)] also indicate bad 
injection properties due to non-ohmic metal-semiconductor contact. These problems 
will be addressed in the following sections.  
 
4.3. The role of the gate dielectric 
 “All-organic” devices require organic dielectrics that are easy to process (e.g. 
solution processable) and that are compatible with other processing steps (e.g. 
insolubility in solvent used to dissolve the semiconductor). Besides these 
requirements, organic dielectrics are expected to bear advantages for interface 
transport devices, such as FETs. For example, Chua et al. achieved electron transport 
in OFETs using conventional polymer hole transporting materials when suitable 
organic dielectrics were employed.17,19 The interface between the organic 
semiconductor and the organic dielectric often contains less trap states than 
conventional inorganic oxide layers, mainly due to the absence of dangling bonds. 
The latter often require a number of treatments (s.a. oxygen plasma treatment or 
application of self assembled monolayers (SAMs), such as HMDS) before deposition 
of the semiconductor in order to prepare a homogeneous surface free of radical 
anions. Furthermore, organic dielectrics enable the fabrication of other types of device 
architectures, such as the top-gate configuration, where the dielectric and then gate 
electrode are deposited after the semiconductor. In some cases this approach can lead 
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to significant performance increase due to a better interface morphology at the top-
side of the semiconductor layer.9,20 
 
4.3.1. Benzocyclobutene gate dielectric 
As previously shown by Chua et al.19 and other groups21-23   
divinyltetramethyldisiloxane-bis(benzocyclobutene) (BCB) [Fig. 4.2(a)] shows 
promising characteristics as organic gate dielectric material. It can easily be processed 
from solution and provides a flat, nearly pinhole and defect free surface, which is a 
prerequisite for high mobility charge transport at the interface to the organic 
semiconductor.  
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The surface roughness of cured BCB films on SiO2 substrates was measured by 
atomic force microscopy (AFM) and was found to be approximately rmsBCB ≈ 1.2 nm 
[Fig. 4.2(b)]. This value is very low, even compared to SiO2 oxide surfaces (rmsSiO2 ≈ 
2.3 nm), which are typically grown under precisely controlled conditions. The 
geometrical capacitance of BCB films of different thicknesses was measured on 
Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) coated glass substrates, using an evaporated Aluminium 
contact as top electrode [Fig. 4.3]. A clear correlation between the thickness and the 
capacitance of the films was established, in good agreement with the theoretical 
prediction based on a dielectric constant of εBCB = 2.6.22 In a first attempt to improve 
the performance of the [60]PCBM based transistor, a 1 μm thick BCB layer was spin 
Fig. 4.2: (a) Chemical structure of the BCB before (monomer) and after curing (polymer network). 
(b) Atomic force microscopy image of cured BCB surface, rms roughness = 1.2 nm.  
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coated and cured on highly doped silicon substrates with a thermally grown SiO2 layer 
of 200 nm [Fig. 4.4(a) inset].  
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[60]PCBM was then spin coated as the organic semiconductor followed by the top Al 
S-D electrode evaporation. The total gate-channel capacitance in this FET 
configuration is given by: 
2,,
111
SiOiBCBii CCC
+=        (4.1)
 ( ) 21.03.2 cm
nFCi ±=       (4.2) 
where Ci is the total geometrical capacitance of the SiO2 and BCB dielectric bilayer, 
while Ci,SiO2 and Ci,BCB are the geometrical capacitances of the separate layers using 
9.3
2
=SiOε  and 6.2=BCBε , respectively. The error here accounts for thickness 
variation across the film. The transistors exhibit current on/off ratios of approximately 
104. Using the data from the transfer characteristic in Fig. 4.4(a), the field effect 
mobility in the saturation regime was found to be of the order of 0.05 cm2/Vs. The 
characteristics show negligible hysteresis and a switch on voltage close to 0 V. These 
are indications for the absence of charging effects of electron traps in the channel 
region. The linearly increasing drain current in the output curves [Fig. 4.4(b)] for low 
drain voltages implies that charge injection into the semiconductor is no longer 
dominated by non-ohmic contact resistance effects. Discussion of the improved 
electron injection properties with Al-top electrodes will follow. 
Fig. 4.3: Capacitance 
measurements of dielectric 
Benzocyclobutene layers of 
different thicknesses and fit 
using εBCB = 2.6. 
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The devices also exhibit a clear pinch off point (VD >> VG), which implies a constant 
conductance under an applied VG. This kind of transistor characteristic is well 
described by the gradual channel formalism adopted from inorganic metal-oxide-
semiconductor-FET (MOSFET) theory (see section 2.3.1).24  
The same experiment was repeated with ITO coated glass substrates. The ITO 
served as gate electrode, onto which a 2 μm thick BCB film was spin coated and 
cured. The capacitance of the BCB dielectric layer is 1.2 ( ± 0.1) nF/cm2. Two types of 
devices were prepared, Type I in a bottom gate - bottom contact (BG-BC) 
configuration, where the Al S-D contacts were evaporated before spin coating the 
[60]PCBM solution and Type II in a bottom gate - top contact (BG-TC) configuration, 
for which the contacts were evaporated onto the semiconductor film. Transfer 
characteristics of both types are shown in Fig. 4.5. It was found that devices with the 
top contact architecture [Fig. 4.5(b)] exhibited electron mobilities that were more than 
20x higher than in the devices with bottom contacts [Fig. 4.5(a)]. Also the sub-
threshold slope improved significantly in top contact (8 V/dec) compared to bottom 
contact (23 V/dec) devices, indicating a more efficient channel formation when a 
positive gate bias is applied. A lower sub-threshold slope also means a lower density 
of electron trap states at the interface between the dielectric and semiconductor (see 
2.3.1.). 
Fig. 4.4: Transfer (a) and output (b) characteristics of  [60]PCBM – based top contact OFET 
on SiO2/BCB dielectric layer system (inset a). W = 1.5 mm, L = 60 μm, Ci = 2.25 nF/cm2. 
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The density of interfacial electron traps is estimated using equation 2.25, under 
the assumption that the transistor is switched on from a state where its channel is 
entirely depleted: 
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −≈
eTk
SCn
B
itrap
1
10ln
max              (2.25) 
Using T = 293 K and Ci = 1.2 nF/cm2 an estimated upper limit for the trapped electron 
density was obtained for top and bottom contact devices to be 212max, 101
−⋅≈ cmn TCtrap and 
212max
, 103
−⋅≈ cmn BCtrap . These trap densities are comparable to values previously 
reported for organic transistors25-27 and reflect the better quality interface in the case 
of top contacts.   
The lower performance in bottom contact devices is attributed to the disruption 
of the deposition process by the prefabricated S-D electrodes.28 It is also expected that 
the surface energy discrepancy between the dielectric and the electrode metal may 
lead to a non-continuous film formation and hence a bad injection interface between 
the electrodes and the semiconductor.28,29   
In top contact devices, electron mobilities of the order of 0.1 cm2/Vs were 
obtained (in saturation), with current on/off ratios >104 and switch-on voltages around 
0 V. From the straight line of (ID)1/2 vs. VG [Fig. 4.5(b) inset] one can determine the 
Fig. 4.5: Transfer characteristics of  [60]PCBM based bottom contact (a) and top contact (b) OFET 
on BCB dielectric.  W = 1.5 mm, L = 60 μm, Ci = 1.15 nF/cm2. Insets: linear dependencies of (ID)1/2 
on VG and FET architectures. 
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threshold voltage to be approximately 9 V. The gate leakage currents were always at 
least two orders of magnitude lower than the drain-source current. From these results 
it can be concluded that BG-TC OFETs with Al S-D electrodes and the organic 
dielectric yield significantly improved device characteristics. These results are 
comparable with state-of-the-art solution processed n-channel OFETs reported in the 
literature.11,15,22,30  
 
4.3.2. Electrical Stressing 
An important quality of a field-effect transistor is its response to continuous 
operation over prolonged periods of time. Similar to transistors based on amorphous 
silicon, organic FETs in the literature generally exhibit significant stressing effects, 
most often in the form of a shift of the threshold (or switch-on) voltage.31  
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In order to characterize the response to stressing a constant bias of VD = 5 V and 
VG = 40 V was applied to a BG-TC device using BCB as dielectric. Fig. 4.6(a) shows 
transfer curves (forward and backward sweep) at VD = 5V before stressing and after 
75 min of continuous operation. Both, the on and the off current levels remain 
unchanged after the stressing. The subthreshold slope, the mobility (represented in 
Fig. 4.6(a) by the slope of ID vs. VG on a linear scale) and the hysteresis between 
forward and backward scans do not change significantly either [Fig. 4.6(b)]. However, 
it is apparent from the plot that the transfer curve is shifted towards more positive gate 
voltages after the stress period. This corresponds to a shift in threshold (or switch-on) 
Fig. 4.6: (a) Transfer characteristics of [60]PCBM based top contact OFET on BCB dielectric 
before and after stressing at VD = 5 V, VG = 40 V for 75 min. (b) Enlarged extract from (a). W = 1.5 
mm, L = 60 μm, Ci = 1.2 nF/cm2.  
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voltage by approximately ΔVT = 5 V. This observation is in good agreement with the 
stressing phenomena reported in literature.32 The decrease in current at a particular 
gate bias without mobility degradation is explained by Salleo et al. as the removal of 
mobile charges from the channel during stressing. During continuous gate bias 
electrons will be drawn into the [60]PCBM film and accumulate in trap states at the 
dielectric-semiconductor interface, from where they partially screen the gate field. 
According to Salleo et al. 32 the density of additionally trapped electrons can be 
estimated using equation 2.22:  
210103 −⋅≈Δ⋅=Δ cm
e
VCn Ti               (2.22) 
Consequently a higher gate voltage is required to inject additional mobile 
charges that can contribute to the transistor current. Interestingly, Zhang et al. 
observed no bias stress effect on a BCB dielectric when they deposited purified C60 by 
standard physical vapour deposition.21 The same was found for other hydroxyl-free 
polymer dielectrics. This comparison suggests that the stressing effect observed here 
is due to trapping in the semiconductor, rather than the dielectric. This is not unlikely 
taken into account that the [60]PCBM was deposited unpurified (99.5% , Solenne 
BV) from solution and no post-deposition treatment was performed. A possible 
remedy to improve the electrical stability of the solution processed transistors could 
be a post-fabrication annealing step in order to remove any remaining solvent 
molecules from the semiconductor film.  
 
4.3.3. Top gate transistor architecture 
In some cases the performance of organic semiconductors depends strongly on 
the device architecture and hence the order of processing of the transistor component 
layers.20 For example, there may be strong differences between dielectric-
semiconductor interfaces created by spin coating the semiconductor onto the dielectric 
compared to vice versa. A top gate (the dielectric is deposited onto the organic 
semiconductor) architecture allows to probe charge conduction at the top surface of 
the organic semiconductor film. A top-gate (TG) transistor was fabricated to be 
compared to the previously discussed bottom gate (BG) devices. In this case Cytop33 
(for chemical structure see Fig. 4.7(a)) was spin coated onto the [60]PCBM film as 
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the polymeric gate dielectric, followed by deposition of the gate electrode. The 
possible device geometries distinguished by the position of the S-D electrodes are 
depicted in Fig. 4.7(b).  
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The output curves of a bottom contact (BC) - TG device are shown in Fig. 
4.7(d). In similarity to the bottom gate devices on BCB dielectric there is no 
hysteresis between forward and backward scans and the drain current saturates for 
large VD. Fig. 4.7(c) shows transfer curves in saturation of devices fabricated in the 
two different TG and the top contact (TC) - BG device architectures shown 
schematically in Fig. 4.7(b). The mobility and threshold voltage of the TC-TG 
transistor were 0.06 cm2/Vs and 5 V, and the values extracted for both the BC-TG and 
the TC-BG devices were 0.04 cm2/Vs and 8 V. The slight improvement in mobility 
and threshold voltage in the TC-TG configuration is attributed to a better quality 
interface between the dielectric and the undisturbed top surface of the amorphous-like 
[60]PCBM film. The lower threshold voltage signifies a reduced trap density. It could 
be reasoned that the spin coated [60]PCBM film provides a flatter surface for the 
formation of a conductive channel at the interface to the dielectric, compared to BCB 
as bottom gate dielectric.34 However, AFM images of the surface of [60]PCBM films 
Fig. 4.7: (a) Chemical structure of Cytop dielectric. (b) Schematic representation of device 
architectures compared by their transfer curves in (c) (L = 60 μm, W = 1.5 mm, CiCytop= 2 nF/cm2, 
CiBCB = 1.15 nF/cm2). (d) output characteristics of a BC-TG device.  
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(discussed later on) demonstrate that the surface roughness of these films is similar to 
the very smooth surface of BCB, with a roughness of rms ≈ 1 nm. The larger off 
current and hence the smaller on/off current ratio in the TG devices is due to a larger 
gate leakage current in the devices with Cytop dielectric. This leakage current is 
attributed to pinholes in the spin-coated dielectric film, possibly caused by rare spikes 
at the surface of the semiconductor film.34 The different chemical composition (i.e. 
different charge trapping behaviour and different surface energy) of the two dielectric 
materials may also play a role in the observed differences in performance of the BG 
and TG devices. The good performance of the devices combined with the advantages 
related to the fabrication of the top gate device configuration (see section 2.3.1.) 
demonstrates the potential for further development of the transistor architecture.  
 
4.4. Metal contact electrodes 
4.4.1. Electron injection 
Injection of charge carriers from the S-D electrodes into the organic 
semiconductor strongly depends on the position of the metal work function with 
respect to the energy bands in the semiconductor. Hole injection is generally 
facilitated by a high work function metal, where the Fermi level is aligned with the 
highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) in the semiconductor, whereas electron 
injection into the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) requires a low work 
function metal. Gold, which is often used for hole injection in p-channel devices has a 
high work function of approximately 5.1 eV. Since the LUMO level in [60]PCBM is 
approximately 3.7 eV (HOMO = 6.1 eV),35 electrons in the gold have to overcome an 
energy barrier of roughly 1.4 eV in order to be injected into the organic material. 
Veenstra et al.36 and van Duren et al.37 showed that this energy gap decreases to 0.76 
eV upon contact between gold and [60]PCBM due to the creation of electronic dipoles 
at the interface. Nevertheless, as a result of this energy offset fewer electrons are 
injected. Since a major part of the injected charges is localized in trap states (causing 
a positive threshold voltage and a high subthreshold swing), the lower concentration 
of charges at the semiconductor/insulator interface is reflected by smaller channel 
current, and hence a degradation in the device performance.  
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A typical device characteristic of a [60]PCBM transistor using BCB dielectric 
and top Au S-D electrodes is shown in Fig. 4.8(a-b). An electron mobility of 0.08 
cm2/Vs was obtained from the transfer curve measured at VD = 80 V (saturation 
regime), shown in Fig. 4.8(a).  
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Calcium (Ca) has a much lower work function (2.9 eV) than aluminium (4.08 
eV) and gold (5.1 eV) [Fig. 4.9(a)] and is expected to improve the injection of 
electrons into the LUMO of [60]PCBM. Ca electrodes were evaporated onto the 
Glass/ITO/BCB/[60]PCBM layer system in a top contact configuration [Fig. 4.8(d) 
inset]. Since Ca reacts very easily with oxygen, the drain and source electrodes were 
coated with a top aluminium layer to prevent the formation of an insulating layer of 
natural calcium oxide.  
Fig. 4.8: Transfer and output curves of [60]PCBM based transistors with (a-b) top gold (W = 2 mm, 
L = 60 μm, Ci = 1.2 nF/cm2) and (c-d) top calcium (W = 1 mm, L = 60 μm, Ci = 1.2 nF/cm2) S-D 
electrodes. (a),(c) right axes: Comparison between experimental dependence of ID1/2 on VG and 
theoretical fits according to the gradual channel approximation in case of (a) Au and (c) Ca 
electrodes. (b),(d) insets: device architectures employed. 
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Indeed, the use of Ca electrodes was found to improve the performance of 
[60]PCBM transistors significantly [Fig. 4.8(c-d)]. Maximum electron field-effect 
mobilities of 0.21 cm2/Vs were achieved (in saturation), again with negligible switch-
on voltage and on/off current ratio of 104. The superior injection quality of Ca 
electrodes is also evident from the plots of (ID)1/2 vs. VG [Fig. 4.8(c)], for which theory 
predicts a linear relationship. Linear plots are obtained for aluminium and calcium 
electrodes [Fig. 4.5(b) inset and Fig. 4.8(c)]. For Au electrodes a super-linear current 
increase indicates injection difficulties at low VG. The threshold voltage can be read 
off the plot to be approximately 7 V for devices with Ca S-D electrodes and several 
volts higher for devices with Au contacts. The relative performance of equivalent 
device structures with different electrode materials is summarized in Fig 4.9(b). 
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4.4.2. Parasitic contact resistance in organic transistors 
In order to estimate the magnitude of the parasitic contact resistance in the 
devices, the output curves of a large number of devices that were prepared under 
identical conditions with various channel lengths between 20 μm and 100 μm were 
recorded (the width was constant and equal to 1 mm in all devices). The ohmic 
resistance at different gate voltages was extracted as the slope of the linear output 
curves at low VD and plotted against the channel length. As shown in Fig. 4.10(a) for 
Fig. 4.9: (a) Schematic representation of metal work functions relative to LUMO and HOMO 
energies of [60]PCBM. (b) Effect of different work function metals on n-channel OFET 
performance.  
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Au top contacts, the data points suggest a straight line fit for each gate voltage. 
Following the transmission line method mentioned in section 2.3.2.,38-40 the total 
contact resistance is extracted by extrapolating the lines to the intercept at L = 0 μm. 
The slopes of the fitted lines represent the channel resistance per unit channel length, 
which decreases as the carrier concentration in the channel increases at higher gate 
voltages. In Fig. 4.10(b) the total channel resistance and the contact resistance are 
plotted vs. gate voltage for various channel lengths.  
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The same analysis was performed on devices with Ca top contacts [Fig. 4.10(c-
d)]. The results suggest that for gold electrodes the contact resistance is similar or 
Fig. 4.10: Total resistance vs. channel length extracted from linear output curves of [60]PCBM 
based top contact FETs with (a) Au and (c) Ca S-D electrodes. Contact and channel resistance vs. 
gate voltage for the same devices with (b) Au and (d) Ca S-D electrodes. W = 1 mm, Ci = 1.2 
nF/cm2. 
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higher than the channel resistance even for large channel lengths of 70 μm or more. 
The strong gate-voltage dependence of the contact resistance indicates that injection is 
limited by an energy barrier. An increasing electric field between gate and injecting 
electrode introduces a slope to the energy level configuration at the metal-
semiconductor interface and the barrier for injection into the semiconductor, as seen 
by the electrons in the metal electrode, decreases.  Therefore the performance of these 
devices is considered to be severely limited by carrier injection difficulties at the Au 
S-D contacts. For Ca S-D electrodes the contact resistance is ≈ 10 times lower than 
for Au and it is smaller than the channel resistance of all the devices [Fig. 4.10(d)]. 
Furthermore the contact resistance is relatively independent of gate voltage. This is a 
clear indication of the much enhanced electron injection through Ca electrodes 
compared to Au and confirms the observations made in previous subchapters.  
From the results presented so far the Ca top-contact, bottom gate configuration 
employing a polymer dielectric has shown the best transistor performance in the case 
of [60]PCBM, and will be used as test-bed for further investigations. 
 
4.5. Film Morphology of [60]PCBM 
In order to gain insight into the structural properties of [60]PCBM, polarized 
optical transmission and reflection microscopy was performed on films deposited by 
spin coating. The image in Fig. 4.11(a) was taken of a film of [60]PCBM deposited on 
glass. It shows an entirely amorphous film of homogeneous colour in absence of any 
order or texture, independent of the relative position of polarizer and analyzer. AFM 
images of [60]PCBM films on BCB demonstrate the smoothness of the film surface 
[Fig. 4.11(b)]. The root-mean-square roughness of the film is measured to be < 1 nm. 
Under both, optical as well as atomic force microscopy, the film morphology does not 
appear to change upon annealing the film at 120 °C for 1 hour in air. 
Differential scanning calorimetry of [60]PCBM dried in air from a 
chlorobenzene solution revealed a peak at approximately 150°C [Fig. 4.11(c)]. This is 
associated with a reorganization of the molecules in the film into a more ordered 
crystalline structure. Coinciding with this result, an irreversible degradation of 
electron mobility in [60]PCBM transistors measured at temperatures above 150°C 
was observed. The exact nature of this phenomenon is not clear at this point and could 
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be the focus of further investigations. This study focused on as deposited films 
without further treatment.  
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Finally, wide angle x-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were carried out in a 
reflection mode under ambient conditions. For this purpose fullerene films were spun 
on Silicon substrates. The resulting spectrum of scattered intensities is shown in Fig. 
4.11(d). It shows two very broad peaks centred around °≈ 102θ  and °≈ 202θ . The 
peaks usually correspond to lattice spacings in the [60]PCBM film, suggesting a 
certain degree of order. However, the width of the peaks is very large compared to 
peaks observed in highly ordered crystalline films of other fullerene derivatives 
reported in literature.41 In Fig. 4.11(d) the XRD spectrum of polycrystalline 
[60]PCBM powder is shown for comparison. The full width at half maximum (βw) of 
Fig. 4.11 (a) Optical polarized microscopy image of amorphous [60]PCBM film in transmission 
mode. (b) Atomic force microscopy image of [60]PCBM spin coated on BCB, roughness rms < 1 
nm. (c) Differential scanning calorimetry of [60]PCBM dried from chlorobenzene solution. (d) X-
ray diffraction pattern of amorphous [60]PCBM film spun on Si wafer compared to that of 
crystalline [60]PCBM powder. 
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the peaks can be related to the average size of crystallites R0 in the films using the 
Scherrer equation 3.2.42 
θβ
λ
cos0 w
KR =                 (3.2) 
K is the Scherrer constant, which varies with the shape of the crystallites and is 
typically 0.9. Here R0 is found to be of the order of 1 nm for the spin coated thin film 
and of the order of 10 nm for the crystalline powder. Hence the [60]PCBM films 
reported here are considered to be of a rather amorphous nature, consisting of a large 
number of randomly oriented nano-crystals. This is in good agreement with previous 
studies on [60]PCBM films spin coated from chlorobenzene solutions.43 
From these results it can be concluded that the films are amorphous-like and do 
not bear any long range crystalline order. Taking this into consideration the electron 
transport could be ascribed to the molecular symmetry of the fullerene derivatives and 
strong π-π interactions between neighbouring C60 units even in the case of 
amorphous-like films. The nature of the charge transport mechanism will be 
investigated in the next subchapter.  
 
4.6. Charge Transport Mechanism in [60]PCBM 
In order to shed light on the nature of the electron transport mechanism in the 
[60]PCBM films, some of the high mobility transistors with Ca top S-D electrodes on 
BCB dielectric were characterized at various temperatures between 180K and 430K. 
The field-effect mobility was extracted in the linear regime (VD = 5 V) and in the 
saturation regime (VD = 60 V) at each temperature from the slope of ID and ID1/2 vs. 
VG, respectively. The perfect linearity of these plots (Fig. 4.12(a) for ID1/2 vs. VG at 
180 K, 293 K and 430 K) indicates gate field independent mobility above the 
threshold voltage. In this regime, and in accordance with the multiple trapping and 
release model discussed by Horowitz,44,45 the mobility can be considered an intrinsic 
property of charges in the [60]PCBM film at a given temperature, independent of the 
charge carrier density induced by the gate field. Gate voltage independent mobility 
also suggests the absence of crystal defects and grain boundary effects typically 
observed in polycrystalline materials.44 For lower gate voltages the majority of 
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induced charges are trapped in shallow or deep traps that are located within the energy 
gap between HOMO and LUMO level of the [60]PCBM molecules and the measured 
effective charge carrier mobility is low. In the following analysis, only the gate 
voltage independent mobility at VG >> VT is considered. 
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According to Meijer et al. the position of the threshold voltage in disordered 
organic semiconductors is considered a fitting parameter rather than a physically 
meaningful quantity.46 Hence the switch-on voltage, defined as the gate voltage at 
which ID starts to rise, is examined and is found to decrease monotonically from 
nearly 10 V at 180 K to -3 V at 430 K [Fig. 4.12(b)]. This trend is typically explained 
by an increase in the Fermi level with increasing temperature, and hence a decrease in 
Fig. 4.12 (a) Linear ID1/2 vs. VG dependence of [60]PCBM based transistor with Ca S-D top contacts 
on BCB dielectric measured at 180 K, 293 K and 430 K. (b) Monotonic decrease of switch-on 
voltage with increasing temperature. (c) Evolution of electron mobility of the device in the linear 
and saturation regime while cooling from RT to 180 K, then heating to 430 K and cooling back to 
RT. The data is described using an Arrhenius (dashed) and a Baessler (dotted) type fit. L = 70 μm, 
W = 1 mm, Ci = 1.15 nF/cm2. 
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the effective depth of the trapping states.44 As a result, at higher temperatures charges 
are more easily activated to the transport level and less injected charges are required 
to fill shallow traps near the LUMO level of [60]PCBM.13  
Electron mobility readings were taken while cooling the device down to 180K, 
then while heating it to 430K and finally while cooling it down back to room 
temperature. The results [Fig. 4.12(c)] demonstrate that the device did not degrade 
irreversibly during the cooling or heating process, as the initial mobility at room 
temperature is reproduced after the cooling and heating cycle. The linear and 
saturation regime mobility were very similar in all measurements, which is a signature 
of an ideal device. The variation of mobility with drain voltage was found to be 
comparable in magnitude to the error associated with the extracted mobility values 
(e.g. determination of slope of ID1/2 vs. VG). Therefore the lateral field-dependence of 
the mobility was neglected here and the mobility was extracted at the same drain 
voltages (VD = 5 V in linear, VD = 60 V in saturation regime) for all temperatures.  
At first glance the results suggest a linear relationship between ln(μ) and 1/T, 
which corresponds to an Arrhenius type behaviour. This is often associated with 
thermally activated hopping transport of polarons in disordered organic 
semiconductor films (see section 2.2.2 and 2.2.3).13,18,47 Fitting the data in Fig. 4.12(c) 
with equation 4.3 
Tk
E
e
B
A
e
−
∞ ⋅= μμ       (4.3) 
an activation energy of EA = 130 meV is extracted. kB is the Boltzman constant and T 
is temperature. This value is comparable to activation energies that have been reported 
previously for fullerene films13,22,23,48  and for other disordered molecular systems.49,50 
The theoretical mobility limit for very high temperatures is extracted as μ∞ = 7.5 
cm2/Vs. A good fit is also obtained using the correlated disorder model based on 
Bässler’s empirical model for Gaussian-type disorder in organic semiconductors, 
equation 2.8 (see section 2.2.5): 
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A good match of the experimental data is obtained using μ0 = 0.57 cm2/Vs , σ = 
68-71 meV and a = 3.4 nm. The effect of the lateral electric field E (= VD/L) is 
negligible for the range of drain voltages and the uncertainty of σ  considered here. μ0 
is the theoretical mobility limit in a disorder-free film. Values of the order μ0 = 0.1 
cm2/Vs have previously been reported for other organic glasses.51  The energy width 
σ  of the Gaussian DOS and the average site separation of the [60]PCBM transport 
sites a found here are very similar to previously reported values for [60]PCBM.52 It is 
noted that the spacing between transport sites on the [60]PCBM molecules is larger 
than the diameter of the fullerene molecule (typically d ≈ 1 nm).52,53  
The energetic disorder in [60]PCBM is rather low when compared to energetic 
disorder obtained for amorphous polymers, such as polytriarylamines (PTAA)50 or 
poly(p-phenylenevinylene) (PPV)54,55, for example. Hole mobilities reported for these 
polymers are of the order of 10-4-10-3 cm2/Vs and the energetic disorder was found to 
be in the range σ = 68-90 meV for PTAA50 andσ = 93-125 meV for PPV54. Hence 
the smaller energetic disorder here seems to correlate well with the higher mobility 
observed in the glassy [60]PCBM films. The energetic disorder in polymers such as 
PTAA or PPV is typically attributed to fluctuations in the length of the transporting 
conjugated chain segments.52 
It was also attempted to fit the data using the variable range hopping model 
introduced by Vissenberg and Matters56 for an exponential distribution of tail states. 
However, no set of parameters T0, α-1, σ0 was found that reliably reproduced the data 
for different temperatures. As described above, the mobility in the transistors appears 
to be independent of the gate field. Hence the Vissenberg model may not be the best 
suited model to describe these devices. 
Output curves were also recorded at each temperature in order to qualitatively 
monitor the electron injection from the Ca electrodes into the [60]PCBM film. The 
output curves are strictly linear at low VD over the whole temperature range from 180 
K to 430 K and no signature of injection limited transport was detected. This is in 
agreement with the previous observation that the contact resistance in these devices is 
low compared to channel resistance for the gate bias range examined here (VG > VT). 
Furthermore it has been reported that metal-organic interface phenomena causing 
injection limited current in disordered semiconductors often exhibit a smaller 
activation energy (are less temperature dependent) than space charge limited 
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conduction in the bulk semiconductor.57 This is coherent with the predictions of the 
hopping model and a Gaussian DOS (see 2.3.2). Hence the injection properties of the 
metal-semiconductor interface in this device are not expected to change significantly 
over the studied temperature range. 
Finally, it is noted that in the temperature range studied here, the differentiation 
between a 1/T and a 1/T2 dependency of lnμ is rather difficult and hence no reliable 
conclusions on the exact nature of the charge transport mechanism can be drawn. 
Nevertheless, the results are in good agreement with the physical picture discussed 
previously in the literature.  
 
4.7. Other fullerenes and derivatives 
A number of other fullerenes, in particular pristine C70 and C84, have been 
demonstrated in the literature to exhibit electron transporting properties.13,38 In this 
section the results obtained from [70]PCBM as well as a number of side-chain 
perfluorinated C60 derivatives are presented. Aim of the work was to demonstrate high 
mobility electron transport as well as to study the effects of the different side groups 
in these C60 derivatives. 
 
4.7.1. C70 Methanofullerene 
Although [70]PCBM resembles [60]PCBM (see Fig. 4.13(a-b) for molecular 
structures), their electronic properties are expected to be different due to their slightly 
different physical and electronic structures.58,59 For instance, in the case of 
unsubstituted C70, the molecule is slightly larger in diameter and more asymmetric 
than C60.53 The larger dimensions of the carbon cage lead to a smaller electron-
electron repulsion energy.38,58 Moreover, pristine C70 is known to have a slightly 
lower ionization potential than C60 by approximately 100 meV.60 For organic 
electronic devices and, in particular, transistors, this relatively small difference may 
have a large impact on the carrier injection efficiency. Indeed, earlier work18,61-63 has 
demonstrated transistor and circuit operation with good performance characteristics. 
However, the large majority of these studies focussed on [60]PCBM transistors due to 
the availability of [60]PCBM whereas reports on [70]PCBM OFETs are very scarce.38 
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Fig. 4.13(c) shows the extinction coefficient of [60]PCBM and [70]PCBM films 
spin coated on quartz substrates. As can be seen, the onset of absorption is similar for 
both molecules with the [70]PCBM exhibiting a significantly stronger extinction 
coefficient. This observation is in agreement with measurements obtained from 
solutions.64 By combining the optical data of Fig. 4.13(c) with electrochemical 
measurements reported by Anthopoulos et al.13 and assuming an exciton binding 
energy of 0.3-0.4 eV, approximate values for the lower unoccupied molecular orbital 
(LUMO) and higher occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) levels were calculated 
yielding LUMOs in the range 3.5 - 3.8 eV and HOMOs in the range 5.7 - 6.1 eV.  
Devices were fabricated on BCB gate dielectric with [70]PCBM, which was 
spin coated from a 2 % by weight solution in CB. For BG-TC transistors with top S-D 
Al electrodes electron mobilities were approximately 0.06 cm2/Vs [Fig. 4.14(a-b)]. 
Current on/off ratios were about 104, with switch on voltages around 0 V. With Ca/Al 
electrodes the performance was improved significantly. As can be seen in Fig. 
4.15(a), transistor operation exhibits negligible hysteresis with calculated electron 
mobility of the order of 0.1 cm2/Vs. Moreover, the current on-off ratio is relatively 
high (>104) and the threshold voltage (VT), obtained from a linear fit to ID1/2 versus VG 
in saturation, is approximately 17 V. The subthreshold slope (S = 9.3 V/dec) is found 
to be similar to the slope in [60]PCBM transistors on BCB dielectric (see 4.3.1). 
Fig. 4.13: Molecular structures of (a) [60]PCBM and (b) [70]PCBM. (c) Extinction coefficient of 
films on quartz substrates measured at wavelengths between 250 nm and 800 nm. 
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Fig. 4.15(b) shows the output operating characteristics obtained from the same 
transistor. The Ca/Al electrodes exhibit ohmic injection behaviour, as is evident from 
the linearity of the characteristics at low VD.  
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Early studies on OFETs based on pristine C70,65,66 as well as [70]PCBM,38 have 
consistently reported electron mobilities lower than values obtained from transistors 
based on C60 and its derivatives. It is evident from the present results that it can no 
longer be assumed that the electron mobility of [70]PCBM is significantly lower than 
that of [60]PCBM. One possible explanation for the observation of similar electron 
Fig. 4.14: (a) Transfer and (b) output characteristics of [70]PCBM based OFET with aluminium top 
contacts (inset a). W = 1.5 mm, L = 60 μm, Ci = 1.2 nF/cm2.
Fig. 4.15: (a) Transfer and (b) output characteristics of [70]PCBM based OFET with Al coated 
calcium top contacts (inset a). W = 1 mm, L = 60 μm, Ci = 1.2 nF/cm2.
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mobility in [60] and [70]PCBM is that although the intrinsic mobility of the [60] 
derivative is higher, the solubility of [70]PCBM (80 mg/ml - chlorobenzene) is much 
higher than [60]PCBM (50 mg/ml - chlorobenzene).67 The consequence of this could 
be that [70]PCBM forms a better interface with the dielectric layer when spin coated 
from solution, leading to enhanced mobilities. This finding could have significant 
implications not only for the use of [70]PCBM in organic ICs but also for its 
application in organic photo-voltaic devices (OPVs) where high absorption 
coefficients are required. This argument is inline with the recent demonstration of 
high performance OPVs based on polymer:[70]PCBM blends.68,69 
 
4.7.2. Fluorinated Fullerene derivatives 
A group of C60 derivatives with fluorinated substitutions (for molecular 
structures see Fig. 4.16(a)) was tested in BG-TC FETs using BCB as the gate 
dielectric. Different derivatives are expected to exhibit a different packing order and 
therefore potentially better charge transport characteristics. In addition, the 
hydrophobicity of Fluor groups could provide a better resistance against the intrusion 
of water and oxygen into the channel region. 
Absorption characteristics of films spun from chlorobenzene solutions onto 
quartz substrates of all four molecules are shown in Fig. 4.16(b). As can be seen, the 
different non-conjugated side chain substitutions have a low impact on the electronic 
structure of C60 and hence its optical absorption characteristics.  
To assess the suitability of these molecules as n-channel semiconductors in 
OFETs, two different device architectures were investigated. Type I transistors, with 
L = 60 μm and W = 1 mm, were fabricated in a BG-TC configuration employing glass 
substrates coated with indium tin oxide as the gate electrode. BCB was employed as 
gate dielectric with a geometrical capacitance of Ci = 1.2 nF/cm2. The compounds 
were then spun from chlorobenzene solutions (10 mg/ml wt. %) at room temperature 
in N2 ambient. Device fabrication was completed by the evaporation of Ca S-D 
electrodes through shadow masks. Type II transistors with L = 10 μm and W = 20 
mm, were fabricated in a bottom-contact, bottom gate configuration using highly 
doped Si and SiO2 as the gate electrode and gate dielectric (Ci = 17 nF/cm2), 
respectively, and employing photolithographically defined gold S-D electrodes. 
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The SiO2 layer was treated with the primer HMDS prior to semiconductor 
deposition [Fig. 3.2]. Fig. 4.17(a-b) illustrate the transfer and output curves for a type 
I OFET [Fig. 4.17(a) inset] based on F17-DOPF. The linearity of the output curves at 
low VD indicates Ohmic-like injection behaviour. Moreover, the device exhibits 
negligible hysteresis, a sign of trap-free electron transport. Similar operating 
characteristics are observed for OFETs based on the other compounds. Fig. 4.17(c-d) 
display the transfer and output curves for a type II OFET [Fig. 4.17(c) inset] based on 
F17-DOPF. Unlike type I devices, the output curves show strongly injection-limited 
characteristics as evident from the superlinear dependence of ID on VD at low VD. The 
latter is attributed to the significant energy offset (1.2–1.5 eV) between the Fermi 
level of Au and the LUMO energy of F17-DOPF (3.5 - 3.8 eV).70 In addition, as 
discussed in 4.3.1, the bottom contact geometry of the device may reduce its 
performance. The characteristic performance parameters of type I and type II OFETs 
based on all compounds are summarized in Table 4.1.  
Fig. 4.16: (a) Molecular structures of perfluorinated methanofullerenes: F17-DOPF, PCB-F6, PCB-
F3, F5-PCBM. (b) Absorbance spectra of films spun from chlorobenzene solution onto quartz 
substrates.  
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Despite the significant barrier for injection, type II transistors based on F17-
DOPF, PCB-F3 and F5-PCBM yield an electron mobility which is equivalent or 
superior to the mobility in the respective top contact devices with Ca electrodes. For 
comparison the results based on standard [60]PCBM are also given in Table 4.1. As 
described in the beginning of this chapter, the low performance of [60]PCBM on 
HMDS treated SiO2 dielectric was attributed to the presence of radical anions and 
charge trapping. Now it appears that high mobility electron transport at such an 
interface is possible with fluorinated C60 derivatives. This observation could 
potentially be explained by better film forming properties of the fluorinated molecules 
on the SiO2-HMDS dielectric compared to [60]PCBM. 
Fig. 4.17: Transfer (a,c) and output (b,d) curves of F17-DOPF based FETs. (a-b) Type I: Ca-top 
contacts on BCB dielectric (L = 35 μm, W = 1 mm, Ci = 1.15 nF/cm2) and (c-d) Type II: Au-bottom 
contacts on SiO2 dielectric (L = 10 μm, W = 20 mm, Ci = 17 nF/cm2). Insets: device architectures 
employed. 
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The wetting behaviour of the chlorobenzene solutions of all the C60 compounds 
on the SiO2-HMDS and BCB surfaces was investigated by contact angle 
measurements and surface tension analysis. Contact angle measurements show that 
the BCB surface is characterized by a low polar component ( ≈PBCBγ 0.22 mN/m) and a 
very high dispersive component ( ≈DBCBγ 36.54 mN/m) as compared to SiO2-HMDS 
( ≈−P HMDSSiO2γ 16.2 mN/m and ≈−D HMDSSiO2γ 18.0 mN/m, respectively). These results 
were used to plot the wetting envelopes, e.g. contour lines of θC = 0°, in coordinates 
of polar and dispersive liquid surface tension components for both types of dielectric 
[Fig. 4.18].  
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Table 4.1: Summary of performance parameters of transistors in type I and type II device 
architectures based on various fullerene derivatives and their liquid surface tension components in 
chlorobenzene solutions. 
Fig. 4.18: Wetting envelopes of SiO2-HMDS and BCB dielectric surfaces and polar and dispersive 
coordinates of liquid surface tension of various semiconductor solutions in chlorobenzene. 
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Furthermore, from surface tension measurements on pendant drops, the polar and 
dispersive components of the fullerene compounds in chlorobenzene solutions were 
calculated yielding the values presented in Table 4.1 and indicated on the graph in 
Fig. 4.18. Details of this analysis are discussed in section 2.8, 3.1.5 and chapter 7. All 
solutions lie within the wetting envelope of θC = 0° for BCB and are hence expected 
to wet this surface very well. However, the situation of the three compounds F17-
DOPF, PCB-F3 and F5-PCBM within the wetting envelope of the SiO2 – HMDS 
surface suggests that they wet this dielectric surface better than [60]PCBM and PCB-
F6, which are situated outside the wetting envelope. A better film formation at the 
interface to the SiO2-HMDS dielectric due to better wetting may explain the 
observations of higher charge carrier mobility.  
The above results confirm the previous observation in [60]PCBM devices of a 
higher density of trap states at the SiO2-HMDS interface, as demonstrated by the large 
hysteresis in type II devices. In addition, however, the same results illustrate the 
importance of wetting behaviour of semiconductor solutions on the dielectric surface 
as criterion for high charge carrier mobility at the dielectric-semiconductor interface 
in solution processed devices. Contact angle and pendant drop shape analysis prove to 
be powerful tools in the examination of surface tension characteristics and of the 
quality of film formation in such systems.  
Finally, an additional advantage expected from the F containing derivatives is 
an improved stability towards atmospheric air. Very recently Chikamatsu et al. 
reported air stable electron transport in solution processable perfluoroalkyl-substituted 
C60 derivatives.30 The stability in their devices was attributed to a densely packed and 
ordered layer of the fluorinated side chains, acting as a shield against atmospheric 
oxidants. Fig. 4.19 shows the evolution of the drain current in the on and the off state 
of TC-TG [60]PCBM and F17-DOPF transistors (using Cytop as gate dielectric) 
when the devices are exposed to ambient air at room temperature. The encapsulation 
by the dielectric in this device architecture slows down the intrusion of atmospheric 
oxidants into the film. In the case of [60]PCBM a steady decrease of the on-current is 
observed as soon as the device is exposed to air. In the case of F17-DOPF the current 
decay commences after roughly 100 minutes. Water molecules penetrating into the 
transistor channel are considered a likely cause for this decrease in the density of 
mobile charge. Anthopoulos et al. showed that organic molecules with a LUMO 
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energy higher than -4 eV have an electron affinity which is lower than that of H2O.71 
Consequently electrons are withdrawn from the semiconductor molecules (i.e. H2O 
molecules act as electron traps) and device degradation is observed. Therefore all the 
materials discussed here are not expected to be intrinsically stable against redox 
reactions in the presence of water molecules. However, the slightly delayed current 
decay in the case of F17-DOPF is attributed to the F atoms and their tendency to repel 
water. 
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The fluorinated molecules’ side chains in the bulk semiconductor material could 
potentially provide a shield against the intrusion of water molecules into the channel 
region and hence protect the device from rapid degradation.30,72 At this point however, 
the effect was found insufficient for stable device operation in air. After one day in air 
both devices had stopped working, i.e. no significant drain current was measured 
when a high gate bias was applied.  
 
4.8. Integrated circuits 
The applicability of organic transistors is generally assessed in integrated 
circuits. One of the most basic and fundamental integrated circuits is the voltage 
inverter and consists, typically, of two FETs [Fig. 4.20(a)]. As discussed earlier 
(section 2.6), there is a trend from unipolar logic (employing a single unipolar organic 
semiconductor) towards complementary logic (employing both p- and n-channel 
Fig. 4.19: Evolution of on and off currents 
over time in [60]PCBM and F17-DOPF 
based transistors in top gate configurations 
with Cytop as encapsulating dielectric.  
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transistors). In the next section the advantages of complementary over unipolar logic 
will be demonstrated using voltage inverters.  
 
4.8.1. Unipolar inverters 
Unipolar voltage inverters were constructed using two high mobility [60]PCBM 
devices according to the schematic in Fig. 4.20(a). The inverter’s output 
characteristics measured in quasi-static mode are shown in Fig. 4.20(b). The 
hysteresis between forward and backward scans is found to be negligible and the 
maximum voltage gain (defined as dVOUT/dVIN) is ≈ 2 [Fig. 4.20(c)].  
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Fig. 4.20: (a) Schematic and (b) output characteristics of unipolar voltage inverter constructed of 
[60]PCBM transistors. (c) Gain and power consumption of the voltage inverter in quasi static 
operation. (d) Determination of noise margins. 
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The inverter’s characteristic is dominated by a non-symmetric trip point and 
insufficient pull-up in the LOW input state. While typical for unipolar inverters 
consisting of devices which are both quite similar in terms of their threshold voltage 
and subthreshold swing, this result seriously affects the inverter’s noise margin. The 
noise margin of the inverter was also calculated (at VDD = 60 V) as the side of the 
largest square that can be ascribed between the transfer characteristics and the same 
curve re-plotted with exchanged input and output axes.73 As demonstrated in Fig. 
4.20(d) the noise margin (NM) of the inverter is rather small (7 V) and only 23% of its 
theoretical maximal value (NMMAX = VDD/2 = 30 V). A low noise margin entails a low 
tolerance to input signal fluctuations (i.e. noise). With regard to applications this 
could severely affect the reliability of the circuit and decrease the manufacturing yield 
and hence increase the production cost. The output characteristics of the unipolar 
inverter could potentially be improved by finding a better match of the driving and the 
load transistor. For example, a driving transistor with a slightly higher switch-on 
voltage would cause the trip point to be at a higher input voltage, and thereby improve 
the symmetry of the inverter’s output characteristics. However, the necessity to adopt 
such an approach in order to obtain acceptable inverter characteristics demonstrates in 
itself the disadvantage of unipolar logic.  
Another major problem of unipolar logic, which has been discussed earlier in 
this chapter, is the high power consumption. As evident from Fig. 4.20(c) the power 
consumption, measured as the product of the supply current and supply voltage, is low 
(≈ 0.2 μW) in one state of the inverter and high (≈ 8 μW) in the other. This is because 
the load transistor (T1) is continuously switched on, allowing current to flow to the 
ground when the driving transistor (T2) is turned on in the HIGH input state. This 
means that in quasi-static operation the circuit consumes power continuously in one 
out of two possible states. This situation is highly undesirable for portable 
applications where a limited power supply is available.  
 
4.8.2. Unipolar ring oscillators 
In order to quantify the dynamic response of such inverters, a number of multi-
stage ring oscillators were fabricated according to the design shown in Fig. 4.21(a).38 
Fig. 4.21(b) displays a micrograph of a circuit based on type II transistors (see 4.7.2). 
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The specific circuit design employed is based on the ratio logic with the driver/ load 
transistor ratio set to 8. The widths of the driver, load, and buffer transistors were 2, 
0.25, and 5 mm, respectively. The channel length for all transistors was kept constant 
and equal to 1.5 μm. The oscillation frequency (fOSC) of a 7-stage ring oscillator based 
on F17-DOPF (section 4.7.2) as a function of applied voltage (VDD) is displayed in 
Fig. 4.21(c). The inset shows the output signal at VDD = 170 V. The maximum fOSC 
measured is 10.4 kHz corresponding to a stage delay τ ≈ 6.86 μs (τ ≈ 1/[2 x n x fOSC] 
(equation 2.31), where n is the number of inverting stages). Despite the short channel 
dimensions (L = 1.5 μm) and the use of injection limiting gold electrodes the ring 
oscillator of Fig. 4.21 is amongst the fastest solution processed n-type circuits 
reported todate.70 
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4.8.3. Complementary inverters 
In order to demonstrate the feasibility and the main advantages associated with 
organic complementary logic, voltage inverters have been fabricated from n-channel 
[60]PCBM transistors and p-channel OFETs based on polytriarylamines (PTAA) (see 
Table 3.1 for molecular structure) [Fig. 4.22(a-b)]. Despite the different carrier 
mobilities and the small W/L ratio between the two transistors, matching of the 
threshold voltage in the [60]PCBM and PTAA OFETs allows the design of inverters 
Fig. 4.21: (a) Circuitry and schematic representation of the inverter and 7-stage ring oscillator used. 
(b) Optical micrograph of a 7-stage unipolar ring oscillator. (c) Oscillation frequency vs. supply 
voltage characteristic and output signal at VDD = 170 V (inset) of the ring oscillator.  
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with symmetric trip point. However, such an approach would be inappropriate for the 
design of truly complementary circuits since the dynamic response of the inverter 
would be severely limited by the transistor with the lowest mobility, i.e. the PTAA 
OFET (μ ≈ 1×10-2 cm2/Vs). A p-channel semiconductor with hole mobility similar to 
the high electron mobility of [60]PCBM would have to be employed in order to 
maximize the inverter’s dynamic performance.  
The maximum voltage gain measured from Fig. 4.22(c) is ≈ 17 at a supply 
voltage VDD = 80 V. From the plot in Fig. 4.22(d) the noise margin of 28 V can be 
estimated. The latter is approximately 70% of its maximum theoretical value NMMAX = 
40 V (at VDD = 80 V) and is considered very high when compared to the unipolar 
organic inverter discussed earlier or to representative values from literature.73 
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Fig. 4.22: (a) Schematic and (b) output characteristics of complementary voltage inverter 
constructed of n-type [60]PCBM and p-type PTAA transistors. (c) Gain and power consumption of 
the complementary voltage inverter in quasi static operation. (d)  Determination of noise margins. 
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As evident from Fig. 4.22(c), the complementary voltage inverter only 
consumes significant power during the switching. In either HIGH or LOW input states 
at least one of the two transistors is completely turned off, limiting the current to the 
ground. Hence its power demand in quasi static operation at high or low input 
voltages is very low compared to the unipolar voltage inverter discussed in 4.8.1.  
In summary, complementary logic, involving both n-channel and p-channel 
transistors, is shown to exhibit higher noise margins and lower power dissipation than 
unipolar logic.3 Both parameters are of critical importance since a wide noise margin 
enables large-scale integration of OFETs with acceptable manufacturing yield while 
low power dissipation qualifies organic integrated circuits for battery-powered 
applications.  
 
4.9. Outlook 
In this chapter various phenomena related to the fabrication and development of 
electron transporting organic field-effect transistors are investigated. The study is 
driven by the need for soluble n-channel semiconductors for the development of 
complementary type logic in organic electronics. Soluble fullerene materials are found 
to be very promising candidates for application in solution processed organic circuits. 
The electron field-effect mobility of 0.2 cm2/Vs measured in an optimized device 
configuration is amongst the highest values reported for solution processed organic n-
channel transistors to date and is similar to the performance of state-of-the-art p-
channel OFETs. The considerations regarding electron injection into organic 
materials, the trapping of electrons within the semiconductor bulk or at the dielectric 
surface, the importance of the film morphology and the role of surface energy for 
solution processing are generic and can be applied to most organic semiconductor 
systems and devices. It is expected that solving the problem of air stability and 
comparatively low electron mobility will be crucial to the further advancement of 
complementary, low power organic electronics.  
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Chapter 5: 
Ambipolar organic  
field‐effect transistors for 
opto/electronic applications 
 
 
 
 
Most organic semiconductors are known for 
transporting predominantly one type of charge carrier, 
i.e. electrons or holes, and they are referenced as either 
n-type or p-type materials, respectively. The ability of 
some organic semiconductors to transport both, holes 
and electrons, can be exploited to fabricate ambipolar 
organic field-effect transistors. These devices could play 
an important role in advancing organic complementary-
like logic to large scale fabrication, as well as in some 
optoelectronic applications. Squaraine molecules and a 
polymer:fullerene blend are investigated as ambipolar 
semiconductors and are shown to bear significant 
potential for (UV - Infrared) light sensing field-effect 
transistors as well as complementary-like integrated 
circuits.  
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5.1. Introduction 
The vast majority of organic semiconductors known to date are classified as 
either hole (p-type) or electron (n-type) transporters. Ambipolar organic 
semiconductors, i.e. compounds that are able to conduct both holes and electrons, are 
a relatively new addition to the family of organic semiconductors. They are currently 
attracting increasing attention due to their interesting electronic properties. In the area 
of organic microelectronics, for example, the sequential deposition and patterning of 
p-type and n-type semiconductors has proven to be a major hurdle for the 
implementation of organic complementary logic, which is considered a key enabling 
technology for the development of high-performance organic integrated circuits 
(ICs).1 The availability of soluble ambipolar materials could enable the fabrication of 
complementary-like circuits through the use of a single semiconductor that behaves 
both as p-type or n-type depending on the biasing conditions across the device, hence 
eliminating the need of sequential deposition and patterning of the different 
semiconductors. Further applications of ambipolar organic semiconductors include the 
recent demonstration of bifunctional organic transistors such as light-sensing (LS-
OFETs)2,3 and light-emitting organic field-effect transistors (LE-OFETs).4  These 
transistors combine electrical switching with additional functionalities such as light-
sensing or light-emission, in a single device structure, making them attractive for 
various optoelectronic applications including nanoscale light sources and large area 
image sensor arrays.2,3,5  
In collaboration with the group of Jean-Pierre Djukic at the University of 
Strasbourg we have studied a promising family of ambipolar organic molecules, 
namely the squaraines. The molecules were synthesized and characterized in 
Strasbourg, while the focus of my work lay on the fabrication of transistor devices and 
their characterization.6 We demonstrated solution processed ambipolar field-effect 
transistors with balanced hole and electron mobilities by injection from symmetric 
gold source-drain (S-D) electrodes. Furthermore it has been demonstrated that 
squaraine based devices are suitable for integration into complementary-like logic 
circuits, as well as for utilisation in light sensing applications in the near-infrared (600 
- 1000 nm) spectrum. Infrared (IR) sensors are particularly desirable as most other 
organic sensor systems reported to date are limited to the visible and ultra violet (UV) 
spectrum.7-11 Light sensing ambipolar transistors were also fabricated from a two 
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component blend comprising a hole transporting donor polymer and an electron 
transporting acceptor fullerene derivative. Thanks to the different absorption spectra 
of these material systems, the fabrication of colour-sensitive light sensing arrays can 
be envisioned.  
 
5.2. Chemical characterization of Squarylium dye 
The chemistry of squaraines is well known. They are the main product of the 
condensation of electron-rich aromatics with squaric acid, a reaction that obeys the 
rules of aromatic electrophilic substitution. A detailed description of the synthesis of 
the molecules prepared by Djukic et al. is given elsewhere.6 Squaraines belong to the 
class of polymethyne dyes with resonance-stabilized zwitterionic structures. They are 
structurally flat, highly conjugated organic molecules, which are expected to stack 
very closely in crystals. Squaraine molecules typically consist of an electron deficient 
central four membered ring and two electron-donating groups in a donor-acceptor-
donor (D-A-D) formation. This configuration is expected to enable the transport of 
holes via the acceptor and electrons via the donor groups. The chemical structure of 
the molecule investigated in this study (2,4-di-3-guaiazulenyl-1,3-dihydroxy-
cyclobutenediyliumdixydroxide-bis-zwitterion (SQ1)) is displayed in Fig. 5.1(a). 
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The exact geometry of the pure compound obtained after chromatographic 
purification was sought by means of structural X-ray diffraction analysis of a single 
Fig. 5.1: (a) Molecular formula of SQ1.  (b) CSD Mercury ellipsoid diagram and numbering scheme 
of the structure of trans-SQ1: ellipsoids are drawn at 50 % probability level. (c) view of the packing 
scheme in the crystal lattice.  
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crystal that was obtained by the slow evaporation of the solvent from a solution of 
SQ1 in a 1:1 mixture of methanol and chloroform. The crystal lattice presents the 
typical herringbone packing [Fig. 2.16] of independent layers of squaraines [Fig. 
5.1(c)]. The shortest distance between two molecules of SQ1 was measured between 
two consecutive cyclopentadienyl rings and amounts to ≈ 3.83 Å.  The π stacking is 
not optimal and the SQ1 molecules appear to be distorted. The torsion between the 
mean plane of the 4-membered ring and, for instance, the mean plane defined by the 
fused 5- and 7-membered rings of the guaiazulenyl moiety amounts to ≈ 27°. Quite 
consistently it is noticed that the mean planes of two guaiazulenyls that belong to the 
same molecule are parallel to each other. 
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Electrochemical investigations were carried out in dichloromethane (Table 5.1). 
Rotating disk voltammetry gave four waves of equal amplitude, namely two 
oxidations and two reductions. Cyclic voltammetry gave well resolved 
voltammograms. The SQ1 compound gave two reversible one-electron oxidation 
steps at +0.11 and at +0.56 V vs. Fc+/Fc, a reversible one-electron reduction at −1.23 
V, as well as an irreversible one electron step at Ep = −2.03 V [Fig. 5.2]. The latter 
remained irreversible for scan rates of up to 10 V/s. The potential difference between 
the first oxidation and the first reduction is equal to 1.34 V. The highest occupied 
molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) 
were estimated to be EHOMO,CV ≈ -4.9 eV and ELUMO,CV ≈ -3.6 eV, using EFc+/Fc = -4.8 
V as the reference potential to the vacuum level. 
a) Eo = (Epc + Epa)/2, where Epc and Epa correspond to the cathodic and anodic peak 
potentials, respectively. b) ∆Ep = Epa - Epc.  c) Ep = irreversible peak potential.  d) 
Logarithmic analysis of the wave obtained by plotting E versus log[I/(Ilim-I)].
Table 5.1: Electrochemical data measured by cyclic voltammetry (CV) at a scan rate of v = 0.1 V/s 
and rotating disk voltammetry (RDV) in CH2Cl2 + 0.1M Bu4NPF6. All potentials are given versus 
ferrocene, used as internal standard.  
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Furthermore, quantum calculations were performed by applying density 
functional theory (DFT). Details of this analysis and the software packages used to 
perform the calculations can be found elsewhere.6 The theoretically computed LUMO 
and HOMO of singlet ground-state SQ1 lie at −3.3 and −4.4 eV, respectively, which 
corresponds to a theoretical energy gap of 1.1 eV in vacuum [Fig. 5.3]. This 
approximation is close to the values estimated from cyclic voltammetry, taking into 
account that absolute energy values are often underestimated in DFT analysis.12  It is 
worth noting that this value is smaller than the average energy gaps determined by 
Bhanuprakash, Rao et al.13 for a series of symmetric and asymmetric squaraines.  Das 
et al.14 attained similar values of HOMO-LUMO gaps with squaraines derived from 
N,N-dialkylaminoanthracene.  
HOMO
LUMO−3.304 eV
−4.443 eV
1.139 eV
 
Another interesting observation is that the two frontier orbitals are highly 
delocalized with a rather balanced contribution of the p orbitals of the central 4-
Fig. 5.2: Cyclic voltammetry of SQ1 in CH2Cl2 
+ 0.1M Bu4NPF6 at a scan rate of 0.1V/s. 
Fig. 5.3: Density functional theory 
calculations carried out at the Becke-
Perdew/TZ2P level with geometry-
optimized SQ1: plot of the lowest 
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) and 
highest occupied molecular orbital 
(HOMO) of the singlet ground-state 
associated with the corresponding energy 
gap. 
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membered ring and other π-type orbitals located at the guaiazulenyl fragments [Fig. 
5.3]. 
The zwitterionic character of neutral SQ1 was confirmed by the natural 
population analysis carried out with the results of the previously obtained geometry 
optimization from the DFT calculation (data not shown).  The natural population 
analysis using GENNBO15 indicates that the natural charge at the two oxygen atoms is 
−0.61 and that the highest natural positive charge of +0.43 is located at the carbonyl’s 
carbon, the rest of the molecule being only moderately charged with compensated 
slight positive and negative biases.   
 
5.3. Ambipolar organic field‐effect transistors 
The ambipolar nature of organic semiconductors is investigated in field-effect 
transistors, which can operate either in the hole- and/or in the electron accumulation 
regime. We fabricated bottom gate - bottom contact (BG-BC) OFETs using SQ1 that 
was synthesized in the University of Strasbourg, as well as using a two component 
semiconductor blend of poly(2-methoxy 5-(3'-7' dimethyloctyloxy)-1-4 
phenylenevinylene) (OC1C10-PPV) and [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid ester 
([60]PCBM).  
 
5.3.1. Squarylium as organic semiconductor 
The BG-BC FETs were fabricated on a highly doped silicon wafer with a 
thermally grown 200 nm layer of SiO2 dielectric [Fig. 5.4(c)]. The S-D gold 
electrodes were patterned by a standard photo-lithography process, and the SiO2 
dielectric surface was passivated using a monolayer of hexamethyldisilazane 
(HMDS). The squaraine dye was deposited as organic semiconductor by spin coating 
from a 10 mg/ml solution in chlorobenzene. The films generally appeared to be of a 
highly crystalline nature. Examination of the film by optical polarized reflection 
microscopy [Fig. 5.4(a) and (b)] revealed a large number of adjacent domains in the 
crystalline films, separated by clearly defined grain boundaries. The size of the 
spheralitic type grains often extended to over several tens of μm, thereby easily 
covering the length of a transistor channel.   
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Typical output and transfer characteristics of SQ1 based transistors are shown in 
Fig. 5.4(d) and (e). The transistors exhibit clear ambipolar behaviour with balanced 
hole and electron mobilities of the order of 10-4 cm2/Vs in saturation. The hysteresis 
between forward and backward scans was found to be negligible. The output 
characteristics at positive gate bias show non-linear features at low drain voltages, 
which are a signature of injection limited transport. This phenomenon is not observed 
in the output curves during p-channel operation, e.g. at negative gate bias. This is 
likely to be due to the large injection barrier for electrons (ϕe ≈ 1.5 - 1.8 eV) from the 
work function of gold (≈ 5.1 eV) into the LUMO level of the SQ1 molecules (≈ 3.3 - 
3.6 eV), which is smaller for hole injection (ϕh ≈ 0.2 - 0.6 eV) into the HOMO level (≈ 
4.5 – 4.9 eV) [Fig. 5.5(a)].  
The charge carrier mobility was found to decrease in devices with larger 
channel length of up to 40 μm. This was attributed to a grain boundary effect, which 
typically arises in films that consist of many crystalline domains. The interface 
between two crystalline domains gives rise to a potential barrier or trapping states, 
which inhibit the movement of charges.16 In longer channel devices charges are likely 
Fig. 5.4: (a-b) Polarized optical reflection microscopy of crystalline SQ1 films. (c) Schematic 
representation of transistor bottom gate-bottom contact architecture employed. (d) Transfer and (e) 
output characteristics of ambipolar SQ1 transistor. L = 2.5 μm, W = 10 mm, Ci = 17 nF/cm2. 
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to encounter more domain boundaries, which adversely affect the measured charge 
carrier mobility.  
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5.3.2. [60]PCBM – OC1C10‐PPV blend as organic ambipolar semiconductor 
The alternative to using a single molecule that is intrinsically capable of both, 
electron and hole transport, is to blend an electron transporting material and a hole 
transporting material to create a heterogeneous two-component film. Here I employed 
OC1C10-PPV as hole transporting polymer and [60]PCBM as electron transporting 
molecule (see Fig. 5.6(a) for molecular structures). Parent solutions were prepared in 
Chlorobenzene at concentrations of ≈ 20 mg/ml ([60]PCBM) and ≈ 3 mg/ml (OC1C10-
PPV) and then blended at a ratio of 6:1 ( [60]PCBM:OC1C10-PPV) by volume. Hence 
the weight ratio in the final solution was approximately 40:1 ([60]PCBM:OC1C10-
PPV). The solution was spin coated onto BG-BC transistor structures [Fig. 5.4(c)], 
employing a highly doped silicon substrate as gate electrode, with 200 nm of SiO2 as 
dielectric and photolithographically patterned gold S-D contacts. The dielectric 
surface was passivated with HMDS. Fig. 5.6 shows (b) transfer and (c) output curves 
of the ambipolar transistor. The asymmetry of the transfer curves expresses the 
imbalance of hole and electron mobility. The saturation hole mobility was found to be 
of the order of 10-4 cm2/Vs and the electron mobility approximately 10-2 cm2/Vs. 
Meijer et al.17 found that the electron mobility in the blend films decreased drastically 
by two orders of magnitude with respect to pristine [60]PCBM films. This effect may 
be attributed to the significantly smaller ratio of [60]PCBM:OC1C10-PPV employed in 
Fig. 5.5: Schematic representation of LUMO and HOMO energies in (a) SQ1 and (b) 
PCBM:OC1C10-PPV blend with respect to the work function of gold electrodes under an applied S-
D voltage VD. Band bending is ignored. Photo-generation processes of mobile charges via exciton 
formation and via de-trapping of localized charges are also represented. 
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their study (4:1). A lower [60]PCBM content in the film is expected to lead to greater 
distances between the molecules (i.e. below percolation threshold) and hence lead to 
less efficient electron transport.18,19 It is unclear, however, whether this effect can 
account for a mobility decrease by several orders of magnitude. Meijer et al. 
explained their observation and the increased electron injection difficulties in the 
blend films with the wetting behaviour of the semiconductor blend solution on the 
gold surface of the S-D electrodes.17 Phase segregation is likely to occur in the 
[60]PCBM:OC1C10-PPV solution during spin coating due to a different wettability of 
gold by the polymer compared to the small molecule semiconductor. However, a clear 
effect of this segregation on the electron mobility was not observed here. 
Furthermore, non-linear features in the output curves indicating problematic injection 
at low VD are present in both, ambipolar blend [Fig. 5.6(c)] and unipolar [60]PCBM 
devices, as shown in chapter 4.2. They are explained by the large energy offset 
between the work function of Au and the LUMO level of [60]PCBM [Fig. 5.5(b)]. 
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Fig. 5.6: (a) Molecular structures of poly(2-methoxy 5-(3'-7' dimethyloctyloxy)-1-4 
phenylenevinylene) (OC1C10-PPV) and [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid ester ([60]PCBM). 
Architecture of bottom gate-bottom contact ambipolar OFET employing blend of OC1C10-PPV and 
[60]PCBM as semiconductor. (b) Transfer and (c) output characteristics of the ambipolar blend 
transistor, L = 40 μm, W = 10 mm, Ci = 17 nF/cm2. 
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5.4. Ambipolar transistor applications 
The transport characteristics of the ambipolar organic transistors based on SQ1 
and on the [60]PCBM:OC1C10-PPV semiconductor blend were found to be dependent 
on fluorescent light in proximity to the measurement setup. This led us to closely 
investigate the absorption properties of these materials and their application in light 
sensing transistors.  
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5.4.1. UV‐Vis and near‐IR absorption measurements 
The absorption characteristics of solid thin films of the SQ1 compound and of 
the [60]PCBM:OC1C10-PPV blend on quartz substrates were measured from the UV 
to IR spectrum [Fig. 5.7]. The SQ1 film absorbs strongest in the near-IR spectrum and 
weakest in the region between 400-500 nm. The increasing absorption in the UV is 
omitted for the SQ1 compound. The absorption peaks at 925 nm, with an onset close 
to 1000 nm. This corresponds to an approximate energy gap between electronic 
HOMO and LUMO of 1.2 eV, which is in good agreement with the energy gap 
estimated from electrochemical measurements (≈ 1.3 eV) and the theoretical DFT 
analysis (≈ 1.1 eV) in section 5.2. In the case of the [60]PCBM:OC1C10-PPV blend 
absorption begins to rise at wavelengths below 600 nm, remains at a plateau between 
500 nm and 400 nm and then increases steeply for smaller wavelengths in the UV 
Fig. 5.7: Absorbance characteristics of thin films of SQ1 and PCBM:OC1C10-PPV blend on 
different scales. 
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region. The absorption onset around 2.2-2.4 eV corresponds approximately to the 
HOMO-LUMO energy gap of OC1C10-PPV (2.2 eV) and [60]PCBM (2.4 eV) [Fig. 
5.5(b)].  
 
5.4.2. Light‐sensing OFETs  
The strong absorption in different spectral ranges of these ambipolar material 
systems makes them interesting candidates for application in LS-OFETs.  In the case 
of the squaraine transistors, we employed an IR light emitting diode (LED) (λmax = 
880 nm) to illuminate the devices during operation. Light-dependent modulation of 
the drain current by several orders of magnitude was observed [Fig. 5.8(a)]. We note 
that the hole and electron mobility extracted from the transfer characteristic did not 
change upon illumination. The threshold voltage was extracted from plots of ID and 
ID1/2 vs. VG in the linear and saturation regime, respectively. It was found to shift by 
ΔVT,h ≈ 4 V towards smaller│VG│for hole accumulation, but remained approximately 
constant for electron accumulation. The shift of threshold voltage in unipolar 
phototransistors under illumination is typically associated with the trapping of photo-
generated less mobile minority carriers, e.g. electrons in p-type transistors, near the 
source contact.20-22 The presence of electrons in that region effectively reduces the 
threshold voltage for hole injection from the source electrode.23 From the threshold 
voltage shift the change in trapped electron density is calculated using equation 5.1:24  
210,
, 104
−⋅≈Δ⋅=Δ cm
e
VC
n hTiephoto               (5.1) 
where Ci is the geometric capacitance of the gate dielectric and e is the elementary 
charge. This change in trap density is at least one order of magnitude lower than that 
reported for unipolar pentacene phototransistors.24 This is expected, since our 
transistors exhibit balanced ambipolar characteristics, i.e. also electron transport. 
Hence we do not distinguish majority and minority carrier types and expect that both 
types of charge carriers are extracted from the device. Nevertheless electron trapping 
could explain the asymmetric threshold voltage shift upon illumination, i.e. ΔVT,h ≈ 4 
V and ΔVT,e ≈ 0 V. Furthermore it is consistent with the observation that the SiO2 
dielectric layer is a source for electron traps in the n-type systems discussed in chapter 
4. In the literature it has been shown that the threshold voltage shift in phototransistors 
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can be tuned by controlling the electron trapping ability of the dielectric layer.24 Yet 
the exact origin of the trap density increase is unclear. 
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The pinch-off current in the dark is very low (≈10-11 A) and close to the 
detection limit of the measurement setup. Under illumination we see that the off 
current increases by approximately one order of magnitude. The mechanism 
responsible for the photocurrent is likely to be the photon induced formation of 
excitonic electron-hole pairs, which can dissociate and give rise to an ambipolar 
photocurrent. The dissociation is facilitated by the externally applied source-drain 
electric field and by inbuilt potentials at impurity sites.25 Recombination of excitons 
Fig. 5.8: Ambipolar SQ1 transistor measured in dark and under illumination with (a) IR-LED (λpeak 
= 880 nm) and (b) blue LED (λpeak = 469 nm). (c) Photosensitivity dependence on drain and gate 
bias at maximum near-IR-irradiance (180 W/m2). (d) Dependence of external quantum efficiency 
on gate bias and irradiance, measured at VD = 5 V. (e) Dynamic photo-modulation of current in 
ambipolar transistor biased at VG = 12 V and VD = 5 V. The IR-LED was pulsed at a frequency of 
0.1 Hz. (f) Analysis of rise and fall times of photo-modulated transistor current.  
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before dissociation reduces the photocurrent. In the electron accumulation regime, at 
gate biases below the threshold voltage (VT,e ≈ 37 V), we observe an additional 
doping-like26 current increase which seems to be superimposed to the exciton 
photocurrent. This could be explained by photon-induced direct transitions of 
electrons from localized tail states or in-gap states (traps) into delocalized states.27 In 
the subthreshold regime some localized tail states and traps are filled with injected 
electrons, which are then easily excited to delocalized higher energy states by the 
absorption of low energy infrared photons. As a result we observe an enhanced 
electron photocurrent in the subthreshold regime.  
The pinch-off point and saturation behaviour in the output curves, as measured 
in the dark [Fig. 5.4(e)], are preserved upon illumination. This means that the devices 
are not significantly affected by gate bias independent space charge limited currents 
due to photo-generation of mobile charges in the bulk semiconductor film. Fig. 5.8(c) 
shows the photosensitivity of ID in the electron accumulation regime to illumination at 
different drain voltage biases.  The effect of illumination is the largest at low drain (3-
5 V) and gate (7-15 V) bias.  
The maximum irradiance received by the transistor was measured using an 
inorganic photodiode and an optical power meter to be approximately 180 W/m2. The 
active area was calculated using the width (W = 10 mm) and length (L = 2.5 μm) of 
the transistor channel (i.e. WLA ⋅= ). The incident optical power to the transistor 
channel region was Popt ≈ 4.5 μW. Hence the maximum photoresponsivity R of the 
light sensing transistor at a photo-induced current increase of Iph=Iill - Idark ≈ 1-3 nA is 
estimated to be approximately25  
7.02.0 −==
opt
ph
IR P
I
R  mA/W           (2.35) 
The responsivity value is rather low when compared with other ambipolar LS-
OFETs.9 However, we do note that our calculation takes into account the total 
incident optical power and not the absorbed photons, hence it is an underestimation of 
R. Furthermore, one defines the external quantum efficiency ηEQE as the ratio of the 
number of photo-generated charge carriers Ne that contribute to ID per unit time t to 
the number of photons Nγ incident on the transistor channel area per unit time t, given 
by equation 2.38:11 
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N                       (2.38) 
where h is Planck’s constant, c is the speed of light in vacuum, e is the elementary 
charge and λ is the wavelength of the incident light. Fig. 5.8(d) shows the calculated 
ηEQE vs. VG for different illumination intensities. The highest ηEQE of ≈ 0.1 % is 
achieved at low illumination intensity of ≈ 1.3 W/m2 at VG ≈ 30 V. External quantum 
efficiencies of the order of 10-4-10-5 and a decreasing efficiency with increasing light 
intensity were also observed by Singh et al.28  The latter trend can be attributed to 
saturation of photo-generated charge carriers in the LS-OFETs, as explained by 
Wasapinyokul et al..29 They attribute the lower responsivity at high light intensities to 
effects of space-charge-limited conduction in the channel, as well as polaron-polaron 
annihilation. Again, the calculation ignores photon absorption in the bulk film away 
from the channel. The result can therefore only be considered as a lower limit for the 
actual efficiency of this device. Moreover it is important to emphasize that the 
efficiency of the LS-OFET depends on the gate voltage. The highest efficiency is 
obtained at large positive gate voltages around the threshold voltage, at which most 
trap states in the channel are filled and a conductive region is formed at the 
semiconductor-dielectric interface. Under these circumstances photo-generated 
charges are likely to remain mobile and to be extracted through the S-D electrodes.  
In the case of two-terminal diodes, a large portion of photo-generated charges 
remain immobilized in local trap states in the bulk semiconductor. These charges are 
not detected as photo-current and hence the effective sensitivity is reduced. It has 
been suggested that this is the reason for the superior sensitivity of LS-OFETs at low 
illumination intensity compared to simple 2-terminal photodiodes.22 The gate voltage 
control over the photocurrent could also allow for internal amplification, hence 
making LS-OFETs a good alternative to photodiodes for light sensing technology.30  
Upon exposure to light of a shorter wavelength of 469 nm the current 
modulation was very small [Fig. 5.8(b)]. The irradiance received by the transistor was 
in this case ≈ 173 W/m2. The responsivity to the blue light is approximately one order 
of magnitude lower compared to the infrared LED, i.e. Rblue ≈ 0.05 mA/W. The weak 
response is due to the low optical absorption of SQ1 films at these wavelengths [Fig. 
5.7].  
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The hysteresis between forward and backward scans is negligible, both for 
characteristics measured in the dark and under illumination. We also observed that the 
photo-induced current disappeared when the light was switched off. This led us to 
study the dynamic light response of SQ1 LS-OFETs using a pulsed IR-LED.  In the 
ON-state (i.e. light on) the irradiance received by the transistor was approximately 30 
W/m2.  The transistor current modulation in pulsed mode is shown in Fig. 5.8(e).  The 
transistor current clearly follows the LED pulsing signal at frequencies below 1 Hz. 
The rise (tR) and fall (tF) times of the transistor output signal were extracted as shown 
in Fig. 5.8(f). The total response time measured was 
sttt RFT 4.0≈+=               (5.2) 
This value for tT  yields a maximum operational frequency of  
Hz
t
f
T
5.21 ≈= .              (5.3) 
These time constants are many orders of magnitude longer than the 
characteristic times for the recombination of photo-generated excitons in other 
organic semiconductors,31 but they are consistent with trap emission rates of 0.1-10 
Hz observed in deep level transient spectroscopy experiments32 and the electrically 
driven filling and emptying of traps in organic transistors.33 This observation is in 
agreement with the hypothesis stated above that some component of the photocurrent 
originates from the release of trapped charges. While the response time of the light 
sensing transistor is admittedly slow, the potential for future application in the area of 
cheap, possibly disposable infrared light sensors is very significant.  
The experiment was repeated with the [60]PCBM:OC1C10-PPV blend based 
ambipolar transistors, employing a white fluorescent light source for illumination. 
Again, the pinch-off current in the dark was low (≈ 10-11A), but increased drastically 
upon exposure to light. Fig. 5.9(a) exhibits transfer curves recorded at constant VD = 5 
V and at different illumination intensities, demonstrating the photomodulation of the 
drain-source current. As illustrated in the energy diagram in Fig. 5.5(b), absorption of 
blue light (hν > 2.2 eV) is expected to generate electron-hole pairs in the blend 
components, which diffuse to a fullerene/polymer interface and dissociate into mobile 
holes and electrons.17 Due to the good intermixing of the two blend components the 
excitons typically reach a heterojunction before recombination. At the heterojunction 
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electrons are transferred to the [60]PCBM molecules and holes to the polymer [Fig. 
5.5(b)]. An applied source-drain bias (VD) causes the electrons to migrate towards the 
anode via the fullerene network and holes towards the cathode via the polymer 
network. The mechanisms responsible for exciton creation, diffusion to the 
heterojunction, charge separation and extraction are under intense investigation in the 
field of organic photovoltaics.34 Fig. 5.9(b) represents the dependence of the light 
response on VD.  The data show that the pinch-off current increases by close to five 
orders of magnitude upon illumination and that the sensitivity is largest for low drain 
voltages (< 5 V) and gate biases of 5 to 15 V.  
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Modulation of the drain current was observed also when illuminating the 
transistor with blue light of an LED (λpeak = 469 nm). Driving the LED with a pulse 
generator allowed measuring the response of the LS-OFET to dynamic illumination. 
Fig. 5.9: (a) Photo-modulation of ambipolar transfer characteristics of [60]PCBM:OC1C10-PPV blend 
transistor by fluorescent white light. (b) Sensitivity dependence on VD and VG. (c) Dynamic 
modulation of photocurrent by a pulsed blue LED (λpeak = 469 nm) at frequency 10 Hz. (d) Analysis 
of rise and fall times of transistor current modulated at 1.2 kHz.  
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Fig. 5.9(c) and (d) show the modulation of ID vs. time at different pulsing frequencies 
of the light source. It is observed that the current modulation follows the light signal 
at frequencies up to several hundred Hz, but for frequencies above 1 kHz [Fig. 
5.9(d)], the rise (tR) and fall (tF) times of ID become comparable to half of the period 
of the modulating signal. The combined rise and fall time tT was found to be 
stT μ480≈ , which corresponds to an operating frequency of kHzf 2≈ . Slightly 
faster operating speeds of LS-OFETs based on the same semiconductor components 
have been reported previously.2  
The reason for the much faster optical response time of the blend-based 
ambipolar transistors compared to the SQ1 based transistors has not yet been clarified. 
A possible explanation is a higher density of shallow trap states in the SQ1 material. 
We observe that the threshold voltage in the blend transistors shifts towards smaller 
│VG│ by approximately 3 V in the hole and 1.5 V in the electron accumulation 
regime. The density of trapped photo-generated electrons and holes are calculated 
using equation 5.1: 210, 103
−⋅≈Δ cmn ephoto  and 210, 105.1 −⋅≈Δ cmn hphoto . These photo-
generated charges are trapped before additional charges contribute to the transistor 
current and a delay (tR) of the current increase is observed. When the light is switched 
off, the trapped charges are slowly released, causing a prolongation (tF) of the 
observed photocurrent. However the differences in trap densities and related threshold 
voltage shifts between the two material systems seem too small to explain such 
significant frequency limitations in the SQ1 devices. The difference between the two 
material systems could also be related to the higher charge carrier mobility and a 
shorter exciton diffusion path until charge separation occurs at the heterojunction in 
the blend transistors.  
In conclusion, it is worth emphasizing that ambipolar LS-OFETs generally 
suffer much less from the slow photovoltaic-type light response, which is typically 
observed in unipolar LS-OFETs.21,22 For example, in p-type unipolar devices photo-
generated electrons are trapped near the source electrode when the transistor is turned 
on.21 The resulting threshold voltage shift for majority carrier accumulation facilitates 
an additional photocurrent, but with long response times due to the slow charging and 
discharging of the trap states.30 In ambipolar devices however, both holes and 
electrons are transported to and extracted through the electrodes, and thus contribute 
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to the photocurrent. These devices are less affected by charge carrier trapping and can 
therefore operate at higher modulation frequencies. 
It is also interesting to note that light sensing material systems like the ones 
discussed here could enable facile fabrication of colour sensing arrays based solely on 
LS-OFETs. The characteristic absorption of different materials would also be a useful 
asset to the utilization of various frequency bands in optoelectronic circuits, where the 
sensing and switching functionality is combined in a single type of device, i.e. LS-
OFETs.  
 
5.4.2. Complementary‐like integrated circuits 
In order to demonstrate the potential of ambipolar semiconductors for 
application in organic electronics, we fabricated complementary-like inverters 
comprising two SQ1 based transistors [Fig. 5.10(b) inset].  Due to the well balanced 
hole and electron currents in the transistors, the inverter’s output characteristics [Fig. 
5.10(a)] exhibit insufficient “pull-up” and “pull-down” in the low and the high input 
state, respectively.  This dependence of VOUT for small and large values of VIN is not 
observed in complementary inverters.35 It is a direct consequence of the fact that an 
ambipolar transistor operates like a parallel circuit of an n- and a p-type transistor. 
Hence there is always leakage current flowing through the inverter, as neither 
transistor is ever fully switched off.17,36 Despite this effect we observe symmetric 
output curves with high gain (15) and wide noise margins, approximately 50 % of the 
maximum theoretical value. The gain value compares favourably with values reported 
for other complementary-like inverters based on ambipolar organic semiconductors.36 
It is to be noted that the semiconductor was applied without patterning to the whole 
substrate and no post-treatment was performed on the films following deposition from 
solution.  The inverter’s gain and noise margins are significantly better than results 
obtained typically from unipolar inverters based on materials of superior charge 
carrier mobility.37 
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5.5. Outlook 
In this part of my work two ambipolar organic semiconductor systems 
(Squaraines and OC1C10-PPV:[60]PCBM) have been shown to be great candidates for 
application in light sensing organic field-effect transistors. Under certain biasing 
conditions illumination can be used as a fourth “terminal” to control the transistor 
current, besides source, drain and gate electrodes. In fact this “dual gate” (response to 
light and/or electric input signal) functionality of LS-OFETs enables the fabrication of 
optoelectronic logic gates in a single device structure. Moreover, the possible 
combination of light sensing with internal amplification makes light sensing 
transistors an attractive alternative to conventional photodiodes. Their potential 
advantages include, in principle, higher sensitivity and lower dark currents. LS-
OFETs with ambipolar characteristics offer an additional advantage over unipolar 
phototransistors. Their ability to transport both, holes and electrons, reduces charge 
trapping inside the semiconductor that could cause slow charging and discharging of 
the film. Hence ambipolar light-sensing OFETs are expected to exhibit a faster 
photoresponse than unipolar devices. Furthermore, thanks to the individual absorption 
spectra of different organic material systems investigated here, the fabrication of 
colour-sensitive light sensing arrays can be envisioned. Although the performance in 
terms of sensitivity and response time are yet to be optimized, the novel infrared light-
sensing ability of the SQ1 based LS-OFETs is particularly interesting for application 
in low-cost organic optical sensors.  
Fig. 5.10: (a) Output curves of a complementary-like voltage inverter based on two ambipolar SQ1 
transistors connected according to the schematic shown in the inset in (b). The inverter was 
measured in the 1st and the 3rd quadrant. (b) Graphical representation of noise margins.  
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Furthermore, the solution processed ambipolar OFETs are employed in voltage 
inverters to demonstrate the superior properties of complementary-like logic 
compared to unipolar logic, in terms of noise margin, power consumption and signal 
gain. These findings encourage the use of ambipolar organic semiconductors for the 
facile implementation of power saving and low cost complementary-like organic 
logic. 
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The patterning of organic materials into layers of 
electroactive and passive components remains a major 
hurdle for their large scale implementation into 
electronic applications. The industry requires 
methodologies that provide high throughput, high 
manufacturing yield and which employ low cost 
equipment. Interlayer lithography is proposed for the 
patterning of organic conducting electrodes 
(PEDOT:PSS) in organic field-effect transistors. It 
builds on the existing expertise and equipment of 
photolithography, and presents a simplified method that 
does not significantly affect the optoelectronic 
properties of the patterned organic material. High 
performance p-channel and ambipolar OFETs are 
demonstrated employing diF-TESADT and [60]PCBM 
as organic semiconductors, respectively. 
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6.1. Introduction 
Crucial to the advancement of organic electronics to an industrial production 
scale is the availability of adequate technologies for patterning the various device 
components in 3-D integrated structures. For high throughput, high manufacturing 
yield and low cost fabrication of organic electronic devices the industry requires 
techniques that will enable the fast realization of high resolution patterns over large 
areas, on various types of substrates including rigid glass and flexible plastics. Such 
technologies should require minimal equipment expenditure and cause negligible 
impact on the optoelectronic properties of the electroactive materials.  
Printing based patterning methods such as inkjet printing,1 offset printing,2 and 
spray printing3 are very attractive because of their simplicity and good compatibility 
with soluble organic materials, but resolution limitations (~10 μm) still remain a main 
technology bottleneck. Enhanced pattern resolutions have been achieved by soft 
lithography4-6 and stamping methods7 down to several micrometers or submicrometer 
scales, but the prepatterning of Si mold and the consequent polydimethylsiloxane 
(PDMS) transfer often need to be assisted by conventional photolithography or e-
beam lithography. Conventional photolithography,8-11 originally designed for 
patterning of inorganic materials, has also been demonstrated for the patterning of 
organic electrodes with sub-micrometer resolution.8 Relatively many process steps 
and solvent-induced damage to the organic electrodes have been reported as some 
drawbacks of this technique.8 In the meantime, orthogonal solvents, which do not 
dissolve the organic materials, have been developed,8 rendering photolithography 
suitable for organic patterning. Recently, Huang et al. have proposed a further 
simplified photolithographic method for patterning organic PEDOT:PSS (poly(3,4-
ethylendioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate)) electrodes, namely interlayer 
lithography.12 Thus, the photolithographic tool still possesses a great potential for 
patterning of organic materials, in particular with regard to its high-throughput 
parallel nature, its scalability to large area substrates and its use of established 
equipment and expertise.  
In addition to organic semiconductors, flexible electrodes are also of great 
technological importance for the realisation of high performance plastic electronics.13 
Various materials such as poly(3,4-ethylendioxythiophene)-based conducting 
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polymers,13,14 carbon nanotubes,15 graphenes,16  and amorphous metal oxides17 have 
been widely investigated in order to find a replacement for the conventional indium 
tin oxide (ITO) electrodes, which generally suffer from bending cracks and bear 
increasing material cost.13 Among them, poly(3,4-
ethylendioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) has been recognized as 
one of the most promising alternative electrodes owing to its high flexibility, good 
compatibility with other organic materials, competitive electrical and optical 
properties, and cost-efficient solution processibility18-20 and thus, many attempts have 
been made to implement high performance organic devices on plastic substrates with 
PEDOT:PSS electrodes.12,18-21 
Here the method developed by Huang et al.12 is employed to 
photolithographically pattern the recently released high conductivity PEDOT:PSS 
(Clevios PH500). In the previous work, patterning of PEDOT:PSS with feature size 
resolution down to 2−5 μm has been accomplished and has been applied in polymer 
light-emitting diodes, with millimetre scale PEDOT:PSS anode patterns.12 In this 
study organic field-effect transistors (OFETs) with PEDOT:PSS electrodes patterned 
by interlayer photolithography are investigated. 
This chapter discusses results of my work in collaboration with Leem Dong 
Seok, who is currently a Post-Doctoral researcher in the group of John de Mello in the 
Department of Chemistry at Imperial College London. While his part of the work 
focused on the optimization and characterization of the patterning method to achieve 
highest resolution and high conductivities of the PEDOT:PSS films, my work focused 
on the fabrication of field-effect transistors, circuits and their characterization. 
 
6.2. Electrode patterning by Interlayer Lithography 
Fig. 6.1 shows a schematic illustration of the interlayer lithography patterning 
processes. First, a conventional negative tone SU 8-2 photoresist (PR) is spin-coated 
on the substrate [Fig. 6.1(a)]. Second, the PR is exposed through either a photo mask 
or a metal mask by a UV light source [Fig. 6.1(b)], causing a subsequent cross-linking 
reaction in the UV exposed PR regions [Fig. 6.1(c)]. Third, PEDOT:PSS is spin-
coated on top of the UV exposed PR [Fig. 6.1(c)]. Finally, the PEDOT:PSS coated 
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substrate is transferred to a developer solution, which dissolves the uncross-linked PR 
region and simultaneously removes the PEDOT:PSS above, leaving the patterned 
PEDOT:PSS layer on the cross-linked PR [Fig. 6.1(d)].  
(a) (b) UV exposure
(d)
Substrate
Photoresist (SU 8)
Cross-linked SU 8
PEDOT:PSS
Mask
(c)
(e)
100 μm
 
 
 
 
Unlike in conventional photolithography, the final structure patterned by this 
technique still possesses an intermediate PR layer between PEDOT:PSS and the 
substrate (hence the name ‘interlayer lithography’). The technique eliminates the 
conventional pre-development step of the PR and thereby simplifies the lithography 
process. It is known that the SU 8-2 PR itself has good thermal, chemical and 
mechanical stability.22 The optical microscopy image in Fig. 6.1(e) exhibits an 
example of the patterned PEDOT:PSS on a glass substrate with 150 μm width and 50, 
20, and 10 μm gaps, but it does not reflect the minimum feature sizes achieved by this 
method. A further reduced pattern gap of 4 μm has been achieved in PEDOT:PSS 
films23 and line widths of 2-5 μm were demonstrated in the previous report.12 The 
typical thickness of SU 8-2 PR (1.4 μm) was reduced to 230 ± 20 nm by adding a SU 
8 thinner, in order to minimize the impact of the profile on the formation of 
Fig. 6.1 Interlayer lithography process: (a) SU 8-2 photoresist is spin coated on substrate (glass or 
PET). (b) PR is exposed to UV through photomask, cross linking of PR in exposed regions occurs. 
(c) Target material (here PEDOT:PSS) is spin coated. (d) Sample is immersed in developer 
solution to remove uncross-linked PR, leaving the pattern of PEDOT:PSS behind. (e) Photograph 
of patterned PEDOT:PSS fields on glass, minimum gap width is 10 μm.
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subsequently spin coated films. The total heights of the patterned PEDOT:PSS fields 
on the PR interlayer were measured to be 350 ± 20 nm including the 120 nm-thick 
PEDOT:PSS film.23 
To investigate possible physical property changes of the PEDOT:PSS during the 
patterning process, the conductivities of films made on glass and poly(ethylene 
terephthalate) (PET) substrates are measured and compared for each step (data not 
shown). The PEDOT:PSS films directly coated on either glass or PET substrate 
without SU 8-2 PR interlayer exhibit typically high conductivities of 415−421 S/cm. 
We observed that the patterned PEDOT:PSS films by interlayer lithography still 
maintain high conductivities of ca. 360 S/cm, which is higher than recently reported 
values for the same PEDOT:PSS (PH500) formula.20,24-26   
 
6.3. OFETs and their integrated circuits 
We fabricated PEDOT:PSS array patterns on glass and PET substrates by 
interlayer lithography for use as source and drain electrodes in OFETs, as shown in 
Fig. 6.2(a) and (b), respectively. The patterned PEDOT:PSS electrodes feature five 
different channel lengths in the range of 20 μm to 100 μm and three different channel 
widths of 500, 1000, and 2000 μm.  
(b)(a) (c)
200 μm
 
 
 
The enlarged image [Fig. 6.2(c)] clearly shows a well defined source and drain 
pattern with a channel length of 20 μm and a width of 500 μm. We note that the 
PEDOT:PSS patterning for OFET demonstration was carried out by UV exposure 
Fig. 6.2 Array of PEDOT:PSS source and drain electrodes patterned on (a) glass and on (b) PET. 
(c) Optical micrograph of patterned source-drain contacts with L = 20 μm on glass. 
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through an existing metal mask rather than a photo mask. A complete OFET structure 
is schematically depicted in Fig. 6.3(a). OFETs were fabricated with the p- and n-type 
organic semiconductors 8-difluoro-5,11-bis(triethylsilylethynyl)anthradithiophene 
(diF-TESADT)27 (blended at a ratio 2:1 with poly(triarylamine) (PTAA)) and 
methanofullerene [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methylester ([60]PCBM)28, 
respectively. The molecular structures of these materials are shown in Fig. 6.4. For 
instance, Fig. 6.3(b) exhibits a polarized microscopy image of a diF-TESADT:PTAA 
film on a patterned PEDOT:PSS electrode on glass, showing large crystal grains on 
both PEDOT:PSS contact and glass substrate. 
(b)(a)
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S
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Device fabrication was completed by deposition of a dielectric layer of Cytop 
and the thermal evaporation of a top Al gate electrode. Ultimately, this last step is 
expected to be replaced by a second lithography process to pattern the gate electrode. 
Typical transfer and output characteristics are shown in Fig. 6.5 for transistors with 
PEDOT:PSS contacts patterned by interlayer lithography on glass, based on diF-
TESADT:PTAA [Fig. 6.5(a-b)] and [60]PCBM [Fig. 6.5(c-d)]. In the case of the hole 
transporting device based on diF-TESADT:PTAA we observe negligible hysteresis 
between forward and backward scans, a current on/off ratio of 103 and a high hole 
Fig. 6.3: (a) Schematic representation of transistor architecture and (b) optical micrograph of 
crystalline diF-TESADT:PTAA film on PEDOT:PSS contact and glass substrate. 
Fig. 6.4: Chemical structures of (a) diF-TESADT, (b) PTAA and (c) [60]PCBM semiconductors.  
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mobility of 0.25 - 1 cm2/Vs. From the output curves it becomes evident that the device 
exhibits injection limited characteristics, as indicated by the nonlinear current increase 
in the low drain voltage (VD) regime. This feature is attributed to a non-ohmic 
resistance at the contact between injecting electrode and organic semiconductor, the 
origin of which is most likely the energy barrier for hole injection from the Fermi 
level of the PEDOT:PSS electrode (EF(PEDOT:PSS) ≈ 5.1 eV) into the highest occupied 
molecular orbital (HOMO) of diF-TESADT (5.35 eV)29. A similar problem occurs for 
the injection of electrons in [60]PCBM devices, as evident from the output curves in 
Fig. 6.5(d). The lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of [60]PCBM is 3.7 eV 
resulting in a significant energy barrier for electrons of approximately 1.4 eV.  
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Fig. 6.5: Transfer and output characteristics of field-effect transistors with PEDOT:PSS source-
drain electrodes patterned on glass by interlayer lithography, employing (a-b) diF-TESADT:PTAA 
(L = 30 μm, W = 1 mm, Ci = 2 nF/cm2) and (c-d) [60]PCBM (L = 50 μm, W = 1 mm, Ci = 2 
nF/cm2) as semiconductors, respectively.  
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However, the position of the Fermi-level of the conducting PEDOT:PSS electrodes 
also allows the injection of holes into the HOMO level of [60]PCBM (6.1 eV). Hence 
the device exhibits ambipolar characteristics and can be operated in the hole (VG << 0 
V) and/or the electron (VG >> 0 V) accumulation regime, as demonstrated in the 
transfer curve of Fig. 6.5(c). Hole injection into [60]PCBM is limited by an energy 
barrier of approximately 1 eV, and is therefore only observed at large │VG - VD│. 
The observation that hole injection is more difficult than electron injection despite a 
smaller energy offset was explained by Veenstra et al.30 and van Duren et al.31 for the 
case of gold electrodes. They demonstrated a shift of the metal workfunction towards 
the LUMO level due to the presence of dipoles at the [60]PCBM-Au interface. This 
explanation could also be valid in the case of PEDOT:PSS contacts, although no 
experimental proof can be given at this point. Although the hole field-effect mobility 
(0.005 cm2/Vs) is lower by one order of magnitude compared to the electron mobility 
(0.05 cm2/Vs), the observations made here are in good agreement with previous 
reports on ambipolar charge transport in [60]PCBM.28 To our knowledge, this is the 
first demonstration of ambipolar charge transport in [60]PCBM based transistors 
employing solution processed, transparent PEDOT:PSS source and drain electrodes. 
A summary of the performance parameters of [60]PCBM and diF-TESADT:PTAA 
based transistors on glass substrates is given in Table 6.1. 
 
103103104on/off
86.55.5S (V/dec)
0.250.0050.05 μsat (cm
2/Vs)
- 10-1016VT (V)
holesholeselectrons
diF-
TESADT:PTAAPCBM
 
Similar transistor characteristics were obtained with patterned electrodes on 
PET substrates, although in some cases with lower mobility, in agreement with 
previous reports.27 We note that the characteristics of devices employing PEDOT:PSS 
electrodes that were patterned by interlayer lithography are comparable to results 
reported on diF-TESADT:PTAA32 and [60]PCBM28 based transistors with gold 
electrodes. The work function of gold is very similar to that of PEDOT:PSS (≈ 5.1 
Table 6.1: Summary of performance parameters of [60]PCBM and 
diF-TESADT:PTAA based transistors 
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eV). Hence the results demonstrate the suitability of the interlayer lithography 
technique for patterning of solution processable PEDOT:PSS electrodes and their 
successful use in transistor devices. The large profile height (≈ 350 nm) of the 
suspended electrodes due to the underlying photoresist interlayer does not seem to 
significantly affect the transistor operation (i.e. carrier injection and transport). 
Moreover, the high transparency of the patterned PEDOT:PSS electrodes is of great 
significance for the development of transparent flexible electronics.  
In an attempt to demonstrate the applicability of our transistors to more complex 
electronic circuits we fabricated complementary voltage inverters comprising a hole 
transporting and an electron transporting transistor. The circuit schematic is illustrated 
in Fig. 6.6(a) and the transfer characteristics of the circuit in quasi-static operation at 
various supply voltages (VDD) are shown in Fig. 6.6(b). The inverter displays the 
correct logic function with maximum signal gain ≈ 16. The noise margin was 
approximately 50 % of the maximum theoretical value (NMmax = VDD/2), and is 
comparable to noise margins reported previously for solution processed 
complementary inverters.33  
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6.4. Outlook 
The issue of materials patterning (i.e. conductors, insulators, semiconductors) 
imposes significant challenges for their large scale implementation into organic 
electronics. More precisely the issues of patterning speed, resolution and degradation 
Fig. 6.6: (a) Schematic representation of complementary inverter circuit and (b) its 
output characteristics in quasi-static operation in the first and the third quadrant.  
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of the material properties have to be addressed. In this context interlayer lithography 
is considered a useful technique that benefits from the high resolution patterning of 
conventional photolithography in a simplified process. We employed it successfully to 
pattern organic conducting PEDOT:PSS source-drain electrodes for the use in organic 
field-effect transistors, which exhibit the same level of performance as analogue 
devices with thermally deposited gold electrodes. Furthermore, ambipolar transport is 
observed for the first time in [60]PCBM based transistors with polymeric source-drain 
electrodes. It is anticipated that the patterning technique could easily be scaled up and 
applied to the fabrication of large scale integrated circuits. The method could also be 
used for patterning of organic semiconductors and for the fabrication of transparent, 
flexible organic electronics. 
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 Chapter 7: 
    Low‐Voltage Organic 
Transistors and Circuits based 
on Self‐Assembled Monolayer 
dielectrics 
 
 
One of the main hurdles for the large scale 
implementation of organic field-effect transistors is their 
large operating voltages and the associated high power 
consumption. Both make them incompatible with battery 
powered, light weight applications, in which organic 
electronics are anticipated to be most competitive. 
Reducing the thickness of the gate dielectric with the 
help of (phosphonic acid) self-assembled monolayer 
dielectrics enables transistor operation at few volts. By 
means of this approach, high performance solution 
processed fullerene-based n-channel transistors and 
complementary inverter circuits are demonstrated, 
which operate at less than 2 Volts and exhibit low power 
consumption.                                      
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7.1. Introduction 
A major drawback associated with most organic transistors and circuits reported 
to date is the high operating voltages, i.e. > 20 V.1,2 In order to make organic 
electronics compatible with portable, i.e. battery powered applications the devices 
have to operate at much reduced voltages and preferably at < 5 V.  
A possible approach to surmounting this problem has consisted of reducing the 
thickness of the gate dielectric. In theory, the amount of charge induced in the 
transistor channel is proportional to the geometrical capacitance of the gate dielectric 
(Ci), which in turn is inversely proportional to the dielectric thickness d as expressed 
by equation 7.1:3 
d
C ri
εε ⋅=                (7.1) 
where ε  is the dielectric constant and rε  is the relative permittivity of the dielectric 
material. Successful demonstrations have involved the use of solution processable 
self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) as gate dielectrics. Ultra-thin SAM layers, in 
comparison to conventional dielectrics such as grown oxides or polymer films, yield 
increased geometrical capacitance (Ci) enabling the accumulation of high charge 
carrier densities at reduced gate bias. Reports commonly employ alkyltrichlorosilanes, 
as used by Collet et al.,4 or alkylphosphonic acids, as used by Klauk et al.,5 as part of 
the gate insulation layer. In the latter report, octadecylphosphonic acid (ODPA) was 
functionalized on oxidized aluminium gate electrodes. The majority of examples of 
low-voltage OFETs based on SAM dielectrics utilize evaporated organic 
semiconductors for the active layer. Demonstrations of solution processed 
semiconductors on SAM dielectrics are scarce.6-8 This  is mainly attributed to the 
difficulty in processing solutions of high mobility small molecule semiconductors 
onto methyl terminated monolayers (such as ODPA) due to the characteristically low 
and dispersive surface energy that prevents the formation of continuous thin films.7 
Low-voltage transistors on a self-assembled monolayer  of docosyltrichlorosilane 
(DCTS) have been demonstrated with a solution processed polymer, poly(3-
hexylthiophene) (P3HT), but with lower mobilities.6 
In this chapter the problems related to solution processing of high mobility 
small molecule semiconductors on energetically unfavourable surfaces will be 
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investigated and results on solution processed low-operating voltage n-channel 
transistors will be presented. Fabrication of a solution processed low-voltage 
complementary inverter circuit is also demonstrated.  
 
7.2. SAM based gate dielectrics 
Self-assembled molecular gate dielectrics of ODPA (see Fig. 7.1(a) for 
molecular structure) were fabricated on 30 nm thick Aluminium gate electrodes, 
which were evaporated onto glass substrates employing shadow masks. The gate 
electrodes were first oxidised in oxygen plasma and then submerged in a 5 mм 
solution of ODPA in ethanol. Contact angle measurements were performed on Al-
AlOx surfaces before and after treatment. Fig. 7.1(b) displays images of a water 
droplet on the oxidized aluminium surface. It is evident that upon treatment with 
ODPA [Fig. 7.1(c)] the water contact angle (θC) changes from <40° to >105° degrees, 
clearly indicating the presence of the hydrophobic ODPA layer. Water contact angles 
in excess of 100° are typical for methyl-terminated SAMs.5,9 
ODPA
(a)
Al-AlOX(b) θ < 40º Al-AlOX-ODPA(c) θ > 105º
P
O
HO
HO
 
 
 
Metal-insulator-metal diode structures [Fig. 7.2(a)] were fabricated for 
determining the leakage current and geometric capacitance (Ci) of the insulating layer 
before and after treatment. Fig. 7.2(b) shows the current density-voltage (J-V) 
characteristics measured for three diodes at different stages of the fabrication process. 
A striking observation is the drastic reduction in the leakage current upon treatment 
with ODPA. The current density through the SAM dielectric is typically 10-7 A/cm2 at 
Fig. 7.1: (a) Molecular structure of octadecylphosphonic acid (ODPA). Water contact 
angle on Al-AlOX electrode (b) before and (c) after treatment with ODPA. 
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an applied voltage of 1 V. At a dielectric thickness of < 10 nm, this corresponds to a 
field strength of > 1 MV/cm. Similar leakage current densities were reported at this 
field strength for 50 nm thin polymer dielectrics10 and 100 nm of thermally grown 
SiO2 on Si.11 The measured geometric capacitance of the dielectric between the two 
metal electrodes was found to be in the range of 500-700 nF/cm2 (obtained between 
0.01 and 1 kHz). These results are in good agreement with data reported in the 
literature.5,6 The capacitance increase by several orders of magnitude as compared to 
BCB (≈ 1.2 nF/cm2) and SiO2 (≈ 17 nF/cm2) dielectrics is expected to yield a 
significant decrease in the operating voltage of the transistors.  
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7.3. Surface energy and solution processing 
Having established the suitability of AlOX-ODPA structures as dielectrics, we 
have attempted to fabricate OFETs employing a number of soluble organic 
semiconductors [Fig. 7.5(a)]. Unfortunately, wetting of the Al-AlOx-ODPA surface by 
several different semiconductor solutions proved to be very problematic, with only 
few exceptions. In order to study and understand the interplay between the surface 
properties of the dielectric and the semiconductor solutions a series of surface energy 
measurements were carried out employing a Krüss Drop Shape Analysis system.  
 
 
Fig. 7.2: (a) Schematic representation of metal-insulator-metal structures employed to measure the 
leakage currents at different stages of Al-AlOX-SAM dielectric fabrication (b). 
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7.3.1. Surface energy of hybrid dielectric 
The dispersive and polar solid surface energy components of the Al-AlOx-
ODPA surface were calculated by measuring the contact angles of three different 
liquids (whose polar and dispersive components were known) on the solid surface. 
Here distilled water (γP = 46.4 mN/m, γD = 26.4 mN/m), diiodomethane (γP = 0 
mN/m, γD = 50.8 mN/m) and ethylene glycol (γP = 21.3 mN/m, γD = 26.4 mN/m) were 
used, which formed contact angles of 107°, 68° and 85°, respectively [Fig. 7.3].12  
68°
diiodomethane
air
107°
water
air
(a) (b)
85°
air
(c)
ethylene glycol
 
 
Following the Owens-Wendt-Kaelble method, solid surface energy components 
can be extracted from a linear fit to equation 3.3, derived from the Owens-Wendt-
Kaelble and Young’s equations (sections 2.8.2 and 3.1.5).13,14  
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γγ
γγγ +⎟⎟⎠
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⎛=+             (3.3) 
where θ is the equilibrium contact angle made by each liquid on the solid surface; 
γ is the surface energy where superscripts D and P refer to the dispersive part and the 
polar part respectively. The subscripts L and S refer to the liquid and solid. The polar 
part and dispersive part of the surface energy of Al-AlOx-ODPA were obtained to be 
0.24 mN/m and 22.9 mN/m, respectively. This low and highly dispersive surface 
energy is attributed to the methyl-terminated alkyl chains of ODPA, which are 
expected to be incapable of polar interactions. Hence Van der Waals forces are 
assumed to dominate the interaction between this dielectric surface and the 
semiconductor solution. The slight polar contribution may be a result of the close 
proximity to the AlOX surface, which features a high density of polar hydroxyl 
groups. 
 
 
Fig. 7.3: Contact angles of (a) water, (b) diiodomethane and (c) ethylene glycol on Al-AlOX-ODPA. 
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7.3.2. Liquid surface energy of organic semiconductor solutions 
The polar and dispersive components of the liquid surface tension of the organic 
semiconductor solutions were calculated from contact angles of the solutions on two 
different solid surfaces (whose polar and dispersive surface energy components were 
known) using equations 3.7 and 7.2 also derived from the Owens-Wendt-Kaelble and 
Young’s equations.  
  ( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( )
2
21P
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D
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21P
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D
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21P
S12L
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S21LD
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γγ2γγ2
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−
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    DLL
P
L γγγ −=                           (7.2)  
Here, the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to solids 1 and 2, respectively.  The total surface 
energy of each liquid ( Lγ ), was measured from analysis of pendant drops of solutions. 
For example, Fig. 7.4 shows the images of pendant drops of 10 mg/ml F17-DOPF and 
[60]PCBM solutions in chlorobenzene. The drop shape was fitted by the Krüss Drop 
Shape Analysis system to calculate their volume and extract the total liquid surface 
tensions (see section 2.8.1).  
F17-DOPF 
in CB
[60]PCBM
in CB
air air
syringe syringe(a) (b)
 
 
As mentioned in 2.8.2 and 3.1.5 the two solid surfaces have to be chosen with 
care because large experimental error is observed when the liquid and solid surfaces 
are very different in terms of the type of interaction they are able to engage in.13 
However, if they exhibit very similar surface energy components, this yields low 
contact angles (θ < 10°) that are difficult to measure accurately. The balance is 
therefore left to the experimenter to determine. In this work contact angles between 
20° and 50° were considered acceptable. Most organic semiconductor solutions 
Fig. 7.4: Pendant drops of (a) F17-DOPF and (b) [60]PCBM in 
chlorobenzene solutions used to measure liquid surface tension. 
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formed contact angles within this range on HMDS treated Si/SiO2 wafers with a 
homogeneous and reproducible surface energy of γSiO2-HMDS = 34.2 mN/m (γSP = 16.2 
mN/m and γSD = 18 mN/m) (see section 4.7.2.) and on the ODPA treated Al/AlOX 
surface γAlOx-ODPA = 23.1 mN/m (γSP = 0.2 mN/m and γSD = 22.9 mN/m). Using 
equation 3.7 and 7.2 the surface tension components of a variety of liquid 
semiconductor solutions (molecular structures shown in Fig. 7.5(a)) were calculated, 
as shown in Table 7.1.  
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To quantify the wettability of each solution on the SAM surface it is useful to 
compute the spreading parameter (ΔW) given as ( )1cosγW L −=Δ θ  (equation 2.53).15 
The latter represents the difference between the work of adhesion 
( ( )1cosθγW LSL += , i.e. the work required to separate a unit area of the solid-liquid 
Fig. 7.5: (a) Chemical structure of the molecules studied. (b) Wetting envelopes for the AlOx-
ODPA surface with coordinates of liquid surface energy components of semiconductor solutions 
plotted (symbols).  
Table 7.1: Summary of material properties and transistor characteristics. All measurements were 
performed using 10 mg/ml chlorobenzene solutions. 
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interface) and the work of cohesion ( LLL γ2W = , i.e. the work required to separate a 
unit area of liquid-liquid interface).16 ΔW shows the extent to which the liquid will 
adhere to the surface relative to itself and hence indicates the ability of a liquid drop 
to stick to the solid surface during solution-processing. At θ = 0°, ΔW = 0, indicating 
that the liquid can adhere equally well to the surface of the solid as it does to itself and 
hence complete wetting is observed.  
Another useful illustration of the wetting behaviour of liquids on the Al-AlOx-
ODPA surface can be gained from determining the wetting envelopes. These are 
contour lines of constant equilibrium contact angle in a plot of PLγ  vs.
D
Lγ , determined 
by suitable manipulation of the Owens-Wendt-Kaelble equation 2.51: 
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The plot, shown in Fig. 7.5(b), gives an indication of the degree to which various 
liquids will wet the surface, if knowledge of the PLγ  and 
D
Lγ  is available. It also 
illustrates the surface properties of ideal liquids for solution processing on the 
dielectric. It is implicit from ( )1cosγW L −=Δ θ  that smaller contact angles will 
generally be associated with increased wettability. Any liquids whose surface energy 
components plotted on the graph lie below the line of θ = 0° are expected to 
completely wet the surface. In the experiment, liquids whose surface energy 
components lie above the line of θ = 40° do not demonstrate particularly good wetting 
and good film formation from solution processing becomes less likely. Hence, for use 
with ODPA, the most practical candidate semiconductor solutions should possess low 
surface energies dominated by dispersive rather than polar forces (i.e. PLγ  ≈ 0 and 
ideally DS
D
L γγ ≤ ). Fig. 7.5(b) also displays plots of the coordinates of the organic 
semiconductor solutions calculated above. The experimentally determined contact 
angles and surface energy components for each material are summarised in Table 7.1. 
It can be observed that those solutions with ⏐ΔW⏐> 5 mN/m and whose surface 
energy components lie to the right of the θ = 40° wetting envelope did not 
demonstrate transistor operation. Upon spin coating, these solutions formed 
inhomogeneous films or no film at all. Interestingly, two solutions, F17-DOPF and 
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PCB-F3, are seen to approach the surface energy characteristics required for wetting 
the Al-AlOX-ODPA surface. Indeed, upon spin coating, these solutions are found to 
form continuous films that are suitable for use in OFETs. 
In conclusion, surface energy analysis is found to provide a powerful tool to 
examine the wettability of liquid solutions on dielectric thin films and to 
explain/predict the film forming behaviour of those. However, it is noted that other 
factors controlling the dynamics of film formation such as solute adsorption, surface 
roughness, liquid viscosity and solvent evaporation rate will also play a role in the 
spin coating process.17-20 It can be assumed that these parameters were constant 
throughout the experiment, since spin coating was always performed in the glovebox 
under N2 atmosphere, at similar spinning speeds and from solutions in the same 
solvent at similar concentrations. 
 
7.4. Low‐voltage, high mobility n‐type OFETs 
To test the applicability of ODPA dielectrics in devices we have fabricated 
transistors employing a self-assembled layer of ODPA functionalized onto oxidized 
Al gate electrodes using F17-DOPF/PCB-F3 as the semiconductors [Fig. 7.6(b) inset]. 
The transistor parameters calculated for the best devices are summarised in Table 7.1. 
Fig. 7.6 displays the transfer [Fig. 7.6(a)] and output [Fig. 7.6(b)] characteristics of a 
F17-DOPF OFET. The field-effect mobility μ and threshold voltage VT were 
calculated from a linear fit to a plot of DI , measured in saturation, vs. GV . Electron 
mobility values in the range of μ = 0.01 - 0.04 cm2/Vs and threshold voltages of VT = 
0 – 0.3 V are obtained. The current on/off ratio and subthreshold slope 
( D10G IlogVS ∂∂= ) were also estimated yielding ≈104 and ≈130 mV/decade, 
respectively. The subthreshold slope obtained here is comparable to the best values 
reported previously for evaporated small-molecule semiconductors on ODPA gate 
dielectrics.21  Furthermore it is similar to state of the art silicon MOS-FETs22 and 
close to the theoretical room temperature limit of 60 mV/dec.23,24 The gate leakage 
currents were always at least one to two orders of magnitude lower than the drain 
current.  
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Low-voltage transistors were also fabricated using poly(3-hexylthiophene) 
(P3HT) as hole conducting semiconductor. In this case substrate wetting was less 
problematic, since the deposition of polymer solutions is less affected by the surface 
tension of the solid. This is attributed to a larger viscosity of the solution,19 due to the 
larger molecular weight of the P3HT polymer used. A representative set of the p-
channel operation characteristics obtained from an OFET based on an AlOX-ODPA 
dielectric and P3HT as semiconductor is shown in Fig. 7.7. The transistor operates 
with low hysteresis and exhibits a current on/off ratio of ≈ 102. The hole mobility in 
saturation and the threshold voltage were obtained from a linear fit to the (ID)1/2 vs. VG 
plot to be μ ≈ 0.006 cm2/Vs and VT = -0.6 V, respectively. The subthreshold slope is 
Fig. 7.6: (a) Transfer and (b) output characteristics of F17-DOPF based n-channel transistor 
fabricated on SAM dielectric (inset b). L = 60 μm, W = 1.5 mm, Ci = 600 nF/cm2. 
Fig. 7.7: (a) Transfer and (b) output characteristics of P3HT based p-channel transistor fabricated 
on SAM dielectric (inset a). L = 60 μm, W = 1 mm, Ci = 600 nF/cm2. 
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250 mV/dec. These characteristics are very similar to a low-voltage P3HT based 
transistor fabricated on a DCTS monolayer dielectric, reported by Park et al.; except 
for the subthreshold slope, which they found to be 630 mV/dec.6  
The threshold voltage and subthreshold slope of the p-channel transistors are 
higher compared to the n-channel fullerene based transistors. From the threshold 
voltages and the subthreshold slopes the density of charge carrier traps in the channel 
region, i.e. at the dielectric/semiconductor interface, are estimated using equations 
2.22 and 2.25: 
e
CVn iTtrap
⋅=              (2.22) 
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −≈
eTk
SCn
B
itrap
1
10ln
max            (2.25) 
Using Ci ≈ 600 nF/cm2 and T = 293 K electron and hole trap densities are obtained in 
the range of 2121041 −⋅−≈ cmne and 21210123 −⋅−≈ cmnh , respectively. Similar trap 
densities were determined using the same methods in other organic transistors.25-27  
Klauk et al. also measured a larger threshold in devices based on evaporated films of 
hole conducting (pentacene) than in electron conducting 
(hexadecafluorocopperphthalocyanine (F16CuPc)) semiconductors on ODPA 
dielectrics.5 These observations suggest that trapping of holes at the ODPA surface is 
more pronounced than trapping of electrons and that an applied gate bias forms a 
conductive n-channel more efficiently than a p-channel on this type of dielectric. 
The transistor performance is generally comparable to the performance 
observed in high voltage transistors based on polymer or oxide dielectrics using the 
same set of semiconductors and injection electrodes. However, operation at drastically 
reduced voltages, typically less than 2 Volts, is achieved. These results could pave the 
path towards low-voltage, solution processed field-effect transistors for use in low-
power, large-area organic electronics.  
 
7.5. Low‐voltage complementary inverters 
Solution processed low-voltage p- and n-channel SAM based transistors were 
integrated to produce complementary inverters employing the circuitry shown 
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schematically in the inset of Fig. 7.8(a). As can be seen the inverter operates at less 
than 1.5 V and exhibits a relatively high gain of the order of >10 [Fig. 7.8(a, c)]. The 
noise margin was about 60% of the maximum theoretical value, i.e. VDD/2 [Fig. 
7.8(b)]. As expected from complementary logic, the circuit current during quasistatic 
operation of the inverter was low (≈ 1 nA) resulting in a static power dissipation 
below 5 nW per logic gate. The circuit current is attributed to current leakage via the 
semiconductor material, and is therefore expected to depend on the charge carrier 
mobility of the semiconductor. The power consumption here is slightly higher than 
the value reported by Klauk et al. (< 1 nW per logic gate), even though the mobility 
of our devices is lower by at least one order of magnitude.21 Improvement of the 
power consumption characteristics is expected upon patterning of the organic 
semiconductors, i.e. reducing the off current of the OFETs. Finally, it is to be taken 
into account that the overall inverter performance is limited by the operating 
characteristics of the p-channel device and could be improved by implementing 
superior hole transporting materials.  
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Fig. 7.8: (a) Output characteristics of complementary voltage inverter (inset, design rule: L = 60 
μm) based on low voltage n-channel (W = 1 mm, F17-DOPF) and p-channel (W = 2 mm, P3HT) 
transistors. Representation of (b) noise margin, (c) gain and (d) power consumption of the inverter 
in quasi-static operation.  
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7.6. Outlook 
In summary, by studying the surface energy interactions between the AlOx-
ODPA dielectric and a number of soluble organic semiconductors the fabrication of 
SAM based low-voltage n-channel and p-channel OFETs from solution was enabled. 
This method of surface analysis to determine the suitability of soluble organic 
semiconductors for processing on a given solid surface is generic and should be 
applicable to a wide range of SAM dielectric/organic semiconductor systems. The low 
temperature fabrication of the ultra thin hybrid dielectrics from solution is in principle 
compatible with a wide range of processing methodologies, including inkjet-, contact- 
and gravure printing and spray pyrolysis. Hence this work could have significant 
implications for the development of large area, low-power solution processed organic 
electronics. This work is the first demonstration of a low power complementary 
voltage inverter that is based on solution processed organic semiconductors and SAM 
gate dielectrics and which operates at less than 2 Volts. 
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 Chapter 8: 
    Thin‐Film Transistors based 
on Transparent Oxide 
Semiconductors deposited by 
Spray Pyrolysis 
 
Metal oxides have been used for decades in a wide 
range of applications, as optical and protective coatings 
and as electroactive materials. Recently they have 
received a lot of interest as transparent semiconductors 
for use in opto-electronics. Their many advantages, such 
as high charge carrier mobility, air stability, optical 
transparency, mechanical robustness and compatibility 
with a wide range of processing methodologies, 
including from solution, make them very promising 
candidates for electronic applications. Here a very 
simple solution deposition method, namely spray 
pyrolysis, is used to fabricate thin-film transistors 
employing TiO2 and ZnO as transparent 
semiconductors. The best devices exhibit air-stable 
electron transport and operation at <2 V, with charge 
carrier mobility of the order of 10 cm2/Vs. 
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8.1. Introduction 
Organic materials offer the prospect of low manufacturing cost combined with 
some desirable physical characteristics such as ease of processing and mechanical 
flexibility. But while research in the area of organic materials and devices has been 
intensifying, a different class of semiconducting materials, namely transparent oxide 
semiconductors (TOS), has emerged as possible alternative technology.1 Metal oxides 
incorporate important qualities that are currently absent from organic-based 
semiconductors. For instance, they generally exhibit higher charge carrier mobility 
that is already sufficient for use in optical displays, such as current-driven organic 
light-emitting diode (OLED) based displays.2,3 An additional advantage of TOS 
relevant to many electronic applications is the superb optical transparency resulting 
from their wide bandgap. The latter makes oxide semiconductors particularly 
interesting for use in transparent electronics4 as well as in backplanes for the next 
generation of current-driven displays.2,5 
Here, the use of a simple deposition technique, namely spray pyrolysis, is 
demonstrated for the fabrication of high-performance low-voltage metal oxide 
electronics. The method is compatible with large area deposition onto ultra-thin self-
assembled monolayer gate dielectrics and could potentially address both the issue of 
manufacturing cost and high operating voltages. 
 
8.2. Air‐stable TFTs based on transparent oxide semiconductors 
A wide variety of TOS systems have been studied for a range of different 
purposes (see section 2.9.1). Few examples include materials deposited using solution 
processing techniques. In this work I focused on two non-toxic TOS, for which 
solution processable precursor materials were commercially available at very low 
cost.  
On the one hand, titanium dioxide (TiO2) is a well known member of the TOS 
family and one of the most promising materials for application in hybrid photovoltaics 
i.e. dye-sensitized solar cells (DSCs).6,7 On the other hand, very high electron 
mobilities have recently been reported in devices based on zinc oxide (ZnO).8,9 Here 
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the application of both materials as semiconductors in thin-film transistors by solution 
processing is explored.  
 
8.2.1. TiO2 semiconductor layers 
Thin films of TiO2 were deposited from a precursor solution of titanium (IV)iso-
propoxide (Ti-iPr), modified with acetylacetone, in absolute ethanol by spray 
pyrolysis at TS = 450°C onto quartz substrates [Fig. 8.1(a) inset]. In previous reports 
this precursor is shown to produce anatase films of TiO2 at deposition temperatures 
between 410-550 °C.10 To study the optical properties of as-deposited films optical 
absorption measurements in the range 250-750 nm were performed [Fig. 8.1].  From 
the onset of absorption the optical bandgap (EG) can be approximated yielding a value 
of 3.3 eV. This is in agreement with values reported in the literature.11 Due to its wide 
bandgap TiO2 films are highly transparent to the visible part of the electromagnetic 
spectrum [Fig. 8.1(a) inset]. In particular, measurements yield transparency values in 
the range 69-92% for wavelengths between 400-750 nm, respectively [Fig. 8.1(b)]. 
Such superb optical characteristics qualify TiO2 as a candidate for use in transparent 
electronics.  
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Next the suitability of TiO2 films deposited by spray pyrolysis for use in thin-
film transistors (TFTs) was examined. Initial tests were carried out in nitrogen 
Fig. 8.1: (a) Absorbance and (b) transmission characteristics of TiO2 films deposited by 
spray pyrolysis at TS = 450 °C. Inset: optical photograph of TiO2 coated quartz substrate. 
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atmosphere in the dark employing a BG-BC type transistors [Fig. 8.2(a) inset] using 
gold S-D electrodes. Representative sets of the transfer and output characteristics 
obtained from a TiO2 BG-BC TFT (L = 5 μm, W = 50 cm) are shown in Fig. 8.2(a) 
and (b), respectively. The maximum electron mobility derived in saturation from this 
device was 3×10-3 cm2/Vs (VD = 80 V) with on/off current ratio and threshold voltage 
of ≈ 105 and VT ≈ 33 V, respectively.  
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Strongly injection-limited charge transport is observed as evident from the 
super-linear behaviour of ID at low VD [Fig. 8.2(b)]. This is attributed to the relatively 
large contact barrier for electrons (ϕAu = 1.3 eV) present between the Fermi level of 
Au (EF(Au) = 5.1 eV) and the conduction band of TiO2 (CB ≈ 3.8 eV).6 The simplified 
energy diagram of the contact, neglecting band bending, is shown in Fig. 8.2(c). In an 
effort to minimise the injection barrier BG-TC TFTs employing low workfunction 
contact materials were fabricated. The inset in Fig. 8.3(a) shows the BG-TC device 
architecture employed. Aluminium, with EF(Al) = 4.1 eV, was found to provide an 
ohmic-like contact with the CB of TiO2 (ϕAl = 0.3 eV, Fig. 8.2(c)). The room 
Fig. 8.2: (a) Transfer and (b) output 
characteristics of BG-BC TiO2 transistor. L = 5 
μm, W = 50 cm, Ci = 17 nF/cm2. (c) Schematic 
representation of TiO2 band gap and energy 
offsets to fermi levels of Au and Al injecting 
electrodes. 
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temperature transfer and output characteristics obtained from a TiO2 transistor with Al 
S-D electrodes are shown in Fig. 8.3. From the transfer curves, in saturation, [Fig. 
8.3(a)] a maximum electron mobility of 0.05 cm2/Vs and a VT ≈ 32 V are calculated. 
Although the electron mobility of TiO2 is lower than that of other TOS,1 it compares 
favourably with values extracted from TFTs based on single crystals of rutile TiO2.12  
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Fig. 8.4 displays the dependence of electron mobility, measured in saturation, 
on temperature. A thermally activated electron transport with an associated energy of 
EA ≈ 90 meV is observed, possibly governed by a hopping type conduction 
mechanism.13 Interestingly, for temperatures > 350 K the electron mobility exceeds 
0.1 cm2/Vs, a value comparable to that obtained from amorphous silicon (a-Si) based 
transistors.14 The mobility is also comparable to the field-effect mobility obtained in 
transistors based on high quality anatase TiO2 films, which were produced using an 
elaborate oxygen modulated pulsed laser deposition method.15 From these results we 
Fig. 8.3: (a) Transfer and (b) output characteristics of BG-TC TiO2 transistor with Al S-D 
electrodes. L = 60 μm, W = 1 mm, Ci = 17 nF/cm2.  
 
Fig. 8.4: Arrhenius-type dependence 
of field-effect mobility in saturation on 
temperature. The activation energy for 
electron transport is 90 meV. 
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can conclude that SP is a useful method for the deposition of high quality TOS films 
using very simple processing equipment.  
In order to assess their operational stability in air, the TiO2 transistors were 
removed from the nitrogen atmosphere and measured in the dark in ambient air at 
room temperature. Fig. 8.5 demonstrates the air-stable operation of TiO2 transistors 
over several days. As evident from Fig. 8.5(a) the electron mobility hardly changes 
over a period of approximately 6 days. The current on/off ratio decreases slightly 
towards the end of this period [Fig. 8.5(b)], which is due to a modest increase of the 
off current. The exact nature of this current increase is subject to further investigation. 
Overall it is noteworthy that the transistors do not appear to degrade during storage in 
ambient air, which is a great advantage over most electron transporting organic 
semiconductors.  
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8.2.2. ZnO semiconductor layers 
Encouraged by the excellent results obtained from the TiO2 TFTs, the suitability 
of SP for the deposition of other TOS was investigated. The technique was also 
employed for the deposition of ZnO thin films from a zinc acetate dihydrate 
(Zn(CH3COO) •  2H2O) precursor solution [Fig. 8.6(a) inset].16 The absorption 
spectrum of a ZnO film deposited at TS = 400 °C onto a quartz substrate is displayed 
Fig. 8.5: (a) Evolution of electron mobility and (b) current on/off ratio in a TiO2 transistor stored and 
operated in air. The solid lines are a guide to the eye. 
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in Fig. 8.6(a). The thin film exhibits a clear absorption onset at around 370 nm, 
corresponding to an optical bandgap energy of approximately 3.35 eV. This is in good 
agreement with earlier reported values.1,17,18 The surface morphologies of ZnO films 
deposited on SiO2 substrates were studied by close-contact atomic force microscopy 
(AFM). A representative image is shown in Fig. 8.6(b) of a film deposited at TS = 400 
°C. The surface root mean square roughness is found to be ≈ 1.6 nm.  
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To investigate the suitability of the SP-deposited ZnO films for the fabrication 
of functional devices a number of ZnO TFTs were constructed. Fig. 8.7(a-b) displays 
the transfer and output characteristics measured in the dark from a BG-TC ZnO 
transistor fabricated at 400 °C employing Al S-D electrodes. A schematic diagram of 
the device architecture is shown in the inset of Fig. 8.7(a). Excellent transport 
characteristics are obtained with maximum electron mobility of the order of 15-20 
cm2/Vs.16,19 This value is amongst the highest electron mobilities reported to date for 
transistors based on solution processed TOS films.18,20,21 
BG-BC transistors based on ZnO were also fabricated employing Au S-D 
electrodes. These devices generally exhibited lower mobility (i.e. < 2 cm2/Vs) values 
compared to the ZnO transistors with Al S-D TC electrodes. As for the TiO2 
transistors, this effect is attributed, partly, to the significant energy offset present 
between the Fermi level of the gold S-D electrodes (EF(Au) = 5.1 eV) and the 
conduction band of ZnO (≈ 4.4 eV) (the offset is much less pronounced in BG-TC 
devices where aluminium electrodes with a work function of 4.1 eV are employed). In 
addition to the energy offset, Göpel et al. also demonstrated that the Schottky barrier 
at the non-reactive Au-ZnO interface is qualitatively different from that of the rather 
Fig. 8.6 (a) inset: Chemical structure of Zn acetate dihydrate precursor material. (a) Absorbance 
characteristics and (c) close contact AFM images of ZnO films deposited by spray pyrolysis at TS = 
400°C. 
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reactive Al-ZnO interface.22 This may also explain the differences in charge transport 
across the interface. Finally, the difference in performance could also be related to the 
different geometrical configuration of the injecting electrodes and the order of 
deposition, as mentioned in section 2.3.1. The films formed on the smooth SiO2 
surface are likely to be more homogeneous in their morphology and thickness than the 
films deposited on the pre-patterned Au electrodes, and should therefore be more 
suitable for the formation of a conducting channel.  
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8.3. Spray Pyrolysis on Self‐Assembled Monolayer gate dielectrics 
The implementation of high-performance TOS based integrated circuits not only 
requires TFTs with high charge carrier mobilities, but also low operating voltages. In 
an effort to reduce the operating voltage of the high mobility ZnO transistors the SP 
deposition technique was used to fabricate transistors utilising self-assembled 
monolayer (SAM) gate dielectrics. The SAM gate dielectrics used here are the same 
type of molecules as the ones discussed in chapter 7.  
 
8.3.1. Low‐voltage, high mobility ZnO transistors 
Ultra-thin gate dielectrics based on self-assembled layers of 
octadecylphosphonic acid molecules were fabricated on oxidized Al gate electrodes, 
as described in chapter 7.16,23 The molecular structure of the n-octadecylphosphonic 
Fig. 8.7: (a) Transfer and (b) output characteristics obtained from a BG-TC (Al, L = 60 μm, W = 
1.5 mm, Ci = 17 nF/cm2 ) TFT employing semiconducting ZnO films deposited by spray pyrolysis 
at TS = 400°C.  
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acid (ODPA) employed is shown in Fig. 8.8(a). Fig. 8.8(b) shows pictures of water 
droplets on the Al-AlOx surface before and after treatment with ODPA. The 
significant changes in the water contact angle from ( )°±= 240
xAlO
θ  to 
( )°±= 2105ODPAθ confirm the presence of the hydrophobic monolayer. Interestingly, it 
is found that high contact angles are preserved even after heat treatment of the 
samples at 400-450°C in N2. Detailed surface energy measurements reveal that the 
surface characteristics of Al-AlOx-ODPA electrodes do not change significantly for 
annealing periods of up to 10 minutes. Hence, it can be concluded that phosphonic 
acid groups bond very strongly to AlOx and the insulating alkyl chains are not 
removed during annealing. An important observation made previously in chapter 7 is 
that SAM functionalisation is found to drastically reduce the leakage current between 
the Al-AlOX electrode and an evaporated top gold electrode. Impedance 
measurements carried out on the same devices yield a geometric capacitance in the 
range 500-700 nF/cm2.23,24  
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In order to prepare low-voltage oxide transistors and integrated circuits 
employing SAM dielectrics ZnO was deposited on Al-AlOx-ODPA gate electrodes by 
SP followed by the evaporation of Al S-D top contacts. Fig. 8.9(a-b) show the transfer 
and output characteristics of a SAM-based ZnO TFT (TS = 400°C). The transistor 
exhibits excellent operating characteristics with minimum hysteresis. The device 
structure is shown in the inset of Fig. 8.9(a). As-prepared n-channel transistors operate 
Fig. 8.8: (a) Chemical structure of the n-octadecylphosphonic acid molecule employed in the SAM 
gate dielectric.  (b) Images of water droplets on the surfaces of Al-AlOx, Al-AlOx-SAM and Al-
AlOx-SAM after annealing at 400°C in N2. The high contact angles of >105° measured for Al-
AlOx-SAM surfaces after thermal annealing clearly demonstrate the thermal stability of ODPA 
monolayers.   
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at less than 1.5 V. Table 8.1 summarises the performance parameters of SAM-based 
ZnO TFTs fabricated at different TS between 200 °C and 500 °C. The extracted 
electron mobilities are comparable to values obtained from BG-TC transistors 
employing an SiO2 gate dielectric. The upper limit for the electron trap density in the 
channel region is determined using equation 2.25:  
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −≈
eTk
SCn
B
itrap
1
10ln
max            (2.25) 
The trap densities of the order 1013 cm-2 obtained here are higher compared to the trap 
densities previously observed in amorphous organic materials (see section 7.4). This 
finding is attributed to the polycrystalline nature of the TOS material and the effect of 
grain boundary trapping.25,26 A clear trend with deposition temperature could not be 
determined.  
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To prove that the ODPA SAM layer plays a key role in reducing the leakage 
current to the gate electrode, I also fabricated ZnO TFTs employing bare Al-AlOx 
gates. Surprisingly, operational transistors can be obtained even when 
functionalisation of the Al-AlOx gate with ODPA is omitted [Fig. 8.9(c)]. This is due 
to the simultaneous occurrence of two important chemical processes during SP: (i) 
conversion of the zinc acetate dihydrate solution to ZnO, and (ii) further oxidisation 
of the surface of the aluminium gate electrode to AlOx. However, it is observed that 
low-voltage ZnO transistors without ODPA exhibit significantly higher gate leakage 
current, significantly lower on/off ratios (<102) and reduced electron mobilities as 
compared to ODPA-based ZnO TFTs. From these results we can conclude that the 
SAM plays a vital role as part of the gate dielectric and for the significantly improved 
TFT performance.  
Table 8.1: Performance parameters of low-voltage BG-TC ZnO transistors based 
on AlOx-SAM dielectrics. The channel length of the TFTs was kept constant and 
equal to 60 μm while the width was varied in the range of 1-2 mm. 
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8.3.2. Low‐voltage ZnO based unipolar inverters  
N-channel SAM-based ZnO transistors were used to fabricate low-voltage 
unipolar logic gates. The output curves of a representative unipolar voltage inverter 
measured in air are shown in Fig. 8.9(d). The inset figure displays the circuitry of the 
inverter comprising two low-voltage ZnO transistors (TFT 1 and TFT 2) using 60 μm 
design rule (i.e. L = 60 μm).  The circuit operates at voltages below 2 V and shows the 
correct logic function with signal gain >1. These results clearly demonstrate the 
potential of combining simple and low-cost deposition techniques for the fabrication 
Fig. 8.9: (a) Transfer characteristics and (b) output characteristics measured from a low-voltage 
ODPA-based ZnO transistor. Inset in (a) shows the BG-TC transistor architecture employed (L = 
60 μm, W = 1 mm). ZnO was deposited by spray pyrolysis in air at TS = 400°C. (c) Transfer 
characteristics of low voltage ZnO transistor without ODPA SAM in dielectric (architecture see 
inset, L = 60 μm, W = 2 mm). (d) Output characteristics of a unipolar voltage inverter comprising 
two low-voltage ODPA-based ZnO transistors measured at different VDD. Inverter characterisation 
was performed in ambient atmosphere. Inset in (d) shows the circuitry of the unipolar inverter 
(using L = 60 μm design rule).  
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of high performance transistors and logic circuits. It is also worth noting that the 
SAM-based ZnO transistors and circuits operate at low voltages comparable to that of 
state-of-the-art amorphous silicon TFTs and could arguably be considered as an 
alternative to amorphous and polycrystalline silicon in many electronic applications.  
 
8.4. UV‐induced doping in ZnO transistors 
During the characterization of the devices made from TiO2 and from ZnO films 
deposited by spray pyrolysis, a dependence of the measurements on fluorescent white 
light was noticed. In order to investigate this phenomenon, current-voltage 
measurements were performed between two points of a ZnO film deposited on a 
highly doped Si wafer with a thermally oxidized dielectric layer of SiO2, before and 
after illumination by a handheld UV lamp. The resistance between two probes 
positioned at approximately 1.5 mm from each other decreased from 1010 Ω to 105 Ω 
after the film was illuminated for 5 minutes in nitrogen atmosphere. In order to 
investigate the illumination effect on transistors, transfer curves of low operating 
voltage ZnO based transistors were recorded in inert nitrogen atmosphere in dark and 
under illumination by a handheld UV lamp. A strong effect on the drain current was 
observed [Fig. 8.10(a)]. More precisely, the transfer curves shifted towards more 
negative gate voltages, causing the threshold voltage to shift from VT ≈ 0 V to VT(UV) ≈ 
- 1 V. This observation suggests an increase in the density of mobile charges (i.e. 
electrons) in the ZnO film upon illumination with UV light. As a result, a negative 
gate voltage is required to deplete the channel region. Similar findings were reported 
by Bae et al.27 The light induced doping concentration can be calculated using 
equation 8.1, which is derived from equation 2.22:  
e
CVV
n iUVTTdoping
⋅−= )( )(              (8.1) 
Using Ci = 500 nF/cm2 a doping concentration of 212103 −⋅ cm is obtained. The effect 
was not reversible instantaneously, as the high drain currents were sustained after 
switching the lamp off. Subsequent measurements under vacuum of the drain current 
vs. time after a short period tUV of illumination with a UV-LED (λpeak = 400 nm, tUV = 
10 s) showed that the drain current decayed exponentially with a half-life time of 
approximately 10 min [Fig. 8.10(b)]. The relaxation was accelerated when a negative 
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gate bias was applied or when the sample was moved out of the inert atmosphere into 
ambient air. This dependence of the photoresponse time on the ambient conditions 
was already observed early on by Collins and Thomas for ZnO crystals28, by Kind et 
al. in the case ZnO nanowires29 and by Takahashi et al. in sol-gel deposited ZnO 
films.30 They argued that in the presence of air, O2 molecules adsorb into the ZnO 
film and trap mobile electrons. Upon illumination with UV light these O2- ions are 
discharged by holes, which are photogenerated in the ZnO bulk. The photogenerated 
electrons remain mobile and contribute to the increased conductivity, until the 
illumination is stopped and trapping by adsorbed oxygen molecules occurs. This 
optical gating effect also operates under quasi vacuum (10-4 mbar), however less 
electrons are trapped by fewer adsorbing O2 molecules and hence the conductivity 
decays more slowly when the light is switched off. This phenomenon and the 
potential exploitation of the UV light sensing capability of ZnO films in 
photodetectors are subject to further investigation.  
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8.5. Outlook 
In conclusion, the present results demonstrate the possibility of combining two 
very simple deposition techniques, namely spin/drop casting of SAM-dielectrics and 
spray pyrolysis of TOS, for the fabrication of high performance transistors and 
Fig. 8.10: (a) UV-induced shift of transfer characteristics of low voltage ZnO transistor (L = 
60 μm, W = 1 mm). (b) Slow decay of photocurrent after brief illumination with UV (λpeak = 
400 nm) of a ZnO TFT of same dimensions measured in vacuum.  
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integrated circuits. Electron mobility of the order of 10 cm2/Vs was achieved in 
transistors operating at less than 2 Volts in air. Semiconductor deposition by spray 
pyrolysis is performed entirely in ambient atmosphere without any special 
precautions. It is established that the as-deposited TOS films are of high quality and 
uniformity. Further investigations are under way to better control the morphology and 
the conductivity level of the films deposited by SP. Doping the TOS precursor 
solution and tuning the chemical composition of the precursor material in order to 
reduce the conversion temperature are anticipated to make the SP technique suitable 
for low temperature fabrication processes. Moreover, the novel combination of 
solution-processable SAM-dielectrics with large-area compatible spray pyrolysis 
deposition should be applicable to other metal oxides and could potentially enable the 
low-cost fabrication of high-performance transparent electronics.  
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 Chapter 9: 
Conclusion 
 
 
After an introduction to the theory and literature on organic electronics it 
becomes clear to the reader that the issues of charge carrier injection, carrier trapping 
by impurities and defects in the semiconductor or at the interface to the dielectric, the 
film morphology and the role of surface energy at the interfaces are crucial aspects to 
the development of any organic semiconductor-based device. Furthermore, the 
performance of a particular organic semiconductor material can be strongly dependent 
on the specific device architecture used, the nature of other device components (i.e. 
dielectric, contact materials etc.) and the type of processing methodologies employed. 
It is this point where organic chemistry meets device physics. It is expected that the 
synergy of research efforts in both fields is required to improve the current level of 
performance of organic devices and develop organic electronics into a widely 
applicable technology.  
In the first part of my research work a number of aspects related to the 
fabrication and performance of n-channel organic transistors for use in 
complementary integrated circuits were investigated. My work focused on soluble 
fullerene derivatives, a very promising class of small-molecule electron transporting 
organic semiconductors. The devices were developed in several steps by choosing an 
adequate polymer gate dielectric and improving electron injection through low work 
function source-drain top contact electrodes. The best devices exhibited a maximum 
electron mobility of 0.2 cm2/Vs. This value is amongst the highest reported electron 
mobilities in organic field-effect transistors (OFETs) based on solution processed 
organic semiconductors and brings organic solution processed n-channel OFETs 
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closer to the performance level of analogue state-of-the-art p-channel devices. 
Complementary circuits fabricated using p- and n-channel transistors are found to 
exhibit lower power consumption, higher signal gain and better noise margins than 
unipolar circuits based on hole- or electron-only OFETs. Another important finding 
was that the electron mobility in solution processed [70]PCBM- based devices is 
comparable to that in [60]PCBM. This result is expected to further nourish the interest 
in [70]PCBM for use in organic solar cells, where its broader absorption spectrum can 
be of great benefit.  
Part of my research has also focused on the development of ambipolar OFETs 
and circuits. Ambipolar OFETs are interesting for a number of reasons, particularly 
for their use in complementary-like logic and optoelectronic devices, such as light 
sensors. The analysis of their operating characteristics provides valuable information 
on the physical processes that occur in the organic materials during electrical 
conduction, light absorption and photoconductivity. Furthermore, ambipolar OFETs 
have a significant potential for use as low-cost light sensors. Particularly noteworthy 
is the infra-red light sensing capability of the squaraine-based ambipolar transistors 
discussed in the fifth chapter, as most other light sensing organic systems reported to 
date are limited to the visible and ultra-violet spectrum.  
Although ambipolar materials might be able to eliminate the problem of 
processing discrete electron and hole transporting OFETs, the development of 
efficient patterning methods for organic components is of critical importance for the 
implementation in large scale organic integrated circuits. While printing methods are 
often considered the best option for soluble organic materials, it is suggested here that 
well known photolithography techniques could also be adapted for the patterning of 
solvent-sensitive and mechanically soft materials, such as organic conductors and 
semiconductors. The interlayer lithography method discussed in chapter 6 allows 
pattern resolutions of less than 10 μm and could be applied to organic conducting, 
insulating and semiconducting components.  
A main topic discussed and addressed in this work is the prevailing high power 
consumption and high operating voltages of state of the art OFETs. A very promising 
approach is adopted for reducing the operating voltages. The latter is based on the 
introduction of very thin self-assembled monolayer gate dielectrics and solution 
processed organic semiconductors. The method enables OFET operation at 1-2 V. 
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These low-voltage devices exhibit similar charge carrier mobility as OFETs based on 
conventional oxide or polymer gate dielectrics and the same semiconductor systems, 
which typically operate at 10-80 V. By employing solution processed n- and p-
channel low-voltage OFETs a complementary voltage inverter is demonstrated, which 
operates at less than │2│ V. This achievement is considered an important step in the 
development of low power solution processed organic integrated circuits.  
While the advancements in organic electronics have been driven by the research 
on new low cost and high performance alternatives to amorphous and polycrystalline 
silicon for use in integrated circuits for several decades, another family of materials, 
namely transparent oxide semiconductors (TOS), has sparked strong interest in recent 
years. Here TiO2 and ZnO are shown to encompass excellent electron transport 
characteristics with high optical transparency. The materials are deposited from a 
soluble precursor material employing the spray pyrolysis method. The latter is 
compatible with large area, low cost deposition and patterning. The highest electron 
mobility found in transistors based on ZnO as the semiconductor and self-assembled 
monolayer gate dielectrics was of the order of 10 cm2/Vs at operating voltages below 
2 V. This performance qualifies the devices for many applications in which 
amorphous or polycrystalline silicon is currently employed, and in particular the 
backplane circuitry of active matrix light emitting diode displays. Furthermore, the 
optical transparency of oxide electronics is expected to be a great advantage in the 
design of new display and optical/chemical sensor architectures. ZnO, for example, is 
shown to be suitable for UV-light sensing. 
Based on the results obtained in this work, it is anticipated that organic and 
transparent oxide semiconductors will each soon be found in applications where their 
specific competitive advantages make them most attractive. This may be low-end 
portable, flexible and/or disposable light weight printed electronics, in the case of 
organic materials, and transparent sensors or active matrix OLED displays in the case 
of metal oxide semiconductors. However, several important issues remain to be 
solved before the advantageous properties of these materials overweigh the 
difficulties of implementing them into large scale production facilities. These are 
especially the limited air-stability and low charge carrier mobility in the case of 
organics and the high temperature processing in the case of oxide semiconductors 
processed by spray pyrolysis. Furthermore, the implementation of organic and oxide 
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materials will strongly depend on the simultaneous development of adequate 
processing technologies to enable their inexpensive deposition and patterning. These 
could be roll-to-roll printing or stamping methods or deposition by spraying or from 
the vapour phase with the support of masking or lithographic methods. A large 
number of research groups worldwide work on these issues and the impressive 
progress that has been achieved over the past few decades is ongoing. Revolutionary 
developments towards flexible, low cost, printed and transparent microelectronics are 
therefore to be expected. 
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[60]PCBM [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid ester  
AFM atomic force microscopy 
a-Si amorphous silicon 
BC bottom contact 
BCB divinyltetramethyldisiloxanebis (benzocyclobutene) 
BG bottom gate 
CB conduction band 
CB  chlorobenzene 
CDM correlated disorder model 
Ci geometrical capacitance 
CV cyclic voltammetry 
DFT density functional theory 
diF-TESADT 8-difluoro-5,11-bis(triethylsilylethynyl)anthradithiophene 
DOS density of states 
EA electron affinity 
HMDS hexamethyldisilazane 
HOMO highest occupied molecular orbital 
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IC integrated circuit 
IR infrared 
LED  light emitting diode 
LUMO lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 
MIM metal-insulator-metal 
MOSFET metal-oxide semiconductor field-effect transistor 
MTR multiple trapping and release 
NM noise margin 
OC1C10-PPV 
poly(2-methoxy 5-(3',7' dimethyloctyloxy)-1-4 phenylene-
vinylene) 
ODPA octadecylphosphonic acid 
OFET organic field-effect transistor 
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PET poly(ethylene terephthalate) 
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PVP polyvinylphenol 
RDV rotating disc voltammetry 
rms root mean square 
SAM self-assembled monolayer 
S-D source-drain 
SP spray pyrolysis 
SU 8-2 PR cross linkable epoxy photoresist 
TC top contact 
TG top gate 
TFT thin film transistor 
TOS transparent oxide semiconductor 
UV ultra violet 
VB valence band 
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Symbols: 
 
EF fermi energy level 
EG optical band gap energy 
Egap energy gap between HOMO and LUMO 
ID drain current 
IG gate current 
IOFF transistor off-current 
ION transistor on-current 
Le(h) length of electron (hole) accumulation layer 
ntrap charge carrier trap density 
tF/R fall/rise time 
TS substrate temperature 
VD drain voltage 
VDD inverter supply voltage 
VG gate voltage 
VIN inverter input voltage 
VOUT inverter output voltage 
ΔIphoto photo-induced current increase 
θC contact angle 
τd inverter stage delay 
 
Constants: 
 
c speed of light in vacuum 2.998 x 108 ms-1 
e  elementary charge 1.602 x 10-19 C 
h Plancks constant  6.626 x 10-34 Js 
kB Boltzmann constant 1.381 x 10-23 m2kgs-2K-1 
ɛ0 Permittivity constant 8.854 x 10-12 Fm-1 
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